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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1. Introduction 
The description of mesons and baxyons in terns of quarks started in 
the early s i x t i e s and has been proved to be very fruitful in the last two 
decades. For the understanding of hadrcn spectra, hadron decay« «id the 
prediction of new s ta tes , the quark model has been of outstanding 
inportance. Ih i s thesis contains a series of papers in which two aspects 
of quaric model phenomenology are studied simultaneously. 
Hie f i r s t aspect i s strong decay. I t i s shown that in spectroscopy 
i t i s relevant to give an adequate description of this rather inportant 
feature of hadrons. Some- of the consequences for hadron modela are 
discussed using a rea l i s t i c model for mesons. 
The second aspect concerns the nature of the confining forces. An 
a t t e s t i s made t o show that within the theory of strong interaction· the 
study of breken conformai syaoetry сап contribute to the understanding of 
the spectra and properties of hadrens. This motivates us to study a 
geometrical model for hadrons. 
2. Hadrons 
The detailed picture of a hadron strongly depends on how we think 
that a hadron Is bullt fron quarks and gluons. In the most simple 
picture of the simplest hadron, a meson, a quark and em antiquark are 
attached to each other by means of a string. The spectrum of radial and 
angular excitations is indeed found in nature and together with the 
spin/flavor spectrum this simple picture explains qualitatively the 
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data for the mesons. For the description of mesons this picture is 
always in the back of our minds. The realistic binding of quarks and/ 
or antiquarks in a hadron is assumed to be mediated by gluons. In 
principle we assume that the theory which describes the interactions of 
quarks and gluons is Quantum Chromo Dynamics (Q.C.D.). So a somewhat 
more realistic picture of a meson is a domain in space filled with 
gluons and quark-antiquark pairs, in which the constituent quarks can 
move. 
In the above description of a meson, its construction out of elemen-
tary building blocks stands central. There is still another picture of 
a meson. In this picture a meson is a resonance in the scattering 
process of two mesons. 
3. Resonances 
A resonance can easily be understood in the string model. In this 
model the two scattered mesons approach each other so closely that a 
quark and an antiquark of the same type annihilate. The two strings 
form one new string connecting the remaining quark and antiquark. In 
the continuation of this process the string breaks up again and forms 
a quark and an antiquark at the breaking point, such that again two 
mesons are formed. 
In [l, 2] a model is discussed in which such a process is described 
by means of a two channel Schrödinger equation. In short the model 
contains one channel in which the scattering of the two mesons is 
described, in the other channel the string is described. The mesons m 
the first channel are treated as point particles with no final state 
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interactions. The particles (representing the quark and the antiquark) 
in the other channel are permanently bound by the string, which describes 
confinement. The spectrum of the string becomes visible in the scatter-
ing channel as a resonance, once both channels are coupled with an off-
diagonal potential. 
We learn from this model that the spectrum of the string is deformed 
by turning on the coupling to the scattering channel. The resonances are 
represented by poles of the scattering matrix which move in the complex 
energy plane as a function of the coupling strength. In the limit of no 
coupling these poles are on the real axis at the positions where they 
are expected due to the string spectrum. If the coupling is turned on, 
they move into the complex energy plane and obtain a negative imaginary 
part as long as they are above the threshold of the scattering channel. 
Real and imaginary part are of the same order of magnitude. So, because 
the imaginary part is roughly one half of the width of a resonance, and 
of the order of .1 GeV, we must expect real shifts of the same order of 
magnitude, which is comparable to the level splittings in the string 
spectrum. From this it follows that the central position of a resonance 
is not necessarily the same as the corresponding string spectrum 
position, or to state it differently: that the string spectrum does not 
follow automatically from the physical spectrum. Especially the ground 
states in our model obtain large shifts due to the coupling to the 
decay channel, even in the cases where the imaginary peurt is zero 
because the ground state is below threshold. 
So we conclude that the bare spectrum (string spectrum) as it 
would be if strong decay was forbidden and mesons could be treated as 
stable qq systems, is in general not the same as the physical spectrum, 
and that is even hard to find the one from the other. 
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4. Decay 
If we realize that hadronic decay has a substantial influence on the 
hadron spectrujD, then we start worrying about the number of possible 
decay channels. In [3] the two channel model is generalized to many 
channels. 
In the first place it is reasonable to restrict ourselves to two 
particle decays. Decay to a higher number of particles might be explained 
as the result of a cascade of subsequent two particle decays, which we 
hope are of less importance (see [l]). 
In [4, 5] we go into the possibilities for two particle decays of 
a meson, within the Ρ model for decay in the non-relativistic harmonic 
oscillator model for hadrons. We conclude that there are a large number 
of decay modes for each meson. So it is clear that in practice we have 
to limit this number and to restrict it to the most dominant decay 
channels. 
A first possibility to exclude two particle decay channels is 
because of their threshold value. For example decay products which stem 
from breaking up the string by the creation of a chained quark-anti-
quark pair, will not have much influence on a ρ resonance of 1.5 GeV, 
because their threshold is above 3.6 GeV, which is very high above 
the resonance position. The decay to such high lying channels is 
virtual and with such a large negative energy that the wave function 
of the mesons in that scattering channel is damped for already small 
distances. Because of this such channels do not have much influence. 
In [6] we show that we need a coupling to decay channels which is 
inversely proportional to the threshold value. This has phenomenological 
motives mainly concerning the total widths of resonances, and gives 
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a second reason why channels with high thresholds are less important for 
the deformation of the bare spectrum. 
In [6, 7] a model is discussed for the description of light and 
heavy mesons. There we have only treated those decay channels which 
contain the lowest lying pseudoscalar and vector nonets. In how much 
higher angular or radial excited mesons (e.g. scalar, axial and tensor 
mesons) play a role as decay products has not yet been investigated. A 
part of their influence will probably have been taken over by the 
other channels. More research on this point is necessary. 
The possibility that a hadron first forms two colored objects which 
after the exchange of glue become colorless, leading to decay of the 
original hadron, will not be distinguished from the above mentioned two 
particle decays in the model of [6, 7]. But this refinement could 
eventually be handled if the masses and interactions of these colored 
objects were known. 
Also glueballs have not been treated here. Hadrons could interminably 
continue in shedding glueball-like objects if glueballs were very light. 
But since the occurrence of this process has not been reported, we have 
left it out of consideration. Decay channels with one glueball and one 
meson are not taken into account. 
5. The string 
When we know that the string spectrum cannot be found directly from 
the physical spectrum, this means that for the study of the confinement 
part of strong Interactions we have to limit ourselves to general 
features of the physical spectrum which might be shared with the bare 
spectrum. 
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First we find that all spin/flavor level splittings are of the same 
order of magnitude for mesons and for baryons [б]. From this we conclude 
that the spectra are approximately flavor independent. The consequences 
in terms of a Schrödinger potential model are worked out in the intro-
duction of І6]. 
Another feature of the physical spectrum is that if we leave out of 
consideration the ground states, the levels are about equidistant. This 
is also the spectrum of 80(3,2), so one might describe a bare hadron as 
a baglike system with an internal structure of anti-De Sitter geometry, 
see [8, 9]. The non-relativistic approximation for heavy quarks in terms 
of a potential model, leads to a flavor dependent harmonic oscillator 
potential. 
In the picture of the multi channel model of [4 - 7] the potential 
of the permanently closed channel represents the string. 
6. The model of a bare hadron 
A proper definition of the bare hadron spectrum is the bound state 
spectrum which would occur if for hadrons strong decay had been for­
bidden. Bare hadrons might thus be seen as systems of valence quarks 
permanently confined to each other by gluons. This is about the 
situation as described by the gluon sector of the QCD Lagrangian, when 
the valence quarks are added as the sources of glue. Indeed it is 
nowadays a general opinion that the gluon sector is primarily 
responsible for the permanent binding of quarks in hadrons. 
In our work we assume that by nonperturbative QCD effects in a 
hadromc system of valence quarks and gluons, somehow the valence 
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quarks become c o n s t i t u e n t quarks enfcedded i n a medium o f g lue (and qq 
p a i r s ) . U l i s medium dev ia te s l o c a l l y (bag) from the perturbat i ve vacuum 
and i t s p e c u l i a r proper t i e s lead t o confinement. The equat ions of motion 
for the c o n s t i t u e n t quarks are g iven by t h e i r i n t e r a c t i o n s with t h i s 
medium. The forces which might fo l low for the c o n s t i t u e n t quarks are 
d i scussed i n [ 1 0 ] , where we propose a bridge between QCD and a 
geometrical model for confinement [ 8 ] . 
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I t i s well-known t h a t hadronic decay has in f luence on the p r o p e r t i e s o f hadrons 
[ 1 - 6 ] . However, i n phenonenological hadron models the e f f e c t s are o f t e n underestimated 
[ 7 ] . As a consequence the agreement between sudi models and QCD i s s t i l l open t o 
q u e s t i o n s . 
BARE AND PHYSICAL HADRONS 
In the f irst place we like to introduce bare hadrons which have to be distinguished 
from physical hadrons. Physical hadrons i s the name we reserve for those resonances and 
bound states which are measured by experimentalists in the laboratories. Theoreticians 
have no doubt that their existence and properties can be explained by the theory for 
strong interactions as given by the QCD Lagrangian. However, th is Lagrangian i s much 
too conçlicated for calculations in the energy domain of hadrons. So approximations 
must be made to make l i f e a b i t more easy. The hope i s that confinesent might be found, 
also i f the QCD Lagrangian i s limited to the gluon sector, which would agree with the 
ideas about the connection between confinement and the non-abelian character of the 
color gauge group. This leads us to the definition of bare hadrons, being those color-
less objects consisting of valence quarks and gluons, which can be bu i l t from the 
gluon sector of the QCD Lagrangian. So a bare hadron i s an abject for which strong 
decay to other hadrons Is incessible, because the creation of quark-antiquark pairs 
i s not contained in the gluon sector of the QCD Lagrangian. 
I t i s almost common use to conpare the results of the hadron models which consider 
hadrons as bound states and thus describe bare hadrons rather than physical hadrons, 
with the properties of the physical hadrons. In the following I hope to demonstrate 
that this might lead to false ccnclusions about the interquark forces. 
A SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF A HADRON 
In order to demonstrate our point, we might construct a model for the description 
of a hadron which i s on one hand not too sinple as not to contain some general 
features of hadrons, but which on the other hand i s simple enough to allow easy and 
transparant calculations. For this purpose we make use of the framework of the non-
re lat i vis t i с Schrôdinger equation. We describe a hadron by a two conponent wave 
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function. One conponent describes the confinement s e c t o r of valence quarks which are 
permanently bound, ihe other conponent descr ibes the decay s e c t o r of decay products« 
i n the s c a t t e r i n g process of which the hadron under considerat ion would appear as a 
resonance or a bound s t a t e . 
For instance a meson would i n t h i s p ic ture adopt the form: 
Cr) (1) 
where ψ - i s the wave function of the confined partons and where ψ i s the wave 
cjçi Mn 
functicn for the decay products« i n t h i s case c o n s i s t i n g out of two mesons. For the 
moDBnt we leave out o f considerat ion decay channels with more than two p a r t i c l e s , but 
we w i l l come bade on t h i s p o i n t . 
I f hadromc decay i s forbidden, the two channels i n the wave functicn (1) have 
no comnunication. The wave equation for t h i s case would be 
(ν,,'-Ηϊ) - · 
Where Η - contains the confinement p o t e n t i a l of the valence quarks and where Η 
contains the s c a t t e r i n g p o t e n t i a l of the two decay products. Equation (2) g ives r i s e 
t o two disconnected spectra: 
Ihe bound s t a t e spectrum of Η - : 
qq £ 
tic. 1 
and the continuum spectrum of Η (poss ib le bound s t a t e s of Η are not t reated i n 
t h i s i n v e s t i g a t i o n ) : il ι ι / 
ТпгйупсЛсл с 
хх κ χ /^ «··2 
Hadronic decay can i n t h i s model be s imulated by introducing a t r a n s i t i o n p o t e n t i a l 
Η a t the off-diagonal p o s i t i o n s of the p o t e n t i a l matrix i n eq. ( 2 ) , leading t o : 
I qq" E Hdecay\ I *qq \ 
^ β ΐ ™ , Η - E / \ *„„/ 
0 . (3) 
"decay "MM " * ' x '·'»! ' 
An object of i n t e r e s t might In t h i s case be the s c a t t e r i n g matrix S(E) i n the 
s c a t t e r i n g s e c t o r . Bound s t a t e s and resonances appear then a s p o l e s i n S(E) in the 
conçlex var iable E: A 
Τη,Ε' 
— 0 * tk h 1 ψ ' f i g . 3 
^ ^ 
• 
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In fig. 3 we have superlnposed tig. 1 and 2, the arrows indicate how the poles 
(dots) in S(E) move as the strength of H. is increased. 
decay 
This way we obtained a model which simulates the effects of hadronic decay on 
the properties of hadrons. In this model we can switch on and off hadronic decay and 
study what happens to the pole positions in S (E). In the limit of no coupling all 
bound states and resonances are on the real axis (fig. 1), these positions correspond 
to the bare hadron spectrum. 
Our project is now well defined: find for some H -, H. and H„„ such poles in 
qq decay ИМ 
S (E) which fit the physical resonances and bound states of the mesons. Then switch off 
the transition potential H, and see what happens to the pole positions. This way 
we obtain the bare spectrum of В - which should also be described by the gluon sector 
of the QCO Lagrangian if this sector is responsible for confinement. 
bet us take in В - a harmonic oscillator with frequency ω for perfect confinement. 
Let us take no final state interactions in В just for sinpliclty. For B ^ we use 
the PQ pair creation model with an overall strength parameter g. 
W 
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fig. 5 
.PC In fig. 4 we compare a harmonie oscillator spectrum with the J - 1 
charmonium states. We might conclude that there is not too mudi similarity. In fig. 
5 we have depicted the real parts of the pole positions for several values of the 
strength of the transition potential. From this figure we conclude that it is very 
well possible to obtain the physical charmonium spectrum from a bare harmonic 
oscillator spectrum. Moreover we notice the remarkable feature of our model that 
the levelspacing between the ground state and the first radial excitation in the 
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"physical" spectrum i s enlarged with respect to the same spacing in the bare spectrum. 
In fig. 6 and 7 we see that many physical spectra of radial excitations exhibit this 
feature. 
r' 
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Г 
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J P C - г 
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fig. 6 fig. 7 
A more extended form of the model of eqs (1-3) i s described in [5, 6 ] . TTie 
parameters of the model (quark masses, osci l lator frequency ω, coupling strength g 
and one parameter for the so-called color spl itt ing between pseudoscalar and vector 
mesons) are fixed in an overall f i t to the central positions of bound states and 
resonances of pseudoscalar and vector mesons. 
Let me briefly coiment the results: 
1. For bound states we can easily confute the wave functions and via the Van Royen-
Meisskopf formula [ 8 ] , the leptonic widths. Good results. 
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2. For resonances we can conpute scattering properties in the scattering channels. 
In fig. 8, 9 and 10 we have conçared the results (reoeitoer: no final s tate inter-
actions in the present version of our model!) with the available data. 
3. On the Influence of three or more particle decays, the following remarks can be 
made: Although \jp t i l l now we have not done a cooçlete calculation, we have some 
information available on this point, dealing with the ш(7 5) meson. Ihia resonance 
can only decay into Зт. Ihis decay, however, can be explained as a resonance in the 
virtual ρ-π scattering process. The cascade of р-ш * 3it, can for this resonance be 
imitated by giving the ρ-meson mass in the ρπ channel an imaginary part, which 
inmediately amounts in the right width for the u-meson. In th is case we also found 
that turning on the width of the p-mass leads only to a small sh i f t in the resonance 
position of the ω-mescn, which demonstrates the point that the three particle decay 
channel has not much influence albeit essential for the width of the m-meson. That i t 
i s reasonable to assume that the (o-meson decays via the above described virtual 
process, can be checked at the φ-meson, which contains a small admixture of a pure 
isosinglet nñ state and therefore has a small width into Зт decay. Here i t i s known 
that more than 80% of this decay goes, via the (in th is case real) P» two-particle 
decay. Ihis exaiple we generalize to a l l cases, concluding that i t i s safe to neglect 
three or more particle decay for a f i rs t rough description of a hadron. 
4. There i s another surprise which should be mentioned at the end of th is talk, 
namely that the bare spectrum not only deviates from the physical spectrvan in the 
respect that they lead to different "masses", but even that the nunber of states might 
differ for both spectra. An ехалріе i s the I J = 0 0 resonance at .5 GeV, which 
as the o-meson disappeared from the particle properties tables already long ago. Ihis 
resonance can easi ly be explained as a pole in the S-matrix for ππ scattering in the 
model of [5, 6 ] . The bare spectrun has a pole at about 1.3 GeV. If we turn on the 
couplings to the scattering channels to the values which give the best overall f i t 
for the mesons, we do not find one but two poles in the conplex energy plane, at about 
.5 GeV and 1.3 GeV central values. One has i t s origin at inf inite negative imaginary 
part in the energy, the other comes from the bare spectrum. But which one i s connected 
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t o which one of the two s t a r t i n g p o s i t i o n s depends on the way we turn on the coupling 
constants . Unfortunately t h i s i s not a phys ica l process , because only the end points 
represent something measurable and we can not turn on and o f f coupling constants i n 
nature. So we have to conclude that both po le s i n the phys ica l spectrum stem from one 
and the same pole i n the bare spectrum. 
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
Hadron models which are derived from the gluon s e c t o r of the QCD Lag ranglán should 
be t e s t e d a t the bare hadrons rather than at the phys ica l hadrons. t h i s might for 
exaople lead to t o t a l l y d i f f erent types of quarkonium p o t e n t i a l s . 
Guided by the observation that bare hadrcn spectra are conçat ib le with those 
of harmonic o s c i l l a t o r s , we have constructed a geometrical model [ 9 , 10] for bare 
hadrons. In [10] we use spontaneous symmetry breaking of the naive conformai synmetry 
of the gluon s e c t o r of the QCD Lagrangian t o 80(3 ,2) , for the descr ip t ion of s trong 
i n t e r a c t i o n s i n the energy domain of hadrons. Besides gluon and quark f i e l d s a l s o 
two Higgs f i e l d s are introduced i n an e f f e c t i v e con formally invar iant Lagrangian, 
which i n an approximation can serve as the o r i g i n of the geometrical model [ 9 ] . For 
heavy quarks t h i s b o i l s down t o a f lavor dependent harmonic o s c i l l a t o r p o t e n t i a l i n 
a multichannel Schrôdinger equation. This g ives a f a i r l y good descr ipt ion for the 
rad ia l spectra of chamonium and beautomum, and t o our surprise a l s o for the l i g h t 
quarkonia and baryons. 
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Abstract 
In a multichannel treatment o f the qq-system i t i s shown that the inpact 
o f decay on the s p e c t r a and wavefunctions of hadrons i s s u b s t a n t i a l . Some 
consequences for p o t e n t i a l models are worked out i n d e t a i l . We conclude t h a t 
an "equivalent" confining qq-potent ia l t o be used i n an e f f e c t i v e s i n g l e -
channel treatment might dev iate s i g n i f i c a n t l y from the qq-potent ia l i n a 
r e a l i s t i c multichannel treatment. 
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1. Introduction 
The influence of hadronic decay on the spectra and electromagnetic 
properties of mesons and baryons i s in general very substantial. This i s often 
underestimated. Hadronic decay i s for instance not implemented explicit ly in 
many models for the description of quark systems. In these models one works 
with effective quark wave functions, rising the problem how to relate states 
with different quantum numbers such as e.g. radial and orbital excitations. 
Usually this i s handled by the construction of phenomenological quark potentials 
[ l ] . However, this way one meets the hazard of obscuring the true nature of 
the quark interactions, and therefore i s not a satisfactory approach. 
In the literature treatments of meson decay beyond f irst order perturbation 
theory exist (2, 3, 4 ] . These are based en the idea that a real i s t ic 
description in terms of a wave equation must contain the dominant decay modes, 
which i s realized by a multichannel Schrfidinger potential model for mesons (and 
eventually baryons) . The interpretation of such models within the framework 
of a field theory like QCD for the interaction of quarks and gluons, i s in 
progress [2, 5, 6 ] . However, at present a definite theory does not exist and 
one must use phenomenological conjectures: in the f irst place, like in many 
other hadron models, the property of permanent confinement i s translated into 
infinitely rising potentials for the description of the interactions in the 
quark sector. The restriction to this sector yields a "bare" hadron spectrum 
which night be very close to the spectra obtained by the models which we 
referred to in reference [ l ] . Ihis i s , however, not necessarily the case, 
which complicates the search for the appropriate phenomenological 
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potentials. Then one also needs transition potentials between the quark sector 
and the hadron sector. In [4] the transition potential is primarily based on the 
P. mechanism for hadronic decay [7], which has been applied successfully to 
mesonic decay by several authors [8]. The radial dependence of the transition 
potential is in [4] shown to stem from the overlap integrals of qq states and 
meson states. 
In models which incorporate the hadron sector through coupling to the 
quark sector via decay, it is not only possible to calculate resonance positions, 
but also hadronic widths, scattering properties, etc. There is now a variety of 
results available. In [2] and [4] the transition potentials differ, which leads 
apparently to differences in the change of the spectra due to the inplementation 
of decay. In this paper we present in some more detail the results on spectra 
and wave functions of the model of [4]. Ne discuss the shift of resonance positions 
and the deformation of wave functions which is caused by the coupling of confine-
ment to scattering sectors for the specific type of transition potentials of 
[3] and [4]. Under the above mentioned shifts we understand that what happens to 
the energy eigenvalues of a multichannel potential model if one first neglects 
decay, thereby obtaining the "bare" spectrum, and then turns en in one way or the 
other the coupling to the hadronic decay channels. This is of course not a process 
which can be measured in the laboratory, but it pinpoints the possible errors 
one makes if one only treats the qq sector, or to state it differently it 
demonstrates the predictive power of models which are limited to the confinement 
sector. 
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Ihe organization of this article i s as follows: we first study a wave 
equation for a very simplified description of a meson (sections 2 and 3) . 
Then we discuss a more realist ic model (section 4) . It wi l l turn out that some 
of the characteristics of the siiqple model are shared by the more real ist ic one. 
Surprisingly these are not found in other investigations on this subject. 
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2 . A s i n p l e model· for a mesoni с résonance 
In [9] we s t u d i e d a SchrSdinger model for the d e s c r i p t i o n of a system of 
two o b j e c t s which could appear i n two d i f f e r e n t modes: e i t h e r permanently 
conf ined t o each o t h e r , or wi thout any i n t e r a c t i o n . The two modes are i n t h i s 
model described by a two component wave funct ion . In one conponent (channel) 
the i n t e r a c t i o n g i v e s permanent confinement, i m i t a t i n g the qq s e c t o r . In the 
other conçonent i t descr ibes two f r e e l y moving mesons. 
For our two-conponent t w o - p a r t i c l e system we def ine two 2 x 2 d iagonal mass 
matrices M, and H- which contain the masses m and m- of the quark and the 1 2 q q 
antiquark i n the qq channel , and m. and m. o f the mesons i n the meson-meson 
channel: 
( m 0 \ / m- 0 \ 
о' „J - Ή : J 
(2.1) 
He a l s o introduce a reduced mass matrix υ conta in ing the reduced masses ν o f 
the permanent confined channel and vf o f the s c a t t e r i n g channel, and which i s 
r e l a t e d t o M and M, by: 
(oe J£) -ww" 1 (2.2) 
Further we define a 2 χ 2 diagonal angular momentum matrix L which has as nonzero 
elements the angular momenta I and t. of both channels: 
• ( ' ; : , ) 
(2.3) 
F i n a l l y we introduce a two-conponent function u(r) with cooponents u (r) and 
u . ( r ) , which i s r e l a t e d t o t h e rad ia l wave function R(r) v i a : 
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ƒ U c l r ) \ 
u(r) = r R(r) = (2.4) 
\ u f ( r ) / 
With (2.1) - (2.4) tne radial Schrôdinger equation for our system reads 
[ i „-> [ . 4 • i i b p - ]
 + V(r , | u<r) = E u<r) (2.5) 
r) in (2.5) we assume the following form: (hr! \) · « — с :) For the potential V(  n  ume low ormi 2r2 V(r) - M. +M-+ I 2 c Ι + - ^ — ä(r-a) I I . (2.6) 
Permanent confinement i s given by a harmonic oscil lator force (with 
frequency ω) in the qq sector. Both sectors are coupled via the off diagonal 
potential. The choice of a delta shell off diagonal potential with radius r - a 
and strength g/2u a makes the wave equation (2.S) exactly solvable. 
In [10] the S-matrix for scattering in the meson-meson channel for such a 
system i s given with a detailed derivation. Bound states and resonances are 
represented by poles in the S-matrix, the positions of which are given by the 
equation : 
| g 2
v
^ ' ( t £ . ka) JO U c . s, aa2) - 1 , (2.7) 
where 
j Q u , zi - г j t ( z ) h ; " (z) «r
1 
(spherical Bessel and Hankel functions are e.g. defined in [11]), 
and where 
j 6 u . S, I) -« '»*.- ' r ( - S ' •<-.. t * 4 , i ) T<-.. іЛ.ш) . 
(* and t functions are defined in [12]) . The relations between the energy 
eigenvalues E of (2.5) and к and s of (2.7) are given by: 
k2 3 E = -r— + m, + пц - u(2s + 1 + T - ) + m +m- (2.8) ¿и. 1 ^ с 2 q q 
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For systems such as the charmonlum vector states J = 1 , we restr ict the 
allowed orbital angular momenta to £ = 0 and I . = 1. The poss ib i l i t i es of 
Í. = 2 and i . = 3 are taken into account in [3] but wi l l be neglected here 
in order to keep the model as simple as possible, because otherwise we had to 
go to at least four component wave equations. 
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3. A further I n v e s t i g a t i o n 
In f igure 1 we show the p o s i t i o n s of var ious resonance p o l e s i n the S-matnx 
(or of e igenvalues of (2.5) ) as a function of the coupling constant gt for the 
following choice of the other parameters : 
m - m- = 1.6 GeV , m. - m · 2.37 GeV , q q 1 2 
ω - 0 .2 GeV and μ ша = 0.5 (3.1) 
The resonances shown i n figure 1 are a l l below threshold. One reason why we 
prefer t o study only bound s t a t e s i s that formula (2.7) can e a s i l y be solved 
for rea l values of E, because g fol lows once one makes a choice for E. The 
other reason i s that we vant t o avoid the coup l i c a t ! ons of the normalization of 
the wave functions for s c a t t e r i n g s o l u t i o n s . 
From f igure 1 we see that the mass s h i f t (with respect t o the harmonic 
o s c i l l a t o r spectrum s - 0> 1, 2, which are the resonance p o s i t i o n s for g = 0) 
due t o coupling i s unlimited for the ground s t a t e , but that the h igher radia l 
e x c i t a t i o n s cannot pass certa in l i m i t s . This property i s an a r t i f a c t of the one 
d e l t a s h e l l t r a n s i t i o n p o t e n t i a l and would not occur for smooth p o t e n t i a l s . 
Also for the choice (3.1) we have depicted i n f igure 2 the rad ia l wave 
functions R(r) for the ground s t a t e and the f i r s t and second rad ia l e x c i t a t i o n s 
2 2 
for severa l choices of g . We c l e a r l y see that for larger values o f g the wave 
function i n the permanently confined channel R (r) dev iates s u b s t a n t i a l l y from 
the free harmonic o s c i l l a t o r s o l u t i o n s . In order t o make t h i s more q u a n t i t a t i v e l y , 
we give i n t a b l e I the f ract ional contr ibut ions (^ squares of expansion c o e f f i c i e n t s ) 
for the expansion of R (r) in S-wave harmonic o s c i l l a t o r funct ions. The f igures 
i n eatii column of t a b l e I do not add up t o 1, t h i s i s due t o the f a c t that part o f 
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Figure 1: Eigenvalues of (2.5) in terns of the diaensionless quantity s 
(see 2.Θ) as a function of the coupling constant squared. 
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н.о. 
r a d i a l 
quantum number 
η 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
coupling constant 
g 2 
0.99930 
0 . 1 9 * IO" 4 
0 . 2 1 * I O - 5 
0 . 2 8 * 10~ б 
0 . 2 6 * I O - 9 
0 . 2 5 * I O - 4 
0.99926 
0 . 8 0 * I O - 5 
0 . 6 8 * I O - 7 
0 . 1 5 * I O - 5 
0 . 4 3 * I O - 5 
0.11 » I O - 6 
0.9987 
0 . 1 8 * IO" 4 
0.66 » i o " 4 
0.1 
groundstate 
0.990 
0 . 1 9 * I O - 2 
0 . 2 2 * I O - 3 
0 . 2 7 * I O - 4 
0 . 3 3 * i o " 6 
0.808 
0.080 
0.014 
0 . 1 9 * IO" 2 
0 . 3 2 * I O - 4 
f i r s t rad ia l e x c i t a t i o n 
0 . 2 6 * IO"2 
0.990 
0 . 6 7 * IO" 3 
0 . 4 0 » IO" 4 
0 . 3 3 * i o " 5 
0.130 
0.828 
0.014 
0 . 1 2 * I O - 2 
0 . 2 1 * IO" 4 
second rad ia l e x c i t a t i o n 
0 . 3 9 » IO" 3 
0 . 1 1 * ί ο ' 2 
0.992 
0 . 1 9 * IO" 3 
0.51 » I O - 4 
1 
0 .013 
0.040 
0.922 
0 . 3 2 * I O - 2 
0 . 5 2 * IO" 5 
8 
0.600 
0.148 
0 .034 
0 . 5 5 * IO"2 
0 . 1 0 * I O - 3 
0.286 
0.669 
0.020 
0 . 1 7 * IO" 2 
0 . 2 9 * IO" 4 
0.027 
0.090 
0.854 
0 . 5 6 * IO"2 
0 . 2 0 * IO"9 
16 
0.464 
0.166 
0.046 
0 . 8 4 * I O - 2 
0 . 1 7 * I O - 3 
0.381 
0.578 
0.021 
0.19 » 1 0 ~ 2 
0 . 3 1 * i o " 4 
0.038 
0.129 
0.806 
0 . 6 9 * IO" 2 
0 . 1 4 * IO" 5 
25 
Table I: Fractional contributions of S-wave harmonic oscillator wave functions to R (r) for various states and 
с 
coupling constants. The quantum number η represents the number of nodes in the H.O. wave functions. 
the probabi l i ty i s consumed by the wave function R.(r) i n the c l o s e d s c a t t e r i n g 
channel. 
Another remarkable feature which can be read of f from f igure 2 i s the change 
i n wave function R (r) a t the o r i g i n . For no coupling t o decay channels the higher 
rad ia l e x c i t a t i o n s have higher wave functions at the o r i g i n , but for some coupling 
2 
t h i s property changes. The s i t u a t i o n of g = 8 i s comparable t o the phys ica l 
s i t u a t i o n . Here we observe 
| R C < 0 ) | 2 : | R ¿ ( 0 ) | 2 : | R " ( 0 ) | 2 = 1 : 0.46 : 0 .S7 (3.2) 
The above observation demonstrates that decay might be responsible for the change 
of the wave function a t the or ig in such that even with simple harmonic o s c i l l a t o r 
forces for confinement, the proper r a t i o s for e lectromagnet ic decay can be obtained. 
Compare (3.2) for ins tance with the experimental nmnbers 
!» ( О ) ' 2 ¡ в · " » ! 2 т. M2 » r* ¡ H 2 . * Γ*! _ = 1 : 0.63 C 3 > 
' с ' ' с ' ψ e
+
e ψ· e - e -
Of course, everything i s much too crude t o be conclus ive for t h i s s imple version 
of our model. However, an important property could be demonstrated already. 
I f we study the threshold behavior of the mass s h i f t s , for which one some­
times argues that those resonances which are near the thresholds have larger s h i f t s 
(see below, equation ( 3 . 6 ) ) , we see that t h i s naive reasoning leads t o fa l se 
conclus ions. In f a c t , i f we take i n (2.7) the l i m i t к * 0 , we s e e t h a t we obtain 
a s i n p l e f i n i t e equation because: 
i . / 'TU, ka) • j ¡~— (3.4) 
к-Ю 
I f we i n s e r t the r e s u l t (3.4) i n t o equation (2.7) we find that the mass s h i f t s 
for f i n i t e values of g are f i n i t e even a t threshold. We can demonstrate t h i s more 
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explicitly on the second order perturbation contribution to the total energy of 
(2) 
a resonance ΔΕ , which equals (see also [9]): 
ΔΒ ( 2 ) - -iü)g2$Uf. k0a) K)0UC, SQ. aa2) , (3.5) 
where E « Ε +ΔΕ, E 0 being the unperturbed harmonic oscillator bound state position 
which is related to k. and s. similar to the relations (2.8) , and where 
£)0U, s 0 . » - ζ e г ц 
r(t + s „ + | ) Ф ( - 8 0 , 1 + | ι ζ) 
ru+f > "О 
For small values of g formula (3.5) i s a good approximation to the mass shi f t . 
Below threshold (3.5) i s real and negative; above threshold (3.5) i s coaplex with 
a negative imaginary part. If we insert (3.4) into (3.5) then we find that nothing 
spectacular happens for the mass shi ft of resonances which for g - 0 are in the 
neighborhood of the threshold. Ibis i s very interesting since many authors claim 
that the mass shi f t of the J/ψ with respect to i t s "bare" spectrum, i s suppressed 
with respect to the mass sh i f t of the f i rs t radial excitation because of the 
[-'•s-ä-' · 
energy denominator: 
, 2 
(3.6) 
"D-I 
Ibis would і іфіу in f in i t ies in the neighborhood of the threshold value E - 2IIL . 
However, in the expression for an effective potential due to decay, the denominator 
(3.6) i s conpensated which leads to a f inite result [13] . 
The above result holds also for the rea l i s t i c potential of reference [ 4 ] . 
So there i s no reason why the f i r s t radial excitation of the charaonium vector 
states shifts more than the ground state as i s often suggested to be the case 
[2, 14]. In the model (3, 4] I t i s even opposite: the ground state shi f t i s the 
largest. 
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4. R e a l i s t i c p o t e n t i a l 
we have shown in [10] that any t r a n s i t i o n p o t e n t i a l micfit be approximated by 
a sum of de l ta s h e l l p o t e n t i a l s . For small values of the overa l l coupling strength 
g we obtain a second order perturbation term l i k e (3.4) where the product ST J) 
i s now replaced by a sum of such products a t the d e l t a s h e l l p o s i t i o n s . The 
threshold behavior i s for any term the same as i n (3.4) , s o we obtain again a 
f i n i t e r e s u l t for к ·* 0 . I h i s r e s u l t thus holds for any t r a n s i t i o n p o t e n t i a l . 
In [ 3 , 4] a wave equation for the descr ip t ion of mesonic resonances and 
bound s t a t e s i s presented which i s a more extended form of (2.4) . The wave function 
contains many channels and the t r a n s i t i o n p o t e n t i a l i s given by the quark pa ir 
creat ion model. I h i s model g i ves good r e s u l t s for mesons ranging from .1 t o 10 GeV. 
In figure 3 we give the r e a l parts of the mass s h i f t s of the three lowest l e v e l s o f 
the charmonlum vector s t a t e s . I t we compare n g u r e s I and 3 we s e e many з і іш. іа і іи іеи. 
Although the occurrence of bounds i s an a r t i f a c t of the one d e l t a s h e l l t r a n s i t i o n 
p o t e n t i a l , we see a l s o here s imi lar bounds. The reason i s that i n t h i s case the 
t r a n s i t i o n p o t e n t i a l peaks around a cer ta in d is tance r - г . . Por larger values of 
the coupling strength g t h i s causes such a deformation of the wave functions that 
for s t i l l larger values of g the p o s i t i v e and negative contr ibut ions t o the mass 
s h i f t s cance l . With one except ion : the ground s t a t e , because the ground s t a t e has 
no nodes. In the case of one d e l t a s h e l l the conparable deformation i s such that 
the nodes of the wave functions come j u s t a t the d e l t a s h e l l p o s i t i o n . 
PC In f igure 4 we show the wave functions of the J - 1 d>armonium ground 
s t a t e and f i r s t radial e x c i t a t i o n . In fact these wave functions contain much more 
channels: the confined channel D-waves are almost zero; the other s c a t t e r i n g 
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Figure 3: Beai parts of the mass shifts of the three lowest radial excitations 
of the S-wave charnoniun vector s tates . 
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Figure 4: Part of the wave functions of the charmonium vector bound states 
(lowest and first radial excitation) . The units are GeV 3/2 
Φ and GeV for the radius. 
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Channels have about the same form as the DD scattering channel. Because of the 
relative сощ>1іпд strength, which i s /1/18 for οδ we could multiply the DD wave 
function with a factor /Iff in order to cbtain about the tota l prcbability whid» 
i s consumed by the scattering channels. I f one does so, the wave function in the 
2 
DD channel i s comparable to the meson meson wave function of the case g = 8 of 
figure 2. Hie fact that the wave functions in the scattering Лгите Is of figure 
2 do not have nodes, stems again frem the one delta shel l approximation of the 
transition potential. A f inite potential allows as many nodes in the scattering 
channel as there are in the confined channel. 
Prom figure 4 we can also study the electromagnetic decays as given by the 
wave functions in the confined channels. He cbtain: 
IR ( 0 ) | 2 : I R · « » | 2 - ι : 0.68 . (4.1) 
с с 
Піе result (4.1) is in agreement with experiment as cne can easily check by 
comparing (4.1) with (3.3). 
Another characteristics of the decay mechanism which can be read off from 
figures (2) and (4) is the effect it has on the sizes of mesons. This can be made 
more quantitatively by calculating the mean radius of the wave functions. In 
table II we give the result for the model of reference [4] and compare these 
p a r t i c l e 
V<:r2> i n fm 
modRl (R3) 
H.O. 
e x p . 
it 
0.84 
1.25 
. 7 4 + .24 
К 
0.78 
1.20 
-
" с 
0 . 4 3 
0 . 6 3 
-
J/Φ 
0.47 
0 . 6 3 
-
*' 
0.92 
0 . 9 7 
-
Τ 
0.27 
0 .37 
-
Τ' 
0 . 5 3 
0.56 
-
Τ" 
0 .67 
0 .70 
-
Table II: sizes of stable particles. Model of ref. (R3) compared to ordinary 
harmonic oscillator wavefunctions with the same parameters as given 
in <R3). 
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spatial extensions with the results for an ordinary harmonic oscillator of the 
type which appears in formulae (2.6) and with the same parameters as given in 
the model [4]. The experimental situation is not very clear. For the pion we 
give the numbers as are extracted from [IS]. We find that the predictions of 
[4] in table 11 eure in reasonable agreement with what one always assumes about 
the sizes of mesons. 
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5. S штату and conclusions 
Fox most hadronic systems bare hadron spectra as derived fron confining 
potentials do not coincide with the physical hadren spectra, as well as wave 
functions, hadronic (and leptonici widths and other properties of hadrons, 
because of the influence of hadronic decay. Our s inç l i f ied model for decay shows 
the tendencies of such deviations. In nature one important aspect of the 
influence of hadronic decay can easily be verified, namely the much larger level -
spacing between the ground states and the f i r s t radial excitations of several 
mesonic resonances (ρ, φ, φ. Τ) and the nucleón s ta tes , with respect to the level 
spacings of the higher radial excitations (see e .g . figures 1 and 2 of [4}) . This 
indicates that confining potentials for a nonrelatlvistic description of 
hadrons different fzoa the popular ones are not ruled out by the data. Ne 
obtain good results for a flavor mass dependent harmonic osci l lator with 
universal frequency. 
Bow in the derivation of such potentials QCD i s involved i s also not very 
transparant because harmonic osci l lators could also be derived heuristlcally 
starting from QCD (see [6]) . 
Iheoretically as well as phencoenologically the search for hadron models 
i s far from being finished. 
[Just after finishing this paper, we came aware of a preprint by 
K. Beikkilá, S. Ono and N.A. Tömqvlst (BU-TFT-83-4) which contains related 
material.] 
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A Numerical Method for Solving a Coupled 
Channel Sdirödinger Equation 
C. Dullemond, G. Rupp, Т.Д. Rijken. 
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A NUMERICAL METHOD FOR SOLVING A COUPLED CHANNEL SCHRODINGER EQUA­
TION 
С DULLEMOND. G RUPP,TA RIJKEN and E van BEVEREN 
Institut* for ThtoretKoi Physics. Umotrstty of Nijmegen, The Nethertandi 
Received 1 May 1982 
An арргокіпиіюп method mvolviDg sphencal della funcüom ш prcMnted for the solving of coupled channel differeniial 
equalioos, ю particular (he Schrödinger equauoo A specific example u worked out in detail 
1. 
The increase of interest in coupled channel differential equations with permanently closed channels and 
scattering channels for the description of resonances and bound states and their decay properties m 
elementary particle physics [1-5] requires a technique which allows a fast numerical evaluation of the 
scattering matrix 
In this article we present a method which is based on the following idea A radial Schrödinger equation 
has the general form 
[ - ^ + t/,('-) + t/I(r)]#(r) = 0, (1) 
where (/„, U, and ψ are matrices, the number of columns of Φ being the number of linearly independen! 
solutions which satisfy the proper boundary conditions We assume that we can solve analytically the 
equations 
The differential equation (I) can then be written as an integral equation 
* ( ' ) = * . ( ' • ) + r<ir'G(r, г')1/1(г')ф('·') (3) 
'о 
We also assume that the integrand of (3) is sufficiently well-behaved in order to allow an approximation of 
the integral by a weighted sum (weight function ¿(r)) 
•(' ·) = *,(<•)+ Σ Цг.Мг.гММфС.) (4) 
ι = | 
Eq (4) might again be written as an integral equation 
•(Ή*»(<·)+ƒ"dr'Mr-)C(r,r')U,(r') 2 i ( r ' - r X r ' ) , (5) 
•Ό , - ι 
where we have interchanged summation and integration and where we have assumed that a finite sum is 
0010-4655/82/0000-0000/$02 75 © 1982 North-Holland 
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accurate enough lo replace the infinite sum The final step is to replace the integral equation by a 
differential equation 
[-;p+i/„(<-) + iA<<-)W) = o (6) 
where ύ, is defined by 
U,(r)=ZMr,)U,(r,Wr-r,) (7) 
( = 1 
In practical calculations the convergence of the solutions for larger and larger number of terms N in the 
sum of (7) guarantees afterward that U, is well-behaved 
2. The S-matrix for a multkhannel Schrudinger equation 
In this section the S-matnx is derived for a system of m scattering channels in interaction with л closed 
channels Such a system is in a SchrOdmger theory represented by a column state vector ψ(.ι) of length 
(n + m). the radial part of which we denote by x(r) The radial differential equation is written 
{ ! А ' " ' ( - е + М 7 ^ и ] + и ' ) ) х ( г ) = £х<г) (8) 
In (8) the reduced masses and the angular momenta are contained in the diagonal matrices Л/ and L, 
respectively, and V(r) is the (я + m) Χ (η + m) potential matrix which represents the direct and off-diago­
nal interactions We assume that И ' ) can be made out of three parts 
Y(r) = D+y„(r) +y,(r). (9) 
where D is a constant diagonal matrix, where K
a
(r) is the diagonal matrix which contains the main part of 
the direct potential and where У,{г) represents the remaining interactions 
It is assumed that in the absence of V,{r) in each interval of the radius r the differential equation (8) can 
be solved analytically By this we mean that the solutions of (8) can be written as linear combinations of 
two linearly independent solutions F(r) and G(r) which can be expressed in terms of well-known analytic 
functions In this investigation we restrict ourselves for the potential V0(r) either to constant potentials, the 
heights of which may vary from interval to interval, or to quadratic potentials (see e g refs 11 4-6]) Since 
eq (8) is diagonal because of the absence of V,[r), we are m this case dealing with a set of (<i + m) 
differential equations, the solutions of which can all be expressed in terms of spherical Bessel and 
Neumann functions in those intervals where the potential is constant, or in terms of harmonic oscillator 
wave functions in those intervals where the potential is quadratic 
For completeness we recall that the equation 
has the following sets of two linearly independent solutions 
«/·./,(«;·) and «г пД«·) or іи'*;"(кг)пиікг* | ( 2 >(и'). (ЮЬ) 
M! = 2 m < £ - c , ) . (10c) 
and where;,, n, and λ, are the spherical Bessel. Neumann and Hankel functions respectively the properties 
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of which can be found in any textbook on quantum mechanics (see eg. ref [7], ρ 194 ff), and thai the 
equation 
has the two linearly independent solutions 
* ( n , i [mur2]1 2) = (mur 2 )"* l , / 2 e*p(- im
u
r
2 )4>(-, . ,/+bm«r 2 )/r(/ + i ) 
and 
ψ(η./, (mur2)1'2) = (mur2)"* " / 2βχρ(-{ι»<*· 2)ψ(-ιι. / + §. mur2), (lib) 
where the radial quantum number η is defined by the relation 
£ = a>(2n + / + $) + c 2. (lie) 
and where the functions Φ and ψ are defined by (see ref [8), ρ 248 and 2S7) 
ф ( а
-*-*
) =
,?о(а£· (,2a) 
with(o)0= 1 »ndla),=:(a + i-ì)X(,aì,.l and 
Γ(<ι — o + l ) Γ(α) (12b) 
Next we define the diagonal (n + m)X(n + m) regular solution matrix FKr). the elements of which in 
each interval of the radius r are equal to one of the functions ( 10b) or (lib) which m the absence of V,(r) 
are (he solutions of the wave equation (8) m this interval and which solutions satisfy the boundary 
conditions at the origin Similarly we define an irregular solution matrix Gir) which consists of the other 
solutions in (10b) or (1 lb) 
The potential V,(r) is in this paper solved by the method which is explained in the introduction With 
this method the potential V,(r) is replaced by a potential V,(r) which is defined by 
K(r)=2bWV,(r,)S(r-r,). (13) 
In (13) Δ(Γ) IS a weight factor belonging to the choice r, < Г; < <rN and 4(r —r,) is called a delta-shell 
with radius r
r
(i e a Dirac S function) 
The expression (8) for the Schrodinger equation can be simplified if we define 
*
2
 = 2Ai(£-X>). (14) 
after which definition we obtain the equation 
j_-Ëi
 + M i ± i ) + 2 A i ' 2(K(>+K,)Af|/2-*2U(r) = 0, (15) 
where 
ф(г) = М · 2 x(r) 
In the following we confine our attention to an interval of r between r,_, and r, (sec (13) for the 
definition of r
:
) and in which interval the potential V
a
(r) has everywhere the same form (either constant or 
quadratic) The two independent solutions F(r) and C(r) are normalized such that their Wronskian 
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satisfies 
ty(F(r),G(r)) = FTir)-j-rG{r)^~~rF(r)^G{r)=\ (16) 
In (16) FT stands for the transposed of F which is in (his tase equal to F because F {ana 0 ) is dugonal 
We are going to derive now a propjgator ч which has the property that for two роыіюпч г, and г, within 
the above defined interval it tonnects the \a)ues for the ч^иіюп ψ of (IS) and its derivative φ' at those 
positions 
We denote a solution Ф(г) = Fir)A + G(r)B. where A and В are (« + m)X(« + m) таіпсеч and its 
derivative by 
СИНЯ, г.!«· 
With the help of this notation and using (16) it is eas\ to check that ^ equals 
«"•'¿-[η*) оьЛ-пг,) nJ (19) 
This propagator has the following properties 
b(r,.r,)=l. ' .(/·, r,) = ' . ( r ( r ,) i . (r , r,) 
0 l(r,.r,) = Mr,.r.) and 
/ Я ' , ) С(л) j ' /Лг,) Gir,) J 
We have now a method to find the solution within the above defined inter*al as soon as we have the 
solution and its derívame in one point This method tan be extended to all values of r 
The first step will be to extend this formalism bevond a position r = a where (he potential Vfì( r ) changes 
its form In that case also the forms of F and G change We call ¿, and G, the forms of F and G for r < a 
and Fj and G} the forms of Fand G for r>a Continuity and the second order differential equation (15) 
require that at г = a 
W(ri a) J U ' ( r f e ) / 
So we obtain for the propagator at r = a 
limii(a + c . o - t ) = 1 (22) 
This implies for the propagator which connects two points on both sides of r = a 
i;(r¡><l.f,<e)=i;(r ;><i « Μ α r,<a) (23) 
where ¿(a, r, < a) is expressed in terms of F, and C, and»hereO(r,>u a) is expressed in terms of F2 and 
The next step is to pass the point r = rl In that tase the relation between the wave function and its 
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derivatives al both sides of the delta shell at r = rl reads (using (13) and (IS)) 
¡Ф(гіг,)\ li 0\l*(r1r,) 
fUir,)! \ 2 i ( r , ) M l / 2 K ( ' ; ) W , / 2 і/\ф'(Мг,)/ ( 2 4 ) 
This results in 
If at r=rl,V<> does not change its form, it is convenient to cany out a part of the matrix multiplications to 
obtain for the propagator the result 
at •* - ч / ' M 0M\ S{r
'
>r
-
r
'
<r
'
)=\rM <rM) 
x¡l-2b(r,)G{rl)M»1Vl(,,)M,»Hr,) -2а(г,)С(г,)Л/'^К,(г,)А/'^
С
(
г<) \ 
{jbWHrìMV'KMM^Fir,) I + 2Д(г,Иг,)М,/2К,(/;)М,/,С(г,)| 
I C'ir,) -G(r,)\ Пг,) H',) ) (26) 
Now since our potential has no more complications we are ready to construct S' for all r In fact it is a long 
chain of matrix multiplications for all discontinuities The final result is 
(Г4)-*—(Ä) 
Because F is the solution which satisfies the boundary conditions at the origin we have for that point 
i m \ j m <№\іл\ . . 
U'<0)/ \F(0) G'(0)/\0/ l ' 
At infinity we must distinguish between closed channels and open channels In the closed channels we 
must lake those solutions G which satisfy the boundary condition at infinity In the open channels we take 
the scattering solution 
iM¿/t{'K,1,{r) + %l"(r)c-,/1Sc,^)l%, (29) 
where 'X is a constant and where X'" and %α> are diagonal m X m matrices, which have as diagonal 
elements the functions кг Д'ДДх) and kr hY'(kr), respectively, where ν is the velocity matrix (* = mt>), and 
where S is the scattering matrix From eqs (27)-(29) one can solve the 5-matnx 
3. The explicit solution for a spedai case 
As a realistic example of the method outlined above we consider the following case we distinguish 
between permanently closed channels for each of which the potential is of the form given in eq (11a) and is 
the same for all r, and free channels for which the potentials are thresholds which vary for the different 
channels but which are for each free channel the same for all r First we treat the case of a one-dclta-shell 
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(al posinoli r = a) polential 
(О О/ 
In (30) we used the η X л diagonal mass matrix Л^ for the closed channels Л/0 is the m X m diagonal mass 
matrix for the open channels Both matrices are defined by 
(30) 
Similarly we introduce for the angular moment matrix 
L-- o' M 
(31) 
(32) 
The regular solution F is denoted by 
«-Г I, 
where f
c
 is a diagonal it x η matrix which is a self-evident matrix generalization of the 4 function defined 
in (lib) 
(33) 
í(··)-•(«.í,.lч«·,],,) 
and where J{r) can similarly be defined by (using (10b)) 
Ar) = kZ,-rjLb(knr) 
In (35) *„ » defined by 
к^гумьЕ)' ' 
For the irregular solution G(r) we take 
«"-ir ;. 
where GJ,r) is similarly to F^r) defined by 
and where JV(r) equals 
M ' ) = *i'*Vii1.„(*0r) 
J-
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
The factors in which the definitions (34). (35) (38) and (39) differ from the expressions in ( 10b) and (lib) 
are chosen such that (16) is satisfied With (33) to (39) we have for the wave function at ihe ongm 
*(') 
*,(') 
•Л') 
FM) 0 Ct(r) 0 
0 J(r) 0 N(r) 
rjr) о c;ir) о 
, 0 J'ir) 0 W'(r) 
(40) 
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and for the wave function at infinity 
ΨΛ') ІЫг) 0 С
с
(г) 
Ι Ψ Μ ' · ) 
о 
о 
J(r) 
о 
о 
о 
о 
Mr) 
о 
ЛГ'(г) 
о \ 
j* i- + , ( i+s)* 
é i / t jN- l+ í )* 
(41) 
where 
хм 
χ,Μ 
ЪА") 
х,А') 
* 4 ΐ ( θ ) 
Jf»(") 
^ 4 3 ( β ) 
^ ( β ) 
^ » ( β ) 
ΧιΜ 
Χ
η
(ο) 
χ,Μ 
Χ
Μ
(α) 
ХмМ 
S = k¿ , / а 5 * і / 2 (*„ = Μ
α
ο) and · λ = M¿ , / 2 α 
Il is convenient to define a (2n + 2m) X (2n + 2m) malnx ^Γ(α) which consists of four я X л matrices 
ЛСД«) ('-У = · > 2 ) · f o u r " x m matnces ДГ.Дв) (ι = 1,2,y = 3,4), four m Χ η matrices X,t(a) (i = 3,4,j = 1. 
2) and four m X m matrices .ϊ,,(α) (;,y = 3. 4) defined by 
f *„(«) ДГ12(в) \ = j _2XC(a)M>/2Kia)Mt/2F{a) 
= -2AC(<7)A/l/2K,(a)A/|/JG(a). 
= 2λί1(β)Αίι/ί»'.(<')Α''/2' :'(α) and 
= ! + IXfXa)»' ,г ,(а)М,,2С{а) 
(43) 
(42) 
Since the only discontinuity is at r = a, we obtain with (26), (27) and (42) the equation 
= *(«) Λ 
о 
о 
(44) 
ί * ί -
+ , ( 1 + ί ) 0 1 
"с 
iiki'-'i-X+S)1^ 
Finally, we define 
Z = k0 « 1 ^ 4 2 ~ · ^ 4 Ι ^ Η Хі2ІІХг2~ XiìXii Xiìl 
With (43) and (44) the S-matnx reads 
S = * 0 - ' . - ' 2 [ 1 - . Ζ ] [ 1 + . Ζ Γ , * ί » + , / 2 (45) 
For the more general case where the interaction potential is given by the sum ( 13), we must replace Αϊ a) in 
(43) and (44) by the product 
Х=Х(г
л
)-Х(г
к
 , ) · ·*(,·,) (4Í) 
The computing time for the matrix multiplication (46) can be minimized if we use the symmetry properties 
of the four submatnces given in (42) 
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4 A lesi of Hie method 
The above descnbed melhotl has been developed for (he use of coupling free thjnneK (tonslani 
potentials) to permanently closed channel«; (harmonic oscilbtors) (14 5] The interaction potential l· (r) of 
(9) has in this case only non yero off diagonal component!· at the places which couple channels of different 
type The radial dependence of the coupling potential is 
K(r)~rt * " > 
where β and r0 are constants The coordinates г, r4 ( V > I) are chosen such that 
Γ ι β
 fii', ' . »
 = r % e fi's ' » = Г і ( € ^ / ( д г - і ) a n d rltrt=ri+nl(rn) 
where Л(г
л
) (see (7)) is chosen to be constant 
The convergence is such that the results for V -= 100 and V 500 are in agreement up to four significant 
digits For Λ/ = 10 deviations are smaller than 4*? Computing time grows roughly proportional to N being 
I 2 s (IBM4341 cpu time) for calculating a 9 X 9 scattering matrix in the case of 9 free and I permanently 
closed channels for N = 10 and 48 s for V = 500 
5 Conclusions 
The method which is presented in this article allows the calculation of the scattering properties of any 
complicated system in a reasonable amount of computing time 
The choice of constant potentials for free channels and harmonic oscillators for the permanently closed 
channels is not verv essential but practical since it is a good approximation for large radius r for many 
physical systems and since analytic solutions are available Deviations from those potentials in the inner 
region (ι e small r) can be taken into account in the interaction potential V(r) 
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Abstract. Recoupling matrix elements are evaluated 
in the harmonic oscillator approximation for all possi­
ble angular and radial excitations in processes where 
quarks recombine A diagrammatic representation is 
given Their use is demonstrated in calculating the 
transition potential for ρ -» 2π in a pair creation model 
1. Introduction 
The description of decaying particles has already a 
long history Nevertheless only recently phenomeno-
logical potential models [1-3] have been proposed 
for which the description of wavefunctions, hadronic 
widths, resonance scattering, goes beyond perlur-
bative methods 
These potential models are based on the >/>0 
mechanism for decay It is therefore necessary to have 
a scheme along which the coupling constants for the 
coupling of many quark channels to many hadron 
channels can easily be calculated In this work we 
propose a scheme which is based on ideas which are 
intimately connected with the potential model of [3] 
We assume that during the process of the decay of 
a hadron an intermediate situation occurs in which 
the original quarks and the newly formed гР0 pair are 
kept together in a kind of hadronic soup The forma­
tion of new hadrons out of this soup is then assumed 
to be caused by rearrangements of the quarks 
The forces in the intermediate soup are taken to be 
harmonic oscillator forces This has two advantages 
—the number of possible final states is bmtted, 
—the calculations can easily be performed 
Since the complications of spin are easy to handle 
m this scheme, because spin is not connected with 
space coordinates, we confine ourselves to the treat­
ment of the space part of the so-called recoupling 
matrix elements 
In Sect 2 we introduce as an example explicitly an 
orthogonal transformation which describes the re­
arrangement of quarks and antiquarks for the case of 
the decay of a meson into two mesons The calculation 
of the recoupling matrix elements for the general case 
is performed in Sect 3 In Sect 4 we show how with 
this formalism we can calculate the spatial dependence 
of the transition potential for the decay of a ρ meson 
into two pions 
2. The Decay of a Meson Into Two Mtsom 
After the formation of an extra quark-antiquark pair 
out of the vacuum ('Po) in a decaying meson, we can 
treat this meson as a system of four particles We have 
for instance, quarks 1 and 3 and antiquarks 2 and 4 
Suppose that 1 and 4 come from the decaying meson 
and 2 and 3 from the SP0 pair then we study the 
coupling of this system to a meson-meson final state 
where one meson is made out of the particles 1 and 
2 and the other meson out of 3 and 4 
We thus study a system of four particles with masses 
fi,t>2'fi and fu The positions and the momenta of 
the particles are given by r, and ρ, (i = l, ,4) 
respectively On grounds of our investigations [4] it 
is reasonable to place the particles 1 to 4 in indepen­
dent mass-dependent non-relativistic harmonic oscil­
lators The oscillator frequency ω is universal as is 
noticed in [3,4] In the centre of mass system the 
motion of the four particles is described by the 
Hamiltoman 
1 
• ^ Z ï r i r f + C - W i ) 1 } 
1 - 1 
The Hamiltoman (II1) can be expressed in terms of 
three independent dimensionless coordinates and 
momenta If we want to describe the situation before 
decay we might choose the motion of 4 with respect 
to 1, the motion of 2 with respect to 3 and the motion 
of the pair (3 + 2) with respect to the pair (1+4) For 
this we introduce the set of dimensionless coordinates 
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*Ί4 
L P I + ^ J ι /'t+»'4 J \ А μ\) 
LCJ + ^ J 1 ^ + г^ Ι VZ-î í-i / 
and 
Г<о''(Рі+/і,,)0іа + <<2Г| ' ' /Рз + ρ· _ Р, + Р4 λ 
у V/lj+Z'! /t|+/'4/ (112) 
The Hamiltonian which governi the situation before 
decay is (II1) expressed in terms of the p's and n% 
defined in (II2) 
. *
,
= M * Í 4 + * ) 2 + * l 4 J ¡ + P l 4 + <>Íj+PÍ4i¡¡ 
(113) 
Analogously we can describe the situation after decay 
at best with the help of the coordinates and momenta 
(<>іг.*і2). (Ям.*») and (<>m4.»i!j4). which respecti­
vely belong to the motion of 2 with respect to 1, of 4 
with respect to 3 and of the pair (3 •¥ 4) with respect 
to the pair (1-1-2) The definition of this set of 
coordinates and momenta can be obtained from (II2) 
by interchanging 2 and 4 everywhere The Hamiltonian 
which governs the situation after decay is (II1) expres­
sed in terms of the new p's and it's 
* - Μ * 1 2 + A. + »Í2J4 + l>\l + PÌ* +Ρΐ234) 
(114) 
It is an easy task to check that the transformation 
which transforms (II3) into (II4) is given by 
»,* I '" 
(ΐ|+/ΐ4>0Ί+/Ί)ϋ 
i Γ μ,Η Τ ' 
»- | LO'I+ÍUXÍ'I+OJJ 
НУ* Σ Λ 
|/1,+/<4)<*<|+0»>О'>+Р4) 
(Pi 
(Pi 
+ Р2ИР. 
e2P4 
Η-ΡΙΗΡ, 
PJP 
+ Pl)J 
* 41 
+ P4>j 
i-1 
(Pi + PJ)(PI + РгНРі + P4) 
P1P2 Σ Pi 
(PI + P4)<Pi + PiKPi + P2) 
- 4 
P1P4 Σ A 
(ρ, + pJfP) + Р2ИР1 + Pi) 
PIP1-P1P4 
[(Pi + P4XPJ + PJKPI + P2KP1 + P4)l" 
(115) 
For a it has to be understood that 
( PM \ f /«.2 V) Л и »12 * ι λ //»ι« \ f /*,« \ ) 
Ρ34 I < O r l « j . Ь = I »21 »22 »23 ) («»32 J <ОГІ*32 |> 
(116) 
The transformation 1 is orthogonal 
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For the volume element which determines the 
normalization of the wave functions, we choose 
(¿J(r2-r|)d3<r4-r3) 
\ /ij + M4 μι+μι ) 
-'If. 
Π Λ 
• ' І Й 
_ '"1 
<І3РІ2<І'РЗІ<І3РЧ)4 
а'риа'йм^Ризг (Л 7) 
The second equality m (117) follows because the 
transformation α is orthogonal 
Properly normalized solutions for a given eigen­
value £ of (II3) now take the form 
<llf.lmlU>4,P¡2.Pu}l)· 
ω
 3
 Σ fi 
ïl f. 
Ф.,
І
,т,(Рі*)Ф;І,тМі)Ф.^тМ4}і) Ш 8) 
where (π,/,m) stands for л1,/|,'Пі,Л2,'2.тг.',э.'з. and 
mj, where 
E=Ì>l2". + '. + u (119) 
and where the harmonic oscillator wave functions are 
defined by 
.f.l-n.' + i.r2) (H10) 
Analogously we have a normalized basis for the 
solutions of (114) 
XH t mt<fit2'P¡4.Pll3t) = 
-'If. 
Π Λ 
Ф„і,тАРіі)Ф. <,.\(Рм)Ф.,і,*
І
(ріг}4) О' 11) 
The decay of a meson to a well-defined meson-meson 
final state is now described by matrix elements which 
determine the decomposition of the ^-solutions (II8) 
on the basis of ^-solutions (II11) In this way we 
translated part of the problem of finding a transition 
potential which describes decay, into the problem of 
finding decomposition matrix elements D for an ortho­
gonal transformation α 
137 
Фиіті(Ры.Р>г-Річі)= Σ 
Ія I ml 
!2,|. |я| |» ι Μ»(Ρΐ4·Ρ31·Ρ432\Ρΐ2·Ρΐ*Ρπ!*) 
/f. I ml(P>2Pìi.Pll34) (H12) 
Depending on the specific situation under considera-
tion one can always find such an orthogonal transfor-
mation which desenbes the recombination of any 
system of quarks and antiquarks. 
3. The Decay Matrix Elements 
In this section we assume that the independent motion 
in the centre of mass system of N + 1 spmless particles 
which move under the influence of harmonic oscillator 
forces, can be described by means of N independent 
and dimensionless coordinates r, and momenta p, 
Before the recombination, the Hanultonian of the 
system reads 
Η - Σ **?+'?> (Ill 1) 
Furthermore we assume that the recombination of the 
system can be described by an orthogonal transforma­
tion (repeated indices imply summation) 
r, -a,jt¡ and p^otyPj. (Ill 2) 
After the recombtnatioo the Hanultonian (III 1) 
obtains the form 
l - l 
Solutions of (III 1) are given by 
*£.«ι<{'})-ΠΨ..-.<Ά 
(III3) 
(1114) 
where {n,/,m} stands for п^І^т^ ,л
№
(
и
,т
м
 and 
{r} for r,, ,rH The relation between (n,/,m) and £ 
reads 
Ε - Σ ^ , + Ι. + Ο С"5) 
ι - Ι 
Analogously, solutions of (HI 3) arc of the form 
xS ι-.«'})-Π *»..«>. I"1« 
1 - 1 
where 
£=¿(2"¡ + l¡ + i) («17) 
1 - 1 
Now we want to generalize the D's of (II12) for N 
oscillators 
»S.i.l|1.r«l,({'}H''»-<xlLr-|((''})l*£.i-.(W)> 
(III 81 
Thereto we introduce the generating function of har-
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monic oscillator wave functions 
G(s,r) = e x p ( - s ! + 2 s r - i r ! i (1119) 
In [5] it have been shown that 
C(9,r)= Σ />(η/)ΐ2"*Ί".·(ΐ)^.(Γ) (III IO) 
η I m 
where 
We first notice that for the orthogonal transformation 
(III 2) follows 
ПС<«..г,)=ПС<»,.а„г,> = 
[ fi ft Gl·*./»- r,)lexP{i(N - I) Ì τι] (Hl 11) 
If we then multiply with Y'¿,{st) 1 ï4(s») integrate 
over the volume ¿Ω,, ¿Ω,, both sides of (III 11) and 
equate the coefficients of the equal powers of s,, sN, 
then we find for (III 6) the expression 
Xf.
 І
. , ( ( г ) ) - ( 4 я ) » « · « - · · 
e x p { j ( N - I ) £ r , 4 ПЛ(п„/.) ' 
I l-l J ·-! 
» , ! , . , I \/-l / 
L 2/, + I J Л і "ι»!"1)/ 
(HI 12) 
Here {Π,,/,,ΛΙ,;} stands for Β,,,Ι,,,ΙΛ,,, .η,«,/,, 
Ittij./i; *«№ "I«! "I»«» »  , WN An exception 
occurs ifone (or more) of the matrix elements 3t,y equals 
zero In this case it is sufficient to replace tf'*1 ' by 
δ* ¡ ο ¿ι, ο which replacement can be understood if one 
puts s - 0 m (III 10) 
The symbol between brackets in (III 12) is defined by 
V*,, т
и
К/ [Π 12'./+»J 
jjo. »-¿.и) re·.«,»'!, tí,/ 
With [6] this can be written as a sum of products of 
SOOMTIebsch-Gordan coefficients 
(Ü mil)" Σ Κ,Α,,Κ \m
x
 m
w
|m/ α м ι I . * » » · 
(III13) 
"1 't "'1 n1 Ί m1 
«1 - - , , ' ' ti 
\ *' ^^  / 
Í--22—V ƒ — 2 2 - ; ϊ 
«« ,2« 
Χ 
/ .<> ν \ 
"и·
1!"'»/'' Я» ιι "и 
Fig I Diagrammatic reproentatioo of formula (IH 14) 
The matrix element (III 8) can be written in the form 
(using (III 12), (III 13) and the result of appendix A) 
( -\\\m»v>-n V 
2'«+l J J 
/Пд. + ^ + з/г)]1") 
2ÍJ+1 J J {ñ<-ir U - I 
Σ ІП*( Σ и».,+'./№, + '.) 
I» J I J m i l l*« I V i«I / 
ί'" '"* Ι'· i l 
j n « £e%i+wn»i+'iX¡; l"j\')\ 
{ π π «?;'*' 'cz'o+n 
[л,/Г(
п
,
у
 + /,
у
+^)]- '1 (III 14) 
This expression is the central result of this paper 
With an extension of the rules of [5] formulae 
(HI 14) can be represented by a diagram (Fig 1) Here 
every left vertex (n^/^mj, where the internal lines (л,, 
'ij> m i A .("»/·'»/."S) end, contributes a factor 
( 'к '«- l'y \ 
^ ( Î o n u + WiÎBy + ' A С" 14a) 
every nghtvertex {пД.т,}, where the internal lines 
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<»и.'тт(Л Л*тАм'Щц) end. contributes a factor 
t. !;JУ,íl.o""*^',w»,) 
GII І4Ь) 
and every internal line (n,j, t,,, m,j) contributes a factor 
(^"'««""''"Ρ'υ + Π К 'ПЧц +1,, +1)]"' 
GH 14c) 
4. The Traasitioo Poteatial for the Decay «> -» я + « 
If just before the decay of a p-meson а Э Р 0 pair has 
been created, we are m the situation m which two 
particles (coming from the p-meson) are in a relative 
S-wave, in which the > F 0 pair is obviously in a relative 
P-wave and m which as we shall assume, both pairs 
are in a relative S-wave Just after the decay of the 
p-meson there are two pairs (the pions) The particles 
inside each of the рюпь are m relative S-waves, and 
the pions are in a relative /'-wave The diagram for 
this rearrangement is shown in Fig 2, from which one 
might conclude that we only allow radial excitations 
in the p-meson initial state and in the relative linai 
state motion of the two pions 
Because we assume equal masses for the participa­
ting quarks, the orthogonal transformation (II5) takes 
the form 
^ i 
1 1 
« = l 2 2 
\¿-A 
flVI) 
There is only one non-vanishing contribution to the 
sum of possibilities of the internal lines in the diagram 
of ligure 2 (this possibility is shown') 
For the calculation of the diagram we need the 
vertices, which are shown in Fig 3, and the internal 
lines from Fig. 4 With the use of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we 
obtain for the diagram the result 
1 
V3 іп+ІУЧІГ 
(IV 2) 
The result (IV 2) can be used for the calculation of 
a transition potential In a specific model we consider 
the quarks m the p-meson as pointlike particles The 
initial state is thus described by a wave function 
< ψ I χ >, where χ is the separation between the quarks 
Ρ « " ' 
0.0.0 
.•АО'-' 
' - - - " ^ • ' 
'r, — - — « ~ -W-—MO->--!-¡— π 
/' X \v 
rttatnt _Ш_л'-''' ''•''-У. n.1.« rtUtiH 
Mtm 'W mnon 
Fig 2 Diagram for ρ-*як 
O0.0 / W * * · 4 UI . 
N
 mo o.M ' 
OlM - »I 
0.1.· 
J ^ w - i - r f t p k H i f 
N
^ o J 
іГ.>^.н"(
г
)Ч[«!Ы!]} 
П| Э Vertices 
- ^ ч ? ) т а ) " [ " М · ] 
Fig 4 Internal boes 
Similarly we treat the final state pions as pointlike 
objects for which we take the same spatial separation 
as for the two quarks in the initial state The rearrange­
ment potential which follows from this treatment 
equals 
<x|K|x->= Σ <Χ|Π><ΙΙ|ΙΊΠ'><ΠΊΧ'> (І З) 
ЯШ 
In (IV 3) we have inserted a complete set of harmonic 
oscillator wave functions 
<x|n> - » - ' " « " " " — ' ' « ( - η , ϋ ι η ω χ ' Χ (IV 4a) 
because the p-meson is in an S-wave, 
<ii|x'> ~x'í- ,"2 ,—* '<H- η',Ι,ιηωχ'2), (IV 4b) 
because the pions are in a relative P-wave The masses 
m (IV 4a, b) are such that a pion is twice as heavy as 
a (of course a constituent) quark 
If we insert in (IV 3) for <n|V|n'> the diagram of 
Fig 2, we clearly see that n' = n Using (IV 2) and 
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(IV 4a, b), we obtain for (IV 3) the result 
< x | l / | x > ~ I ( { r 4 / 2 Ü T 3 x ' e - " 2 l ~ " " 1 » *«'· 
<Н-п.}.Іт»іх'т-».і тюх2) (IV5) 
It is common practice to approximate this potential 
by a local one 
C(rt)-<x|I'|x > i ( v - r ) 
m this case we obtain 
ФІ-« i,im<uv2)0(-n f mtux3) (IV6) 
The form of the potential (IV 6) is in agreement with 
the phenomenological potential of [3] 
Ич)~ е »~" (|V 7) 
where the authors quote β = (about) 1 7 
S. Condusioiis 
The advantage of the use of harmonic oscillators for 
the calculation of strong decay potentials is not only 
that the calculations are very easy and that the number 
of possible final states is limited, but also that it is 
possible to determine the spatial dependence of the 
strong decay potential Whether or not this spatial 
dependence is in agreement with experiment, might 
be checked within the decay model proposed in [1,3] 
However, since the position of the maximum of 
(IV 6) is in accordance with the maximum of (IV 7), not 
much disagreement has to be expected 
Appendix 
The denvation of (III 14) involves the following pro­
duct of integrations 
j-i b - i 1 
exp(i(N - l)r,2}, (A I) 
which equals to (using (III 13)) 
Πг(¿(2fl1J + y|2n, + Λ-•)"'<2>^r"2",-" 
i- i Vi-i / 
[-„/πη,+ί,-πη"/!,, и,\іл 
I 21,+1 J \т
и
 mSj\m,) 
* Γ 2Í +1 Τ 2 
"'-''" /п.С+і,^ ·*» 
Because the denvation of the result (A 2) ts rather 
lengthy we will not present its full details, but only 
outline a possible procedure 
The delta functions m (A 2) follow from the fact that 
the functions 
exp{i(N - l)rj2} Ц φ,,,,. fi J) (A 3) 
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are eigenfunctions of Н; = і ( ^ + р^ ) with eigen­
values 
Σ^η,, + Ι,ϋ + ί 
t - ι 
From the definition of the harmonic oscillator wave-
functions (II10) it can be seen that the integrations 
over the solid angles are exactly those already defined 
in (III 13) The remaining parts of the integrations 
might be performed by introducing the senes expan­
sions of the confluent hypergeometnc functions This 
leads to standard integrals 
Ι'ί^η/,'^Λ-'.Λ + ί.'ί)] 
,ί,Ι-π,./,+ί.Γ,2)«·-"'2". 
rVj+JL Гпг"ч-|-*>1 
" T K + ^ + DL.1.1, Π-.,,) J 
г л m-B, ;) -ι 
.ΑΧ'-
1
.*.'π*.+».,+*> I 
г( Σ, <*.+!'(,)+Κ+i) 
Γ^,+α,-Σίκ+ιι,,)) 
гг(іі, -£(*.+*'«)) 
At this stage one must also use the fact that the angular 
momenta are restricted because the fs m the symbol 
defined in (III 13) must add up to an even integer Of 
the resulting product of sums only one term of each 
sum contnbutes, which leads finally to the expression 
(A 2) 
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Abstract; 
Within the independent harmonic osci l lator model for quarks inside a 
h adren, a rigorous method i s presented for the calculation of coupling constants 
and transition potentials for hadronic decay, as needed in a multi-diannel 
description of mesons. 
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1. Introduction 
In several publications [ 1 - 4 ] I t Is discussed that hadronlc decay cannot 
be ignored in hadron models. As a consequence i t i s essential for the description 
of mesons (and baryons) to know the allowed decay modes and their relative 
strengths. The use of independent harmonic oscil lators for the calculation of the 
angular momentum part of rearrangement matrix elements has been demonstrated in a 
previous paper [5 ] . Ihere i t was shown that the d i f f i cu l t ies , which arise in 
naive recoupllng schemes [6] i f for a decay process the decay products have 
internal angular excitations, can easily be handled once one introduces explicit 
wave functions for the partons involved. This fact has already been elaborated 
in [7] and [8] and successfully applied to the calculation of branching ratios 
for the decay of mesons. Here we want to use this as a method for determining 
the coipling constants and transiticn potentials in a multichannel meson-meson 
scattering model [9, 10]. There i s , however, in principle no limit on the 
possible decay modes in the schemes of [7] and [8] . For this reason we prefer 
the rearrangement method of [S] . Essentially i f one wants to calculate a l l 
passible decay channels of a given in i t i a l s tate , the harmonic osci l lator 
treatment has the advantage that their number i s f ini te and in a certain sense 
conplete, so that one can always easily check whether one has taken into account 
a l l poss ib i l i t i es . 
In this paper we wi l l calculate expl ic i t ly the matrix elements for the decay 
processes: meson -» meson + meson (sections 2 , 3 and 4) . Of course, the Clebsch-
Gordannery i s straightforward, but i t i s useful to have the ccmplete formulas 
written somewhere. Moreover, the here presented strategy i s not totally tr iv ia l . 
We wi l l see that in order to obtain the proper selection rules for the decay 
products, we only need to inpose Fermi s ta t i s t i c s on the quarks and the antiquaries. 
- 62 -
G-parity i s then automatically obeyed. 
In section 5 some of the resulting coupling constants axe conçared to the 
data. 
The constructie·» of a transition potential which can be used in models 
[9, 10] for the description of hadronic decay, i s given in section 6 . 
2. The meson just before decay 
Just before decay a meson i s assumed to consist of four partons in the 
P0-model (see also figure 1) : 
(i) the original quark - antiquark (qq) pair which carries a l l the quantunmabers 
of the decaying meson, 
( i i ) the newly created qq-pair with the quantvamiMbers of the vacuum (.J " 0 ) . 
Figure 1: Meson just before decay. 
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First we introduce a quarkspinor which describes a quark with f lavorindex 
a (here the number of flavors i s restricted to three; the generalization to more 
flavors i s straightforward), colorindex α and spin magnetic quantumusber U by 
qa(w) (2.1) 
α 
For an antiquarie we use similarly the notation 
5*(μ) (2.2) 
Яіе wave function describing the system of four partons coiqposing a decaying meson 
i s the product of two parts: 
(i) Піе wave function of the original qq-pair (a colorsinglet qq-pair with (flavor, 
spin) indices (a.m.) for the quark and (b,m_) for the antiquark ι the antiquark i s 
at relative position r with respect to the quark; this system has relative 
angular monsntum I, total spin s» total angular moaentun J (z-component: J ) and 
radial excitation of the spatial relative motion η), 
Х „ 8 о п
( Л
'
а
г ' * '
8
'
П ; а
'
Ь
'
? 1 2 > - I C l I J < μ, I •n,t,W„(?12> 
W./M l s ζ 1 ' 2 H s t 
V u 2 
• THe'V З Х ' ( 2 · 3 > 
Bere and in the following we adopt the standard convention for repeated indices. 
v (i i ) Similarly the newly created color and flavor singlet Ρ -pair i s described 
by 
where we have teken the lowest radial excitation in the spatial part. The precise 
definition of the harmonic oscil lator wave functions Φ . (r) can be found in ÍS]. 
Ttìe total wave function for the four particles must be anti-symmetric with 
respect to the interchange of either two quarks or two antiquarks. For this purpose 
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we define the exchange operator Ρ which operator interohanges partons i and j . 
This way we obtain for the waw function for a meson just before decay 
( l - P 1 3 - P 2 4 + P 1 3 P 2 4 ) | M + 3 P 0 i J , J z i i , s , n ! a , b > r 1 2 . ? 3 4 . ? 1 2 3 4> , (2.5) 
where 
lM + 3 p 0 ; J ' J z î , l ' S ' n ; , , ' b î î 1 2 ' ? 3 4 ' ' l 2 , 3 4 > " Xnie S on < J "V 1 ' 3 ' n ' - a ' b , ' l2 ) 
• » I , ^ М ' •o,0,0 ( ?12 (34
)
 ·
 ( 2
-
6 ) 
0 
In (2.6) the relative motion of the two qq pairs i s assumed to have the ground 
state quantum numbers. So far we have not taken into account normalization factors, 
but we wil l come bade to this point in section 4. 
3. The meson+meson final state 
I f out of the two qq-pairs two new mesons are formed, we have a system of 
two distinct objects each of which consisting of a color s inglet qq-pair (see 
also figure 2) . Me wi l l not treat here possible octet qq-pairs. 
Fig. 2: Two meson final s tate . 
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Піе quantum numbers ( t o t a l angular momentum, o r b i t a l angular momentum, sp in 
and rad ia l o r b i t a l e x c i t a t i o n ) of the mesons are (J ,t ,s ,n ) for meson 1 and 
(J ,1. , β . , η ) for meson 2 and t h e i r f lavor i n d i c e s are la',â') and ( c ' . b ' ) 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Ttie wave function must be symmetric under the interchange o f the two mesons, 
or i n terms of the quarks, symmetric under the simultaneous exchange o f quarks 
and antiquaries: 
U + P , 3 P 2 4 ) |M + MÎJ,Jz,Jc,4c,ncîJa,la.sa,naiJb,tb,sb.nb! 
a',d',c',b';?14,î32,î14(32> , (3.1) 
where 
І Ы - L M . T T . T è η . Τ 0 a η . Τ β β п . в * < Ч * > ч І К * . r· w 
,32 l
M +
 M ï J
'
J2 i Jc' lc'V'Ja' ) la'WJb'1b'Sb'nb'a , 'd ' 'C , 'b , , r14' r32' r l4,--> -
Τ c
c c
 c
a b c a a a T ) b b 
¿ H m Л М М М m и Μ ι 
J . t_ J J . J
v
 J_ t . S . J . t S^ J^ 
.. — _ . . H M ^ m u M m u H -
m , μ e c z a b c a a a D T J D 
a a 
M.  J M 
Ф
 »а
< Г і 4 )
 4 ' ^ ' ^ < Γ 3 2 ) Ч ' 4 с ' В с < Г і 4 ' 3 2 ) ' 
H Ь s ^ H H s. 
1 с . , a с . , b · 
»мам "*
 4 Me 3
 ^
 % 
ìq"'(w;) 55. (·•;> чв'о-у ^.(y¿) (3.2) 
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4. The matrlxelementa 
Vfe obtained now two wave funoticus of the following structure: 
(i) before decay (see fig. 1) : 
( 1 _ Г 1
3
- Р
2 4
 + Г 1 3 Р 2 4 ) | M * 3 P 0 > 
( i i ) after decay (see fig. 2) : 
( 1 + P 1 3 P 2 4 ) |M + M> 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
We demand the wave function expressed by the ket |м + М> in (4.2) to be such that 
0 , (4.3) p |м + м> « ρ Ім + м> 
i . e . i f we interchange only the quarks or only the antiquazks then the wave 
function must have such a structure that the result vanishes. Ulis has to do with 
the fact that nature seems to know which quark and antiquark belong to each other. 
As we might see i t also expresses the fact that nature obeys the OZI-rule, or 
s a t i s f i e s a kind of string idea. He ignore the fact that of course in nature the 
relation (4.3) wi l l only be approximately sat is f ied because the meson wave 
functions ttave sane spreading. 
The allowed processes are: 
Pig. 3: OZI-allowed decay processes. 
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Not allowed axe: 
Fig. 4: OZI-fozbldden decay processes. 
The matrix-element 
Д , -<м
 + м| ( 1 + Р 1 3 Р 2 4 ) + ( i - P ^ - p ^ + p 'V 4 ) | M + 3 P 0 > 
involves the product of exchange operators 
( 1 + P 1 3 P 2 V ( 1 - P 1 3 - P 2 4 + P 1 3 P 2 4 ) - 2 ( 1 - P 1 3 - P 2 4 + P 1 3 P 2 4 ) . 
If не coafclne (4.5) with the conditions (4.3) then we obtain for (4.4) : 
•Ms - <» + " '- ' ,4 ' ? 32' ? 14,32l < 1 + pl3p24)lM+3p0''î12'Î34'Îl2,34> " 
-«•"'««•^•'«.Зе!» + P »I"* P o ' r 1 2 ' r 3 4 ' r 1 2 . 3 4 > 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Since the normalization constants are not very relevant, we prefer to take (4.6) 
for the definitions of the wave f motions, rather than the wave functions defined 
in (2.4) and (3.1): 
(i) before decay 
, /Kj<J,J z ! l ,e ,nî(a ,b))<P 1 3 + P24) ІМ+^о» » <4·7> 
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( i i ) after decay: 
. / V I W . J Î J »1 ,η ¡ J , t ,s_,n ;J. ,1. ,s . ,η. . - (a' .dM.íc' .b·)) |м + Н> . (4.β) 2 z c c c a a a a D D O D 
If we use the harmonic osci l lator wave functions which are defined in [5] then 
we obtain for the normalization constants in (4.7) and (4.8) : 
Л/;иг. 1,8(п,(а.Ь)) - П ф &3 > 0 6 t ( 1 ίβ # 1 ín/0 í a r b r 1 / 2 
Ζ 
and 
yY¡w.J 2 . · J c . i c 'V J a'VVV J b' t ь ' s b 'V u ' ' d ' ) ' ( c , ' ь , ) , " 1 · 
The spatial parts of the matrix elements (4.6) consist out of the diagrams as 
represented by fig. S (see [5] for the definitions) . I f we restr ict ourselves 
to the case of equal quarkmasses then α i s for the f i r s t term given by 
(4.9) 
n.l.lH 
0
'
0
-
0
 Ж 
п»Л».Щ 
Fig. 5: Diagram for rearrangement matrix elements (see [5]) . 
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and for the second term by 
(4.10) 
'32 
c14,32/ \ " ' 2 ' 2 " / \ '12'34y 
Me will call the respective results of the diagram of fig. 5 for the a's defined 
in (4.9) and (4.10) respectively 
and 
d2(n,t,u t !p|na,la,i»aînb,ib,iiib,nc,tc,iDc) . (4.12) 
M - yk>.V*,s.n;(a.b)) - Σ С/ ,«
 д
 С,,» "*> "* 
Vitti these definitions we obtain for the matrix elements (4.6) 
J t J J J. J 
c
 с с
 c
 а Ь ι 
M Ш J Μ κ м_ 
"a^a '^ '^b ' с с ζ а Ъ с 
W W V 
m. ,iiu ,ш^,ш. 
.
 c
t
a
 8
.
 J
a çS, 8b Jb
 с
1 s J
 c
l 1 0 ^ H 8 a ^ ^ Sb 
"a "a
 M
. "Ъ "b % vl "s J z "l "г 0 ш 1 ш2 " a m 3 Ш 4 "b 
• < V n ' 1 < ' ' H v V V W V W n c ) C »3^u 8 ^ » ^ г " 
'
 4
a'b· 6d'b бс'а + V^'V"!WWVWW * 
H H a Ь Ί 1 « « } (4.13) 
m, m. и m, m, y, a'a d'c' b'b 1 4 8 3 2 2 
In section 2 we smuggled two assunptions into the procedure, which had to 
do with the excitations of the P.-pair. This resulted in the four zero's in the 
diagram of fig. 5. Ili e generalization to other quantum numbers i s straightforward 
but will not be treated here. 
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5. Results and comparison with experiment 
For some qq systems we wi l l give here the results of (4.13) . First we must 
introduce the nomenclature for mesons which has been used here. In table I we 
give the precise meaning of the symbols which we use in table I I . In table II a l l 
( i . e . within the above assvmptions) possible decay diannels for the lowest radial 
and angular excitat ions of the pseudoscalar, the vector and the scalar mesons are 
given. 
notation 
Ρ 
Ρ* 
Ρ" 
v
o 
v¿ 
V 2 
S 
A 
В 
»
2 S +4 
'Ч 
>\ 
»ч 
іЧ 
'Ч 
'Ч 
»ч 
'Ч 
•ч 
а* 
о -
о -
о-
+ 
1 ~ 
і "" 
Г" 
о** 
1+* 
ι -
table I : Ncoenclature of qq-systems. Піе columns contain respectively our 
notation for the mesons, the qq-quantum nvnbers (n - radial quantum-
number, S i s tota l spin, L i s orbital and J i s total angular 
b+1 
momentum) and the more ccomon quantum numbers (J, Ρ •= (-1) i s 
parity and С = (-1) i s charge conjugation). 
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PP 
p p I 
™0 
PS 
PA 
PB 
Vo 
Vo 
vov¿ 
V0V2 
V 
V 
SS 
^о 
AA 
BB 
Ρ 
-
-
- i u3p> 
ff «'w 
-
-
1 (13P) 
-
-
-
- i d 1 « 
i U l S , 
-
-
-
-
v
o 
- á « 1 » 
-
i (13P) 
-
- £ < * > 
À <·3-
- Ъ ««« 
- í k « ^ 
-
-
i (i3s, 
- À <·3« 
-
i ( Λ 
-
-
s 
á <21s> 
è с»1« 
-
-
i (i3« 
-
± «a·., 
^ <'5->' 
1І4 <ll«> 
è »ls> 
-
έ <I3P) 
5 t l l s ' 
-
¿ <lls> 
è «Л> 
table II : Matrixelemente |<ми| |м>| . The signs In front of the matrixelements 
are explained In the text. The orbital quantum numbers of the ИН-
system axe given between brackets In the spectroscopic notation 
2S+1 
η L, «here η i s radial quantum number, S the spin and L the angular 
amentum. 
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Note that the figures in each соішп of table II add цр to 1. this expresses 
the fact that each wave function (4.7) can be completely deco^osed into wave 
functions (4.8), because both are solutions of the saee Bam. 1tonian. 
The signs which axe given in table II are the results of the ratios of the 
13 24 
terns stemning from Ρ and the terns stening fron Ρ of formula (4.6). These 
signs are essential for conservation of G-parity, which can easily been seen once 
the SU (3)-flavor content i s taken into acoomt. 
He are now prepared to test the results of table II to the available 
data. In general the width of a decaying particle i s given [11] by 
Ρ f . . 1 Т(ю ,COB β) I „ ,. 
Γ - -'к· J d cos β —J—·—г—- I . (5.1) 
4m ' ( 4 » ) 4 I 
The matrix element Τ in (S.l) includes the calculation of the отегіар between 
the free meson wave function and the harmonic oscillator basis, which we have 
chosen. In fact we should do 
< И М
М
И >
 " Σ <Ι«|η·><η·|ν|η><η|ΐΙ> , (5.2) 
η , η ' 
where |н> i s a specific in i t ia l state of the qq mesonic system and ||M> i s the 
final state of the two decay products. But since decay widths can be better 
calculated from the solutions of the multichannel Schrödinger equation involving 
the transition potential (this i s done by us in a different program [9, 10]), we 
will not be too rigorous in demonstrating that the matrix elements (5.2) make 
sense. So we assume that <п|м> i s only nonzero for one value of n, and that then 
also <мн|п'> i s the only nonzero term. The overlap of the plane waves for the 
two meson system and a harmonic oscillator contains a monentum dependence of the 
form 
k* 
where t i s the r e l a t i v e o r b i t a l angular roomentum of the decay products, which ter 
together with the phase space factor g ives 
Γ <* к (5.3) 
So we arrive a t 
Г - к
2 1 + 1
 | < η · | ν | η > | 2 , (5.4) 
where η i s the radial quantum nimber of the decaying meson. A more prec ise form 
of formula (5.4) i s the imaginary part of the second order perturbation 
contribution t o the energy within the model [ 9 , 10] as i s given i n [ 1 2 , 1 3 ] . We 
w i l l , however, take (5.4) as s u f f i c i e n t l y accurate for our purpose. 
As e x a i p l e s we study the decay widths o f e(1300) , A2<1320) , and K**(1430) 
which p a r t i c l e s have enough two p a r t i c l e decay modes, t o make a conparison of 
(5.4) t o the a v a i l a b l e data p o s s i b l e . Iti e r e s u l t s are given in tab le I I I . 
Г(с->КК) , , , . . . 
Γ(ε^ππ) " · 2 2 ^ ~ • " » 
ΠΑ,-»· η») 
Η Α 2 ~ ρ π ) ° - 3 7 < e x p . 2 - . 2 5 ) 
Γ (К»«-НСіг) - 2 .28 (exp 1 . 6 - 2 . 1 ) 
Γ(κ**-»κ*π) 
г««*-») ,
 7 7 6 ( . 4 # з . 6 Л ) 
Г (К**-»-Кр) 
Γ(κ»-κη) .
 2 j 9 3 ( е ) ф 0 . з . 7 ) 
Г (К**-»Κω) 
Table I I I . Branching r a t i o s . 
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6. The transition potential 
Inspired by the reasonable results of the coqparison of our handwaving 
calculations with the data, we wi l l derive In this section a transition potential 
for a coiçled channel SchrSdlnger equation as described In [9, 10]. In [5] we 
have shown how we might arrive at a local approximation of the potential for 
transitions from a quark-antiquark channel t o a meson-meson channel, th is outline 
given there wi l l be made more precise In this section. The potential Is given by 
<MI,X|V|M,X> - J <іи,х|п'><п'| |п><п|м,х> . (6.1) 
η , η ' 
the wave fmct ims are In lowest order asstned to be given by 
<n|M,x> - ф_ , ( / ¿ т и х ) , (6.2) 
η # * , μ * * 
where (t«l>,) are the orbital quantum nunfcers of the qq mesonic system, where a 
I s the quadcmass and where ω Is the universal osci l lator frequency, and by 
<η·|ΜΗ,χ>-* ( . C x ) , (6.3) 
η , * ' " · · 
where (t ' .U,,) are the orbital quantum nustoers of the two meson system. 
The matrix elements <n'|v|n> are those given in [ S ] . For the lowest lying 
qq systems n' i s l inearly related to n. 
In fig. 6 we present the results of (6.1) for the decay processes of 
pseudoscalar part ic les . Although in table II five different types of decay 
channels for a pseudoscalar meson are shown, we see that their spatial behavior 
i s for two pairs exactly the same. Ив see that the decay processes Ρ ·* PV and 
Ρ -»• W are dominant. This result i s important because i t just i f ies the procedure 
of reference [9, 10]. There we have limited us to these channels. For doing so 
we now have two arguments: the thresholds are low, the couplings are largest. 
He also see from fig. 6 that the form of the here calculated transition 
potential i s in agreement with the one from [10]. However, in [10] the position 
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00 OS 10 1.5 20 25 г 
Flg. 6: Transition potentials for the decay of pseudoscalar mesons. 
Here r and V(r) are dimension less . 
of the peak i s a parameter which can be fitted to the data, whereas here i t i s 
a result of our procedure. 
In figures 7 and 8 are depicted similar results for the vector and the scalar 
nescns respectively. 
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Fig. 7: Transition potentials for the decay of vector aesons. 
r and V(r) are dimensionlese. 
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Fig. 8: Transition potentials for the decay of scalar mesons. 
r and V(r) are dimenslonless. 
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Is i t reasonable in the case of pseudoscalar mesons to se lect two dominant 
decay modes, in the case of vector mesons the situation i s less comfortable (see 
f ig . 7) and becomes even hopeless in the case of scalar mesons (fig. 8) . So in 
the next stage of the program of the multi-channel model of [ 9 - 10] a l l possible 
decay channels should be taken into account in order to decide afterwards which 
of them are inportant for the description of a specif ic hadron. the here presented 
method can supply us with the precise form of the transition potentials. 
Finally we must notice that the potentials of the figures 6, 7 and 8 exhibit 
a peaked structure. In [12] i t i s argued that sudi types of potentials can very 
eas i ly explain the radial hadron spectra, especially the large levelspl i t t ings 
between the ground states and the f irs t radial excitations with respect to the 
other mass differences. 
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Conclusions 
He have shown here that the method which was roughly out l ined i n [ 5 ] , 
can Indeed be used for the construction of t r a n s i t i o n p o t e n t i a l s i n the coupled 
channel models [ 9 , 10] for mesons (and baryons) . The procedure i s s t i l l not 
unambiguous, but for a f i r s t inspect ion of the r e s u l t s very s u i t a b l e . The next 
refinement might be t o take d i f ferent quark masses i n the matrix elements (4.6) . 
This leads t o d i f f e rent t r a n s i t i o n p o t e n t i a l s for decay due t o the creat ion of 
<φ and down quark pa irs as for decay due t o the creat ion of strange quark p a i r s . 
Another p o s s i b i l i t y i s t o repeat the whole procedure for the SO(3,2) wave 
functions of [ 1 4 ] , which are probably more r e a l i s t i c than harmonic o s c i l l a t o r 
wave functions. 
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Radial spectra and hadronic decay widths of light and heavy mesons 
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A potential model for mesons is presented, which combines quark confinement and strong 
decay m a realistic approach The multichannel Schrodinger formalism is employed to 
describe a system of one or more permanently closed quark antiquark channels in mterac· 
tran with several two>ineson channels For the potential in the qlf channels a harmonic os-
cillator with constant frequency is taken As for the meson channels only Okubo-Zweig 
Iizuka rule allowed decays into two mesons of the pseudoscalar or vector type are con-
sidered Final state interactions between these mesons are not yet taken into account The 
communication between confined and free channels is supposed to take place via the У« 
mechanism, for which a locally approjumated transition potential is denved In order to ob­
tain an analytic solution for the 5 matrix, the transition potential is treated by using a 
multi δ-shell method Kinematically relativistic corrections and color sphtting allow a fair­
ly successful treatment of pseudoscalar as well as vector mesons for all quark flavors The 
results are confronted with the data and discussed 
I INTRODUCTION 
This paper is the second of a senes of papers on 
the spectra of mesons and baiyons based on a model, 
which we have proposed recently ' 2 In Ref 2 pre­
liminary results of the model for charmomum and 
6-quarkon'um systems ate given In this paper we 
achieve a universal description of the light mesons 
ir, 17, ρ, t, as well, we extend our model to in­
clude a treatment of both the heavy and light 
quarks 
It is a rather well known fact that the level spac-
ings of the fint few radial excitations of the <t and 
the Τ systems are remarkably similar We note that 
this kind of universality (1 e, level spacing indepen­
dent of the constituent quark mass) extends to, for 
example, the ρ and φ systems as well, if one assigns 
the first radial ρ excitation to the sute at 1230 MeV 
(Ref 3), the second one to the state at 1600 MeV 
(Ref 4), and if the recently reported φ resonances at 
1650 MeV (Ref 5) and 1900 MeV (Ref 6) may be 
identified with the first and second radial φ excita­
tions, respectively This universality к one of the 
important features of our model and distinguishes it 
from other models ' " № 
Many quark models have already been proposed 
in the past Thar basic ingredient is the principle of 
confinement, which is taken into account by means 
of mechanisms (boundary conditions,7 rising poten­
tials"), which permanently bind the quarks to a 
hadron, thus describing hadrons in first insunce as 
bang stable systems even with respect to strong de­
cays Very often the effects of strong decay are un-
27 
derestimated Exceptions are Refs 10 and 2 Both 
Refs 10 and 2 note substantial influence on the 
spectra and wave functions, but differ qualitatively 
As far as the binding mechanism is concerned our 
approach is comparable to what many authors have 
proposed, but considering hadrons as stable systems 
provides in our opinion a too simplified and, as we 
have shown explicitly in Ref 2, an incorrect picture 
Let us illustrate this last remark by considering, 
for example, the state 0(4030) We might distin­
guish several components in one component the 
charmed quark and the charmed antiquark are kept 
together by the confining force, the other com­
ponents contain mesons with open charm (such as 
D, D, F, F, etc ) The coupling between the cF and 
open-charm components is provided by the creation 
or annihilation of a light-quark and antiquarie pair 
In this investigation we hmit ouisdves to the 
creation or annihilation of only one ifi pair, which 
means that we do not consider three- (or more) 
meson channels This is reasonable since mul-
timeson channels have a smaller effective coupling 
to the decaying meson and have therefore less influ­
ence on the binding forces between the quark and 
the antiquark m a meson 
A basic ingredient of our model, which has been 
described already in Ref 2, is that the coupling be­
tween the quark-antiquaik channels and the two-
meson channels is accounted for properly by em­
ploying the coupled-channel Schrodinger formalism 
The use of the Schrodinger equation guarantees (1) a 
unitary scattering matnx, (11) proper threshold 
behavior of amplitudes, (111) good andytiaty proper-
1327 ©IM3 The American Physical Soaety 
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ties, «nd dv) Wigmr carnality 
A nonrdalivuuc Schrodinger model examined in 
Ref I I serves as a starting point in Ref I I we 
studied the behavior of Regge pole» m the complex 
angular momentum plane of a two-component 
scattering model One of the channels in this model 
is permanently closed by means of a harmonic 
oscillator potential representing the cf component 
In the other channells) the scattering takes place, 
which represents the open-charm component(s) 
The transition potential in Ref 11 was constructed 
by using only one spherical δ shell In retrospect 
this was not a bad approximation of the more real» 
tic 'Po transition potential which we use in this pa 
per (see below) For small coupling the resonance 
positions are near to the bound-stale positions of the 
harmonic oscillator in the absence of coupling For 
larger coupling the original harmonic-oscillator 
spectrum is deformed drastically In Ref 2, we 
have shown that particularly the bound states, 
which lie below the threshold of the scattering chan­
nel or below the threshold of the most dominant 
scattering channeKs), if there are more of them, are 
shifted to much lower energies, especially the 
ground state As we have shown in Ref 2 the spec­
tra of charmomum and fr-quarkomum indeed exhib­
it this feature. 
In extending the model as presented m Ref 2 to 
f he light-quark systems such as «r, ρ, , we apply 
kinematic relativisnc corrections to the Schrodinger 
aquation These corrections are derived by means of 
a standard reduction and transformation" of a sys­
tem of coupled-channel two-body Bethe-Salpeter 
equations to a coupled-channel Schrodinger equa­
tion in configuration space. (Notice m lb» context 
that we use constituent quarks, which are quite 
hcaty in contrast to current quarks ) As in Ref 2 
»e use a flavor-dependent harmonic-oscillator po­
tential in the quark-antiquark channel to describe 
the confining forces 
In order to implement universality the confining 
|ЧЧ<. И ts taken to be proportional to the constit­
uent quark mass, which leads to a common basic 
frequency ω for all quark-antiquark systems We 
comment briefly on this point in the next section A 
second reason for taking a harmonic potential is that 
it is solvable analytically This is important for the 
obtamment of an analytic approximation (see Ap­
pendix A) of the 5 matrix, which facilitates enor­
mously the tracing of the bound-state and resonance 
poles in the complex energy plane We denve the 
transition potential between the quark-antiquark 
channels and the two-meson channels using the '/Ό 
model for the meson decays " " The latter model 
has been applied successfully to meson deca) by 
several authors " " 
TABLE I Masses of 7 ' , " 1 " meson resonances in 
GeV We use ih« spettroscopie notation η * * ' t j where 
η is the number of radial nodes + 1 5 is the total tf spin 
(0 or I ), L is the orbital angular momentum of the 9? sys 
lem and 3 is the total angular momentum of the stale 
Level 
Ρ 
* 
* 
r 
I'S, 
0 770 
1020 
309J 
9 4J5 
I'S, 
125 
165 
1684 
9 993 
a's, 
160 
190 
403 
1032 
4 "S, 
4 414 
10 59 
l'O, 
3 772 
2 Ό, 
4 16 
To maintain the universality of the spectra it is 
necessary to have a dependence of the transition po­
tential parameten on the quark masses This depen­
dence can be explained in a natural way as will be 
discussed later 
The impact of the two-meson channels on the 
spectra of the mesons is very substantial (see also 
Ref 2) In our model it turns the harmonic-
oscillator spectra into realistic ones 
This paper is organized as follows In Sec I I we 
discuss the data on which the ideas underlying our 
model are mainly based In Sees H I and IV and 
Appendix A the Schrodinger equation is derived and 
solved for the S matrix Sections V and V I are de­
voted to the transitton potential The results and 
their comparison with experiment are contained in 
Sec VU, followed by the conclusions in Sec V I I I 
Π THE DATA 
Before we explain the details of our model, we re­
view some aspects of the present situation in hadron 
spectroscopy We are particularly interested in the 
relative resonance positions of radial excitations 
A first observation is that the best experimental 
information on (radial) excitations is available for 
the negative-panty and negative-C-panty vector 
mesons and for the nucleón resonances In Table I 
we give a classification of ground states and radial 
excitations o(thcJrc=i mesons 
The 5 states of Table I are depicted m Fig 1, 
where some interesting regularities may be observed 
The energy regions are totally different, but the en-
tcV teV W 61Ï 
Ρ 
2« 
10 
* 
' — m 
30 
• 
us 
a 
FIO I Radial spectra of the ρ *, *, and Y 
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ergy splillings are very similar 
From Fig I we draw the conclusion that a qf po­
tential describing these spectra must have a flavor 
mass dependence of the form 
Klm.r^nVmr), (2 1) 
where m is the flavor mass and r is the relative 
quark distance Evidently a large class of potentials 
satisfies (2 1) As in Ref 2 we use in this paper a 
harmonic-oscillator potential, which according to 
(2 I) must be proportional to the flavor mass (see 
also Ref 1) It is known that the φ and Τ spectra 
can be described by a flavor-independent potential as 
described in Ref 10 However, this latter model 
would certainly not work for the ρ and φ resonances 
as classified in Table I In the literature a flavor 
independent potential is often motivated by referring 
to perturbative QCD However, unperturbative 
QCD could very well lead to quite a different pic­
ture For example, m a recent construction of Niel­
sen and Falkos, confinement is described by a sca­
lar field representing a color dielectric Because of 
gauge invariance this scalar field couples to the 
quark kinetic energy This leads to a picture of 
quarks moving in a potential which is linear in the 
quark mass Then condition (2 1) results in the har­
monic potential of this paper 
The assignments for the ρ and Φ resonances are 
not established yet If the p' (1230) (Ref 3) is the 
I 'D, state rather than the 2 '5) state, we may argue 
that for a slightly perturbed harmonic oscillator 
these resonances are in each other's neighborhood, in 
which case there should be a 2 35ι ρ state in the en­
ergy region around 1230 MeV This then implies 
that the />"<I600) could be the 3 J S| ρ resonance 
Similar arguments for the φ resonances and prelimi­
nary experimental results,1 which indicate а φ state 
at 1630 Mev, lead to the classification shown in 
Table I 
In Fig 2 we have compared the radial spectra of 
charmomum and nucleón resonances " " We see 
that the spectra are very similar However, the 
spacings are different the ratio of the mass differ-
ences of the first and third radial excitations of the 
φ system [0(4414)-(И3685)] and of the nucleón 
ЛН2030)-ЛГ<1410)] equals 1 14 The mechanism of 
this ratio is not yet contained within our model 
However, as we have seen in Ref 2, the above spac­
ing is related to the harmonic-oscillator frequency in 
the confined channel So we conclude that it makes 
sense to investigate whether baryons may be treated 
similarly to mesons, but with a different oscillator 
frequency This will be done in a subsequent paper 
III THE MODEL 
Consider a system of η quark-antiquark (qf) 
channels in interaction with m two-meson iMiM¡) 
channels 
«< +b, -»ay +bj (31) 
Here each channel j consists of two particles (either 
qÇorMyMi)a] and fry with momentump, andp» 
The normalization of the one-particle states is 
<a'| a > = U t r t o . ! p. )85( p. - p . \Ь,
Л
 , (3 2) 
6eV 6«V 
H 
30 
20 
10 
FIO 2 Radial spectra of channoniuni and the nu 
clean 
where s, and s, are the third components of the 
particle spins The £ matrix and the M matrix are 
related by 
<<|5^) = <'І7>-'(2іг)484(Л-Яу)<і|АГ|;> 
(3 3) 
Here Л and Pt are, respectively, the total final and 
initial four-momenta of the system We introduce 
the relative momenta k/ by 
P.J=«>.P1+kJ. Pk=wtP,-k, 
(to,+u>» = l> (3 4) 
In our model we neglect the transition to 
negative-energy states and we also neglect the depen­
dence of the interaction and the amplitudes 
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MIJ = ( 11Μ I ; > on the relative energies k° (Notice 
that we use constitulent quarks in our models, 
which are still fairly heavy, even m the case of the u 
and d quarks > With these approximations the 
coupled channel Bethe Salpeter equation, which in 
first instance is apt to describe the coupled channel 
system of our model, reduces to a Blankenbecler-
Sugar Logunov-Tavkhehdze'type equation20 
AÍ />(k i,k>,»4)=/, í(k,,k /./í) + 2/d3M(.(k.,k..> /í»«»tk.,» /í)JW./k„,k,,v /?) (3 5) 
The Green's function i,(k.,>/s ) is not unambiguous In order to account for the relativistic velocities of 
the mesons tn some channels (eg, the pions in the case of the ρ system) we need a coupled-channel 
Schrodmger equation with relativistic kinematics Therefore, we take2'2! 
t.u..vTm)=-
ΙνΊ, k ! ( j ) -k . 2 ( i . )+ i í ' 
where 
VT, =£.,(£.)+£,.( k.) 
and 
The transition to a relativistic Lippmaim-Schwinger equation is performed via the definitions20 
(3 6) 
<а„*,|Г,Н<>>.»/> = Pi 2μ^Ε) -£L· fyjŒ) (3 7) 
where s^tft^E', the total energy squared in the cm frame and where the elements of the 
(л +m)x(n +m) reduced mass matrix/i(£) are defined by 
E E 
Τμ,^Εί^αί,'/άΕΛυ = *' t S« 
л+ * For convenience we define 
M,(£> 0 
/ i (£) = 0 *ƒƒ(£) 
(3 8) 
(3 9) 
In (3 9) Me is the л Xn reduced mass matrix for the confined qq channels and M f the m X m reduced mass ma­
ini for the meson-meson channels With (3 7)-(3 9) we get 
r,/(kl,kj)=Ki<(k„kJ)-t-2 fdXv^.i.) r f "Л'' Vg-M (3 10) 
The corresponding coupled-channel relativistic 
Schrodmger equation reads 
1-Ь+Ьі<Е) -£2(£)]*=0, (311) 
where φ is the coupled-channel two-particle wave 
function 
The potential in (3 11) is spherically symmetric 
and might be represented by a symmetric 
(n +m)x(n +m) matnx 
У, Уш (3 12) 
In (3 12) У
е
 is the potential in the confined channels 
( ^ ( r O ^ t y ^ r f u i V + C , ) . (3 13) 
where ω is the universal frequency, r is the relative 
distance in the ç î system, and C, is the ith diagonal 
element of a diagonal nxn constant matnx С Vf 
is the diagonal threshold matnx [f/]/,=0; is the 
sum of the rest masses of the bosons m the yth 
meson-meson channel 
The specific form of the off-diagonal term in 
(3 12) will be discussed in the next section 
Let 4<r) be a radial (л +m)-componenl wave 
function, then the set of radial Schrodmger equa­
tions to be solved is 
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A" . + ί1ψ1+2μ{Ε)ν{Γ) 
. « и . · , 
-ìHm ¿<r)=0, (3 14) 
where L is the orbital angular momentum matrix 
L = 
L, 0 
0 L, 015) 
with Lc and L/ diagonal η Хл and mX<n matrices, 
respectively, which contain the orbital angular mo­
menta of the я +m channels 
There are for (3 14) 2(n +m) independent solu­
tions The physical solutions must satisfy л +m 
boundary conditions in the origin and an additional 
л boundary conditions at infinity for those com­
ponents, which belong to the permanently confined 
channels No other boundary conditions are to be 
imposed as long as the energy is above all thresh­
olds In that case there are m-mdependent physical 
solutions, which can be found in a straightforward 
way and lead to an m Xm unitary and symmetric S 
matrix Note that m this context by 5 matnx is un­
derstood the scattering matnx for the open two-
meson channels 
An explicit expression for the S matnx is denved 
in Appendix A 
When £ is smaller than some of the Dj then the 
corresponding momenta as defined in (3 4) become 
purely imaginary In order to satisfy additional 
boundary conditions at infinity for those com­
ponents of the wave function, which belong to the 
closed meson-meson channels, the imaginary parts 
of these momenta should be chosen positive If 
these values are substituted in (A 13), then the sub-
matni of S corresponding to the remaining open 
channels is again unitary and takes over the function 
of the 5 matnx 
Once V
m
 (3 12) is given, we can calculate the S 
matnx (A13) and its pole positions in the complex 
energy plane Each pole is either identified with a 
a, m,-
- : < · * . 
• aj mj 
• a 4 m, 
FIG 3 Diagram of momentum flow for the process 
described in formula (4 1) 
resonance (provided it is close to the real axis) or 
with a bound state In this paper we make the ap­
proximation that the real part equals its mass and 
the imaginary pan equals half its hadromc width 
For bound states with respect to strong decay the 
poles are on the real axis The Μ,Λ/2 channels in 
these cases are closed, but not empty For instance 
in our picture a J/φ meson is represented by a 
nine-component wave function, which contains be­
sides the confined c ? channel also closed channels 
containing pain of D and D' mesons or F and f" 
mesons 
In the present article we will study the vector-
meson resonances UK=\ ) and the pseudoscalar 
moons {JK=0-+) 
IV THE TRANSITION POTENTIAL 
We desenbe the transitions between the quark-
antiquark and the two-meson channels through the 
creation or annihilation of a quark-antiquark pair in 
the 'Λ, state 1 9 " In the following we treat the 
quarks nonrelativistically 
Since we deal in this investigation with a wide 
range of flavor masses, it appears that for 
phenomenological reasons we have to extend the 1P
a 
model of Ref 13 We do this by assuming more 
structure in the stnng breaking mechanism The in­
teraction Hamiltoman which can accommodate our 
phenomenological needs reads (see also Fig 3) 
Hi^rofd'k, d 'M' fk j+kj-k j-k . ) 
xií(k2,kí,ir,,kt)[c¿u^^^*i;;)(k2-kJ)*:i.!(í2)<<:).J(kJ)Af¡,%J] 
Xl»i l .1 ( í i -kíM.. , . -1 (k|WÍ, .4 (k4-k»W.,1 . /k, )J+Rc ) . (41) 
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Here kt, mt, and a, (/ = 1,. ,4} are the momentum. 
SU(2)-spin and SUW)-fl>vor indices, respectively, of 
the quarks and antiquari» Furthermore, 
*ϋί1(ίι-ϊ))-<ιίι-ί)ΐΐ':,1'1 k j - k j |ki-k»l 
(4 2a) 
and Mo0,!«, describes a flavor-singlet quark-
antiquark pair. (For typographical reasons we have 
not distinguished between upper and lower SU(.V) 
indices [see also (5 3)].) Color SUO) is added in Sec. 
VI, but omitted here. The dimensionless constant γ0 
describes the strength of the creation and annihila­
tion process. In (4 I) the function ¿( k¿,kj;ks,kfr) 
describes the momentum distribution of the created 
or annihilated qq pair (vanables k: and k\), the 
momentum transfer between the "spectator" quarks 
(vanables к 5 and k«), and a possible relation be­
tween these vanables. Note that the special choice 
«(ki.k,;k5,M=6' , ,(kj+k t) (4.2b) 
leads to the '/Ό model of Ref. IS. 
In this paper we use the ansatz 
Jlkj.Kkj.k.l-^kj.kjWj.ik,.^). (4.3) 
The incoming quark-antiquark state in the cm. sys­
tem is given by 
IE*|i;r>-C¿7Í7X',,..4*Í,..,(í>i<:,.4(-k)|0) , (4.4) 
where к is the cm. momentum, s a the total spin, and ν denotes the SU(JV)-flavor state. The latter is described 
by the flavor maini M [see (3 3) for a définition]. 
Similarly for the two-meson state one hat 
|р^>';У|,г,>-С^^'-с!(р;*|^«,;у,)с5(-р;»,^,;У1)|0>. (4.5) 
Hen the meson creation operators C, are given by 
CÌ(p ,^ 1 ^, ;v , ) -p , i ,dWÌ(«? lUl .4 J )e , , '<q , - l -5 2 -P , )C: f l 1 ^ , 1 M^»i , . 1 . 1 (q 1 )<fÌ 1 « 1 (q l ) , 
(4.6Г 
c5<P2;s,*,;v2>-/rfWW^<W.<b.q4>60 ,<4l+<Í4-Íij> cglCfyí'&b'b.tf&l.-W· 
(4.7) 
Here ΊΊ и = 1,2) are the internal wave functions of the mesons. Thar energy dependence is due to a Lorentz 
transfofmation from the meson rest frame to the two-meson center-of-mass frame 
In the following we call the process in Fig. 3 the direct (exchange) process when the mesons with quantum 
numbers v, (v,) and v, (v,) are composed by the quarks 1 and 2, respectively, 3 and 4. The direct (exchange) 
potential VB ( Ve ) corresponds to the mauix element of H¡ for the direct (exchange) process. 
Working out (4.1), using <4.3)-(4.7> we get 
<p';s>V|v„»jvj| vB\ k;i,fi;v> = 
In the denvation of (4.8) we used 
T T 1 " 
I I 
Τ Τ »i 
J 1 ί ' 
ТіШ"
1
 « " ' ' ^ " ' » ^ . ^ ( р . к ) . (4.8) 
I 'li'fl/li/lifin 1/21 
" J " И " 
1 
1 
1 
s 
7 *! 
7 *г 
Ì s1 
Furthermore, we have introduced 
fi2«1,<P.k) = 2/<í ,í'í'Ü;,<k-p-qWs6(?i-ql*2ilp*-k + q , - p + k - q ) 
X Í Í l E p . k - q . - k + p + q l í ^ E - . k - p - q . - k - i - q ) 
(4 9) 
(410) 
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Introducing 
Д = к-р, Q=k + p , (4.11) 
we rewrite (4 9) for later use in the form 
í : i¡«1 )(p,k)=2/<í3 í^¡1(A-Í)55 4(q,-q)í !3(-A+q> í-?) 
X Î Î < E r ; - | л + {$-2я)г;<Я ?;4д + 70-23>. (4.12) 
where we have used that in the applications further on we will always assume that the internal wave functions 
depend on the difference of the momenta only The transition matrix elements in configuration space are ob· 
tamed by the Fourier transformation 
In the nonrelativistic limit, using the Gaussian wave function, i.e., ground-state wave functions, 
lM3l.92> = 
л,
2 
ехр[-7<Ч.-<Ы2 ] . 
¿»<ks.k4>~«p[-T<k5-MV], 
*в<к2ІГз>~1, 
we find in local approximation (i.e., Q=0) for r0 « A , 
1 r2 
„ ( Γ · , Γ ) > = | * 3 < Ϊ " - Γ > — e x p 
W rü,(ñ. 
(413) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
In (4.17) «e have accounted for all constants in the transition from ro to γ. Because the expression for 
Лг,»і
г ) 'Р·"
, n
 ·* 12) has a convolutive form we get that in general ^ . « „ ( Р ' . г ) is a function of (1/>о+1/Я,> 
and so the r0 parameter in (4 17) is different from that in (4.IS). For charmonium and upsilon they will be the 
same in this paper because then we have rg « Л , (see Sec. VI). 
In this paper we will use the form given in (4.17) and generalize it to the relativistic case by making γ apart 
from flavor also energy dependent. 
So, finally we arrive at the configuration-space transition potential 
(Γ'ίΐ',μ'ίί,ν,,ί,νΐΙ VD | ϊ";ι,μ;ν> 
•ΎΒΗΓ-ΤΚ',,^^^,.^ ι ι «Vi ι о 
τ 
τ 
Ι 
2 
Ι 
1 
*1 
h 
s' 
Т г Ш
, ν
 Μ"
1
' М
м)ГУ
п
(г)-^-ехр III 
2 r 0 ' 
(4.18) 
The potential for states with total angular momenta J,J' and total orbital angular momenta L, ¿'is for the po-
tential (4.18) given by 
-cïïiciiïfdnsrjt'mfdnrrZhHirisyM.sMirirwv) 
=r 
ML+V+l) 
trtlL' + l) 
in 1 
2 
S 
7 *ι 
Τ »ι 
1 *' 
L I V 
s 1 s' 
J 0 J 
ajjo^TriM"'1 M"'' M1")—exp 
'2r0> 
In the derivation of (4.19) we used 
3(2¿ + U 
4irt2t41) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
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and the identity 
Σ4 L г 1 •m μ V r~L ι J ft I » r-\ I 0,-t t f--m (i M L ( · (•„(• "-Я,] (Ι.,Ο^» * » « 
1 £* 
1 ί' 
О J 
Because (4 1) к the nonrelativisttc interaction Ham· 
iltoman, the potential (4 19) can be used directly in 
the partial-wave Schrodinger equation (3 14) 
ТЪс contribution of the exchange process to the 
transitions is included implicitly in the next section 
[sccEq (5 4)] 
V TRANSITION MATRIX ELEMENTS 
In this section we present tablet for the 
O O l x S i r a ^ x S U W I i w part of the potential 
(418) We consider processes of the form [(3 1) and 
Fit 3] 
V~ «і+Л»=*<«і?>«,+<#»>
 г 
(5 1) 
The orbital angular momenta and spins of the con­
fined channels f ι + ί ; and of the meson channels 
M\ +Af3 arc denoted by /, ¿, 5, and 5. respectively, 
and the spins of the mesons M\ and Mi by S| and 
І2, respectively The total angular momentum of 
the system is denoted by ) With these definitions 
the Ш І х З Ш І ф . pan of (4 IS) for the transitions 
(S Dis given by 
^ i + í i i r - . I M i + M í ) 
3(/ + t + l ) 
2<2£+l> 
1/2 / 1 L 
i 1 S 
J fi J 
I 1 
Τ 7 Ί 
7 7 »ι 
s 1 S 
(5 2) 
The normalization of the matrix dements m (5 2) is 
such that the sum of the squares of the couplings of 
one q¡¡ channel to all scattenng channels equals one. 
In Ref 2 we observed that in our model for the 
JK= 1~~ mesons the mixing between S states and 
D states is small For simplicity we shall drop the 
1=2 permanently closed Ч\+Чг channel in the 
present investigation for all mesons The matrix ele­
ments (5 2) which are relevant in this paper (/ =0 
TABLE II OOI X SU<2V. part of the coupling 
strengths ( meson+meson I V
m
 Imeson) I1 
\
Si 0 0 I 1 I I 
S, 0 1 0 I I 1 
S 0 1 I 0 1 2 
1 -L ' 1 _L 1 
*уув« (4 21) 
and thus J = J and L = 1) are summarized in Table 
II 
A funher restriction is the assumption that only 
uff, d3, and sT pairs are created or annihilated m the 
process (5 1) This is not unreasonable since the 
coupling of meson channels and confined channels, 
which communicate via the creation or annihilation 
of cf and 6* pairs, is highly suppressed, because the 
thresholds in the scattenng channels are at much 
higher energies For the <fi pair in (5 1) we have 
chosen exact SUOIn,.,» symmetry, which implies 
that the matrix elements (tfjO) and <0|f?> as 
well as the transition radius r0 in (4 16) are the same 
for nonstrange and strange quarks 
As mentioned before we consider only those two-
panicle-scattenng channels, which contain the pseu-
doscalar mesons r, i), V, X, D, f, B, and С and the 
vector mesons ρ, ία, Ф, K', D', f, B', and C* 
Here we have denoted the open-Mlavor analogs of 
the well-known open-charm mesons D, D', F, and 
i*, by B, B', and G, and G' Of these mesons only 
the В meson has been found21 in the energy region 
around 5 2 GeV For the masses of the B', G, and 
G* mesons we have to make some estimates inspired 
by the splittings between the open-charm mesons 
Moreover, we take ideal mixing for the η, η', ω, and 
¿mesons 
It is convenient to define the conventional 5x5 
matrices P^g and У^ for the 24+1 pseudoscalar 
and vector multiplets of 511(5)^«. (see also Ref li) 
/>= 
-75">+*,> к* Л
0
 в* 
ι ir" •7|<,»-»°> *° D- 5° 
Ж" i f ι»' F- С 
D" D+ F+ η, -
В- В
0
 G" - IJ» 
(5 3) 
V = 
4Γ(«+<Λ 
Ъ 
к·* В·" В'* 
-^to-V) К'° D'' Β*" 
1С— 1С· * f ' G' 
D'0 ¡У' f* φ -
Β'- Β'" G'" - Τ 
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TABLE III Couplings of confined tnd fne chuuieb 
for ijc and ^ 
il«(ef) *СГ) 
DD 
DD' 
D'D' 
D'D· 
D'D' 
FF 
F f 
f f 
f f 
f f 
Spm 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
0 
I 
2 
If in (S 1) f, +ÍJ is the member Ац of one of 
these multiplets and M, and M7 are the members 
B
u
 and C
a
, of the multiplets Ρ or V, then the rela­
tive coupling strengths can be found from 
-¿±r^<BfCÎ\TrA+[BPC+olA.B,C)CPB] \AJ) , 
(54) 
where Ρ is a projection operator and where σΙΑ,Β,Ο 
is given by the product of the charge-conjugation 
panties of the three mesons A, B, and С By taking 
P=diag( 1,1,1,0,0) m (54) we select those cou­
plings, which are connected with the creation or an­
nihilation of light-quark pairs 
The expression (5 4) is appropriate for all charge 
modes of each meson For practical reasons we put 
together all two-meson channels with the same (or 
nearly the same) thresholds 
In Tables HI, IV, and V the total 
OOlxSUai^xSUISIn,,,, relative coupling 
strengths are shown for the ψ and η£, for the D, D', 
F, and f mesons and for the light mesons, respec­
tively The results for the Τ and щ are identical to 
the results for the φ and η, 
Notice that the couplings of a particle to all its 
decay channels add up to one, except for the ω and 
φ mesons This deviation originates from the fact 
that we have selected only a special class of decay 
products In this paper we have renormahzed the 
couplings of the ω and the φ 
VI COLOR SPLirriNO AND 
PHENOMENOLOGICAL REFINEMENTS 
In this section we present the precise form of the 
transition potential which we have used in our cal­
culations The main ingredients are simplicity and 
phenomenology 
The radial dependence g(r) of the potential given 
m (A6) can be read off from the expression (4 18) to 
be 
g(r)=g—exp (61) 
where g is a fit parameter 
In order to fit simultaneously the light and heavy 
mesons, the transition radius rg in (61) must be 
dependent on the flavor masses of the quarks of 
these states This might be interpreted as a conse­
quence of the dependence of the momentum-transfer 
distribution (4 14) on the quark masses m,i and mtt 
(see Fig 3) For simplicity we have chosen 
m. +m. 
Po. (6 2) 
where the dimensionless constant р0 is the same for 
all mesons 
For phenomenological reasons we also need a 
suppression of the coupling to scattering channels 
with a high threshold, because the kmematical 
suppression is not sufficiënt to reduce their influ-
ence. The effect is mainly seen in the resulting had-
rome widths, which otherwise are too small com-
pared with experiment 
As we have approximated the nonlocal transition 
potential by an effective local one, this can be done 
by taking the elements of the matrix Vm m (A6) to 
be dependent on the threshold value of the corre-
sponding scattering channel 
(63a) <ymk~Dj',"^mM,j+>«uiir 
where ( VM ),j describes the transition from the ith 
permanent closed channel (ι = 1 in this paper, be­
cause we take only the I —0 g ì channel into account) 
to the /th two-meson channel and where mw 
{к ** 1,2) are the masses of the two mesons How­
ever, the choice (6 3a) would mutilate the effective 
coupling constant, since thresholds for light mesons 
differ drastically from thresholds for heavy mesons 
For this reason we alter (6 3a) such that for thresh­
olds at the resonance position, the effective coupling 
is the same for all mesons 
l?mk E (63b) 
This introduces an energy dependence in the po­
tential, because E is the energy in the Schrodinger 
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TABLE IV Couplings of confined and fre« channels for D,D*,F, and F* mesons 
Dldfl BVff) Л с Л '(сЛ 
1 
II 
"»· 
t 
7 
Tï 
Τ 
ι 
ι· 
_ι_ 
Μ 
ю 
ΪΤ 
ι 
ι« 
I I 
Οη 
Dz 
DK 
FK 
fv¡ 
Da 
Dp 
DK' 
FK' 
F* 
D-4 
ο·κ 
F'K 
f n ' 
D · « 
D'
a 
Ο'ω 
o'p 
D'P 
D'P 
ο·κ· 
D'K· 
D'K' 
F'K· 
F'K· 
гк· 
F·* 
Ге 
F·* 
Spin 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
equation (3 14). However, the resulting 5 mam* is 
still analytic 
A possible contribution to this suppression may 
come from a boost of the internal wave functions of 
the final-state mesons from the rest frame of one 
meson to the с m frame Ho» ever, such effects are 
model dependent and depend on how one takes into 
account a wave fun tion for the 'Рц pair Besides, a 
complete account oi this boost introduces extra non­
local effects in the transition potential 
Since also the pseudoscalar mesons are treated in 
this article, it is necessary to desenbe the mechanism 
which gives the mass splittings between the pseudo-
scalar and the vector mesons In commonly accept­
ed models this is accomplished by means of a 
correction term which stems from a one-gluon-
exchange potential For the mesons under con­
sideration the splitting has the form24 * 
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TABLE V Couplmgs of confined and free channels for the light moons 
i) К 
η a 
4 Ρ 
η К' 
ηΚ 
Ч* 
ν
κ· 
ж ν 
ж К 
ν α» 
» Ρ 
ν Κ* 
Κ Κ 
Κ ω 
Κ* 
кр 
κ κ-
β» « 
• Ρ 
ω Κ' 
и * · 
» AT' 
* * 
* К' 
* К' 
Φ К' 
Ρ Ρ 
Ρ Ρ 
Ρ Ρ 
Ρ if* 
Ρ κ' 
Ρ κ' 
κ'κ· 
κ'κ* 
Κ'Κ' 
Spm 
0 
s, s f 2 where <mf) οι, and (i f> ι, are the (anti-) quark mass 
ΔΕ'"!·* ~ ~ta~ ' ^
0 > I > ·* 4)
 am¡ ,ι,,, {¡¡nu ,
 4ι1ιίΛ ,p l n > respectively 
' For harmonic-oscillator functions (6 4) would re-
where iMO) is the qg wave function at the origin and suit m a temi 
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ЬЕсЫог*-
"l"1! 
m i + m f 
(65) 
This could be taken as a constant correction term m 
the direct <ff potential, but this has the unwanted 
consequence that radial excitations would have 
about the same mass splittings as the ground states, 
contrary to expenment and contrary to earlier re­
sults,2 which showed that in this model the wave 
functions at the origin of the radial excitations are 
smaller than the wave functions at the origin of the 
corresponding ground state and therefore should 
give smaller mass splittings according to (64) 
However, we notice that a similar term, taken as a 
correction of the transition potential has to second 
order in perturbation theory an effect comparable to 
(6 5), but has the advantage that then the proper 
wave function is taken into account Therefore, we 
use a transition potential of the form 
«('>[P|..]</=?«iy f-bv* 
(m tm ?) l / 3 
( т , + т ? ) ' / 2 ' 
ІЯ 
r 
— e x p 
'o 
1 r ! 
2 V 
Also a word must be said about the consequences of 
the nonrelativistic approximation to the relativistic 
formulation (3 11) 
In those scattering channels, for which the thresh­
olds are far below a resonance position, it is clearly 
wrong to do calculations with nonrelativistic 
kinematics In Sec 111 it is shown how relativistic 
kinematics might be accounted for in a Schrödinger 
equation Our strategy has been as follows In open 
scattering channels relativistic kinematics is used 
*
а
 = ^ -
2 [ £ 2 - ( т
И 1 + т Ж 2 ) 2 ] 
X l ^ - l m ^ - m ^ ) 2 ] , 
^(£) = 7 £ - , ( £ 4 - ( m 4 | + mM l)2(m„ l-mw ¡) !] 
(6 7) 
*
2
 = ( Е - т
М і
- т
И і
) , 
М
= ( , п м 1 + т 1)~ mulmv¡ 
(6 6) 
(6 8) 
Closed channels are treated nonrelativistically 
This procedure does certainly not yield an 5 matnx 
with the usual analyticity properties However, for 
any particular energy region, it is possible to do the 
choices (6 7) and (6 8) beforehand This restores 
piecewise analyticity and one can figure out after-
wards whether the different solutions for different 
energy regions overlap m adjacent domains This 
has been checked to be the case 
The choice (6 8) below threshold is necessary be-
cause of two annoying features of analytic continua-
tion of the expressions (6 7) (a) For 
E2<(mu¡+mM2)\mMt—т
Мг
| the reduced mass 
becomes negative (b) Below the pseudothreshold, 
i e , for E < | mM — ты | , the exponential wave 
TABLE VI Masses un GeVi of the mesons used to fit the parameteis, and their widths (in 
MeVI 
Particle Theoretical mass Experimental mass Theoretical width Expenmental width 
Ρ 
ρ' 
Ρ" 
к 
к' 
* 
φ· 
•" 
J/* 
*• 
*" 
*"· 
τ 
г 
Y" 
Τ"' 
076 
129 
159 
050 
0 93 
103 
153 
187 
3 10 
3 67 
405 
4 41 
941 
1000 
1040 
1077 
0 770 
125 
16 
0496 
0 895 
1020 
165 
19 
3 095 
3 684 
4030 
4 414 
9 433 
9 993 
10 324 
10 548 
150 
30 
75 
48 
5 
10 
62 
21 
89 
37 
158 
-125 
-200 
50 
4 
-100 
-400 
52 
43 
1 
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TABLE VII Massa (m OeV) af tbc ranumng 
ground stale mesons 
Fertiele 
ν 
П(Ч.) 
ι»· (4.) 
ω 
D 
F 
D' 
f* 
Ч, 
Ъ 
Theoretical mass 
040 
039 
060 
ОМ 
166 
175 
19« 
204 
213 
361 
O U I 
0549 
095« 
0713 
1M6 
2030 
2007 
2140 
2 981 
3 592 
functions m terms of λ no longer satisfy the proper 
boundary condition at infinity 
VII RESULTS, COMPARISON 
WITH EXPERIMENT. AND DISCUSSION 
The parameten of the model are (a) the 
harmonic-oscillator frequency ω, which approxi­
mately can be read off from the experimental radial 
spectra (see Fig. 1) to be about 1(0 MeV, (b) the cou­
pling constants ξ and g,, which determine, respec­
tively, the overall coupling strength of the i f chan­
nel to the scattering channels, and the mass split­
tings between the pscudoacalars and the vectors, (c) 
the dimensionlcss transition radius pa, at which posi­
tion the transition potential has its maximum, and 
(d) the constituent quark masses т
т
тт,=т^, m„ 
nttt and m^ 
A least-squares fit to the meson masses, which are 
shown m Table VI, gives for these parameten the 
results 
а = 1 9 0 М е У ,
л
= 0 5*, 
£»/417=7 59. g
c
= 5 47, 
m.^ 406 MeV, m, = 508 MeV, 
mt = 1562 MeV,m»=4724 MeV 
With this set of parameters we obtain for the oth­
er mesons the results as shown in Table VII At this 
point we should remark that for the masses of reso­
nances we take the real parts of the poles ω the S 
matrix, except for the /A 770) The reason to do so is 
the observation that for nearly all the meson reso­
nances considered the real part of the pole energy 
roughly coincides with the maximum in the calcu­
lated total cross section However, for the p<770), 
being a very well established resonance, we have tak 
en the more accurate value of the peak in the cross 
section (depicted in Fig 4), which is about 25 MeV 
FIG 4 Elastic p-wave vir crass sectiao 
higher than the pole value, due to the large width 
and the relatively low mass of the ρ 
The total widths of the meson resonances, for 
which we take twice the distance of the pole to the 
real axis, are summarized in Table VI as well Some 
of the radial excitations, however, exhibit structures 
in the theoretical /"-wave cross section, which clearly 
carry a great deal of background coming from the 
ground-state resonance pole (see Fig 4) This makes 
a direct comparison of imaginary parts of pole posi­
tions and widths of cross-section peaks very diffi­
cult 
Comparing the calculated masses with the more 
or less established experimental ones we see a good 
agreement for the radial spectra, except for the T", 
but a clear discrepancy for the <r, the η\ and the 
open-charm mesons The relatively low-lying T " 
state, which docs not fit in our equal spacing 
scheme, η possibly an indication for the presence of 
a short-range term m the quark-antiquark central 
potential, becoming important for very heavy and 
thus small systems. Such an extra term could 
indeed make the level splittings decrease gang to 
higher radial excitations. As for the if, the t)', and 
the i), we note that these isosmglet states, hav.ng 
quantum numbers У ' с = 0 ~ + , can annihilate into 
two gluons, which could give rise to an effective 
repulsive quark-antiquark potential, thereby lifting 
the masses of these particles24 Moreover, in our 
model such an effect would be roughly proportional 
to m,"1 л , where m, is the quark mass, so the shifts 
of the η and η' would be some two or three times 
the shift of the η,, which is about what is needed 
Apart from this, deviations from the assumed ideal 
mixing could give rise to additional changes of the 
masses of especially the η and the η' Investigations 
on a dynamical incorporation of such mixing effects 
in the model are bang done The too small results 
for the masses of the D, D', F, and F* mesons may 
be due to the nonrdativistic treatment of closed 
scattering channels, which differs substantially from 
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the relativistic approach above threshold, because 
for these particles several pseudothresholds lie close 
to the physical masses Then these open charm 
sutes consisting of quarks with highly unequal 
masses might have a different effective decay cou­
pling constant An adjustment of this parameter 
only for the open-chann systems leads to a good 
agreement with the data Finally, for the π meson, 
having a mass much smaller than its binding energy, 
the approximations which have been made with 
respect to the coupling mechanism and the color 
splitting might have led to deviations, moderate 
compared with this binding energy, but very large 
compared with the actual rest mass Moreover, the 
physical rt meson could in principle be a mixture of 
a i f state and a Goldstone boson 
Turning to the hadromc decay widths we see very 
good results for the p, K', and Φ, but too small ones 
for the ρ and φ radial excitations (note at this point 
the observations above) For the latter states, how­
ever, possible decay channels of a type not con­
sidered in this investigation, such as decays into 
internally excited mesons, might add substantially to 
the hadromc decay widths The p'Vii 1600), for ex­
ample, decays mainly into A¡n in a rclatnes wave, 
where A, denotes an ¡"j^^l'l** state with 
internal / = 1 " Such decay channels can be incor 
porated in the model though it will lead to a prolif-
eration of components in our multichannel formal-
ism This will be studied in the future 
In conclusion, we examine the calculated elastic 
/>-wave πιτ cross section in the energy region be­
tween 0 5 and 1 7 GeV The very pronounced peak 
of the ρ resonance at 7(0 MeV has a height of 29S 
GeV' (US mb), as it should have because of uni· 
tanty, and a width of 180 MeV The rather small 
bumps at the positions of the assumed p' and p" res­
onances are far below the umtanty limit, showing 
the occurrence of competing inelastic channels like 
pa, KK, and pp (for the p") The vagueness of these 
structures in the rrw cross section might explain the 
expenmental difficulties in establishing these states, 
m particular the/>'< 12501 
VIII CONCLUSIONS 
The model which has been extensively described 
in this paper involves an efficient and practical 
scheme to incorporate strong decay in a quark 
model of mesons In the first, rather simplistic, ver­
sion of the model2 good results for the spectra of 
charmomum and b-quarkomum could be produced 
already, but there the calculated hadromc decay 
widths turned out to be unrealistically small In this 
article the model has been refined and extended in 
order to make it applicable to a wide vanety of qq 
systems The most significant modification is the 
introduction of a far more realistic transition poten­
tial, which in local approximation can be denved 
from the 'Po model A rapidly converging analytic 
approximation scheme is given which is very con­
venient for limiting the computer time needed for 
the tracing of bound-state and resonance poles Fur­
ther, in order to be able to do reliable calculations in 
the light-meson sector, we perform kinematically 
relativistic adaptions of the equations Finally, for 
the simultaneous handling of pseudoscalar and vec­
tor mesons, color splitting is introduced 
The results for the masses and widths of the 
mesons as produced by the model in its present stage 
are rather promising The model can be extended as 
indicated in Sec VII and work is in progress to im­
plement improvements d) inclusion of additional 
decay channels involving orbitally excited mesons, 
(u) inclusion of two-gluon annihilation and mixing 
effects of the η mesons, (in) introduction of final-
state interactions, and (iv) modification of the inner 
region of the confining potential 
In conclusion, our work indicates that results 
from models not dealing with strong decay have to 
be reconsidered In particular we have shown that a 
harmonic-oscillator spectrum with the same level 
splittings of all quarkoma can be distorted by strong 
decay such as to give the physical spectra 
Spectroscopy and scattering features are described 
within the same model 
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APPENDIX 
The method we have chosen to solve Eq (3 14) is the following First »e wnte for (3 141 the integral equa­
tion 
tor)=4¿r)+ ƒ 'dr'GiryìlpiE) 
0 ymlr') I 
(Ala) 
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In (Ala) the Green's function G(r,r') is a solution of 
V.ir) 0 
.4
 + і<4±1і+ ? ц,« 
dr г' 
andina solution of 
¿ ( ¿ + 1 ) 
dr2 
+2/i(E) 
V/ír) 
VJrì О 
0 V/r) 
к
2(Е) 
-кЧЕ) 
C(r,r')=-8(r-f ') 
#o(r)-0 
(Alb) 
(Ale) 
The integrand in (Al) is sufficiently well behaved in order to allow us to approximate the integral in (Al) by a 
sum(ro=0<ri<rj< ) 
0 VMb,) 
*М=ф^г)+^,Мгі)Сіг,г
І
)2ціЕ) * ' / > , (A2) 
The sum in (A2) can be terminated after N terms for practical purposes and oui be wntten as an integral 
K¿(r·) О *<r>=*o<rt+ /0"*·Δ<»·')σ(ΛΓ')2μ(£) 
Finally the integral equation (A3) can again be wntten as a differential equation 
(A3) 
S+UL±ll+ ЫЕ)9М-кЧЕ> 
ar* г* 
where the potential K(r) ta defined by 
0 V
m
W\ 
(«1 
For «imphaty we absorb the Mr,) in the off-diagonal term by the definition [using (3 9)] 
Д(г,>К
ш
(г,)=. 
• і г Ь * · ^ ' -
(A4) 
(AS) 
ІАІУ 
In (A6) we assumed that the radial dependence of the transition potential is the same for all matrix dements, 
P,
m
 being an л X m maini without r dependence and g (r) a simple function of r Equation (A4) can be solved 
analytically 
Let us define the following diagonal matnees an η Хл radial quantum number matnx u, which through 
(3 13), (3 14), and (3 15) la given by 
E=MII+LC + J)+C , (A7) 
the η Xn confluent hypergeometnc function matnees 
ф{-иХ, + \,М
с
аг
1) and φ(-η4., + \,Μ,ω^) (A») 
which are self evident generalizations of the φ and φ functions defined in Bateman, Chap VI,26 the corre­
sponding regular and irregular solutions of the uncoupled wave equation 
f c a , , * ) - * ^ ' , - ' ' " * - " · ^ ; ^ 
and 
G<H,¿„*)=xt' + ' e -* , / V(- i / ,L í + -j·,!2), 
the m xm velocity matnx 
<A9) 
(AIO) 
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UM) m X m nutrices, which are generalizations of the sphencal Bcssd, Neuman, and Hankel functions 
AL/.kr^krj^ikr), 
N{Lf,kr)=kmLt{kr), 
and 
я "
 ,la/,fcr)-.ra/,*r>±iJV(£/.*r'> 
Funhermore, it is necessary to introduce the (2n +2m)x(2n +lm) matrices 
(All) 
*<г ( ) = 
Ν — 1 Ό 
where the 2η χ2m maini Ο, and the 2m x2n malm Oj are denned by 
G<u,L„lMta)"2ri) 
-Fiu,L„lM
e
ai,nr,) 0,(u,L,k,r,)= P^ALf.kr.l.NiLfM,)) 
and 
Oilu.L./k.r,)» 
-JiLf.kr,) K,
r
M(F(u,tt,[Afttt.]l/!rj).G(u,Z.e,tM«ul],/V()) 
We also define four η xn matrices хЦ" ii,j -= 1,2), four η xm matrices Xl¡" (ι = 1,2,, j=3,4), four m xn 
matrices Jf,,*' d =3,4,, y — 1,2). and fourmxm matrices Xif* íi,j =3,4) by 
ДГІ
Ч
'=[ДГЮ ДГІг,)^ (i j = l , ,4) (A13) 
Finally we define 
z t ,<«-[-*„*jrtr 'JC+;r» ,ï-дгіГВД' 'дг1,?' +*-,$"]-' M I « 
With (AIO) and (A14) the S matni reads 
S t /(£)=. i . , / 2Il- iZ 1 . /(£))[ l+iZ t /(£)]- , i . - | / 3 (A15) 
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Spectra and strong decays of cc and 66 states 
E. van Beveren, С DuJkroood,· and О Rupp 
Ііишык/ог Theontteal Phjma, Vnmntty ofNymegm. Nymegen. The Nttheriands 
(Received »2 July 1979- revised numnenpt recaved 14 Juiuafy 1980) 
An outline α pven for the deacnpüoo of havy-quaricHmnqutrk systent by meant of a set of coupled 
Schrodmger equation· m winch permanently confined two-ferauon channels arc coupled ю free two-boaon 
channels. Only two-partick decays satisfyinf the Okebo-Zwen Iixnka nik are taken inco account Withia 
this context the equations make a simple détermination of the spectra and decay parameten рсшіЫе A 
oompanton with the data α presented 
I INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a simple potential mod­
el for the simultaneous study of the spectra and 
the fast two-particle decays of heavy-quark-anti-
quark systems. It is understood that all "fast 
decays" satisfy the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) 
rule1 
The basic idea is that under certain circum­
stances one can write down equations which de­
scribe physical situations to a fair degree of ac­
curacy and which are exactly solvable despite the 
fact that they Involve the interplay of several free 
and bound channels.1 For convenience let us re­
strict our attention to charmonium. 
In the first place, of course, if charmonium 
were to be considered as a system oí two heavy 
quarks which move nonrelativistically with re-
spect to each other and which are bound by har-
monic forces, then the spectrum would be just the 
isotropic- harmonic- oscillator spectrum and the 
wave functions would be elementary functions. 
Suppose that the forces between the quarks were 
as simple as that, then obviously modifications 
are still necessary to account tor the large width 
of the resonant ^ states which occur as soon as the 
threshold for DD production Is passed. We want 
to point out that this can be done within the context 
of nonrelatlvistic Schrodlnger equations and that 
exact solvability can be retained. It should be 
clear that when un^proxunated solutions of a 
potential problem of this kind can be found, many 
technical difficulties resulting from large coup-
ling strengths, the proximity of thresholds and 
resonances, and the necessity of carrying out 
high-order approximations do not appear. 
In order to obtain the proper conditions for such 
a favorable situation one important assumption 
must be made When a resonant charmonium state 
decays in accordance with U» OZI rule, then two-
particle final sUtes like DD, DD* +2Ш\ or FF 
will occur, while the appearing charmed bosons 
are to be considered as nothing else than the ori­
ginal charmed quarks which for the occasion are 
"dressed" with light quarks of the u, d, or s 
variety, together with their counterparts u, <?, or 
5. These act as spectators and have no dynamical 
influence whatsoever By thus ignoring an inter­
nal structure of the bosons the 2 particle -"4 par­
ticle problem is reduced to a 2 particle —2 parti­
cle problem which can be treated in the usual non­
relatlvistic way, despite the fact that the two 
interacting particles can change their nature fund­
amentally. 
Let r be the relative coordinates of the с and с 
quarks. We shall assume that at the moment a «S, 
d3t or s i pair is created, the newly formed bosons 
occupy the positions of the с and с auarka and 
thus have r as relative coordinates. The reverse 
is considered to be true at the moment of annihila­
tion of a mi, da, or ss pair. It is not strictly 
necessary to make that assumption, but it is not 
unreasonable and hell» in the construction of 
manageable equations. 
We shall also make the assumption that the с 
and ? quarks do not feel eachother's presence any 
more as soon as they are dressed. That means 
that the newly formed bosons do not mutually 
interact, they behave as free particles, no matter 
how near they are to each other. Also, this as­
sumption Is not strictly necessary. 
The quark pairs are created out of the vacuum 
and have the quantum numbers of the vacuum. 
The fact that they borrow neither angular momen­
tum nor parity from the neighboring charmed 
quarks and that they will be assumed to be created 
In an exactly SU
r
(3)-symmetric way put severe 
limitations on the form of the transition "force" 
We will allow breaking of SU
r
(3) symmetry only 
in a kinematic sense, namely when it concerns 
the thresholds of the DD and FT channels, etc. 
Although the above-mentioned conditions lead 
already to reasonably manageable equations, one 
final assumption will be made which makes solu­
tion by approximation methods manifestly unneces­
sary. When the transition potential consists of a 
ft shell or even a combination of 0 shells the only 
criterion for exact solvability is that the problem 
21 Tit ©1W0TW Fbysnl Sooaty 
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be completely solvable ¿к the absence of any tran-
51/«on. But we know that the harmonic-oscillator 
problem as well as the free-particle problem are 
exactly solvable.1 The remaining questions are 
partly fundamental and partly phenomenological 
How reasonable are harmonic oscillators and 0 
shells in the study of charmonlum? Certainly, 
combinations of 0 shells can be used to approxi­
mate any potential. 
If the transition potential i s strong enough, it 
not only causesboundstatestobecome resonances, 
but it also causes a mass shift. In particular, 
those bound states which are lying below all 
thresholds and thus do not become resonances are 
affected and may shift in a way which make it less 
obvious that they belong to a harmonic-oscillator 
spectrum. 
In Sec. Π the harmonic oscillator i s discussed. 
The model is presented in Sec. Ш, followed by an 
account tor the specific form of the decay poten­
tial in Sec. IV. Comparison with the data is made 
in Sees. V and VI, where also leptonic decays are 
considered. 
О WHY A HARMONIC OSaLLATORf 
Let us first inspect the spectra: The Jfc -1~ 
charmonium states are sufficiently equidistant in 
order to be Interpreted a s radial and angular exci­
tations of a system of two heavy quarks which are 
bound by harmonic forces. We estimate for the 
energy-level separation of the harmonic oscillator 
a value of 
2b>=0.35GeV (2.1) 
and for the position of the ground state 
M = 2m
e
 + \ω = 3.38 GeV . 
The comparison oí the spectra i s depicted in Fig. 
1. 
The t<3100) bound state does not fit in this 
scheme. We will show, however, that this may 
be attributed to the considerable influence of the 
open charm channels. 
It is attractive to treat the ЬЪ states in a similar 
way. Comparison of corresponding states in cc 
and bb states shows thatthe mass splittings in both 
spectra are very nearly equal (see Fig. 2). 
From this important observation we conclude 
that these level splittings are Independent of the 
heavy-quark masses. This leads us to the intro­
duction of a universal (i.e., independent of the 
flavor mass) oscillator frequency ω. It empha­
s izes that a prton a harmonic-oscillator potential 
cannot be ruled out on phenomenological grounds. 
Moreover, the harmonic-oscillator potential 
for heavy quarks might very well be fundamental 
*6« 
S.D 
50 
SJ) 
S 
D 
*·' S 
0 
s 
FIG. 1. The spectra of a harmonic oecillator <2w 
=0.35 GeV, ground state at 3.38 GeV) and of charmo­
nium (Ref. 4). 
because various nonperturbati ν e theories do pre­
dict harmonic forces between heavy quarks at 
short distances. For instance In nonperturbatlve 
quantum chromodynamlcs &CD) the vacuum struc­
ture resulting from instanton solutions leads to a 
quark-antiqua rk potential of the form V(r)~r2 
(Reí. S). A similar potential turns up in other 
nonperturbatlve gauge theories.* 
Of course we noticed the success in describing 
GsVt (GeV 
FIO. 2. Correepooding e? and ЬЪ states (Ref. 4). 
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с harmonium of semiphenomenological potentials 
based on perturbati ve calculations inQCD,1 and 
many of the ideas put forward there are adopted 
in the present model. Nevertheless, it is our 
opinion that it is worthwhile to study the possi­
bility of harmonic forces in heavy-quark physics. 
IH. THE MODEL 
Consider a system of я permanently confined 
channels in interaction with m free channels. In 
order to make the model simultaneously applicable 
to φ, T,..., we introduce the invariants ω and 
p
v
 = /μωϋ, (3.1) 
where μ = ¿mv is the reduced heavy quark mass 
and where R is the position of the δ-shell coupling 
of confined and free channels. Furthermore, we 
define the following quantities, a dimenslonless 
distance 
ρ=./μωΓ( (3.2) 
a reduced паев matrix 
" Ί ο Μ,\' 
where Mt equals μ times /, (the я "я unit matrix) 
and where (M,ìti =mJ6ÍJ, the diagonal elements 
m, 0 = 1, , , . , m) being the reduced boson masses 
in the free channels, an orbital angular momen-
tum matrix 
(3.3) 
Lo Lfi 
and Lf diag 
ively, whicl 
ta of the я + 
•l'i ':) 
(3.4) 
with Lt f onal яхя and mxm matrices, 
respecti l  i h contain the orbital angular 
moment  f t e я + m channels. 
(3.5) 
represents the potential matrix as it appears In 
the set of coupled Schrodinger equations to be 
defined below. In (3.5) V0 is the potential in the 
confined channels 
V4 = (iw(t+C)lm. (3.6) 
ν, is the diagonal threshold matrix. (Vf)t/ =Dt 
is the sum of the rest masses of the bosons in the 
jth channel. 
The specific form of the off-diagonal term m 
(3.5) will be discussed In the next section. We 
have chosen, with (3.1) the form 
(3.7) 
Let ψ (ρ) be a radial (n + m)-component wave 
function, then the set of radial Schrodinger equa­
tions to be solved is, with (3.2)-(3.5)( 
jlMwAf-^-^ + ^ r ^ ] + K(p)U(p)=£#(p). 
(3.8) 
There are 2(ft + m) independent solutions. The 
physical solutions must satisfy я + m boundary 
conditions at the origin and an additional я bound­
ary conditions at infinity for those components 
which belong to the permanently confined channels. 
No other boundary conditions are to be imposed 
as long as the energy is above all thresholds. In 
that case there are m independent physical solu­
tions which can be found m a straightforward way 
and lead to an m "m unitary and symmetric S 
matrix. 
Let us define the following diagonal matrices: 
a dimensionlese m x m momentum matrix 
(3.9) 
an m x m velocity 
(ЗЛО) 
<}=[2Μ,{£-ν,)/ν*>]ιΛ 
with positive elements Qjj 
matrix 
an яхя radial quantum number matrix s with 
(3.4) and (3.8) given by 
£=«(2s + L, + î) + C, (3.11) 
the яХя confluent hypergeometric function ma­
trices 
•(-«,^+^Ρο*) and *<-«,*<«+Wb (*·«) 
which are self-evident generalizations of the Φ 
and * functions defined in Ref. в, similar gen­
eralizations of the spherical Beseel, Neumann« 
and Hankel functions 
J^ML/QPJ. JV-Çp.BjyÎW. Bu*>-J±#, 
(3.13) 
and the яхя matrix 
β^5Ρβ" β ·ν ο Γ(-β)- •* (3.14) 
Then with (3.β)-(3.14) the expression for the S 
matrix becomes 
s=-.·я(^ í î îJ^,βv1.1β0 , +<<J«,)• , 
х( '^^кг г..о
 и
,я
в,
-(«А,)»-"' <S.15) 
where Vi%t Is a real η χ m matrix, independent oí 
Although this Is not manifestly so, the expres-
sion (3.15) Is unitary and symmetric.^ 
Since S - / contains the factor vf.OK,*, the rank 
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Ы thl* matrix Is smaller than or equal to min(m, 
я). This Is aa Important obserration because It 
means that the maxiimim number of nontrlvlal 
elgenphase shifts Is equal to the number of per­
manently closed channels, If this happens to be 
smaller than the number of tree channels to which 
they are coupled. 
When £ Is smaller than some of the Dt, then 
the corresponding ІІ
И
 as defined In (3.9) become 
purely Imaginary. In order to satisfy additional 
boundary conditions at infinity for those compo­
nents of the wave function which belong to the 
additional closed channels, the imaginary parts of 
these Q
u
 should be chosen positive. If these 
values are substituted in (3.15), then the subma-
trix of S corresponding to the remaining open 
channels Is again unitary and takes over the func­
tion of the S matrix. 
For the study of bound and resonant states it i s 
important to find the positions of the poles in S. 
This matrix Is then to be considered as an ana­
lytic function of 6 . By taking £ complex, the 
unltartty of S is lost, but not Its symmetry. 
IV THE DECAY MECHANISM 
In choosing for the decay potential the specific 
form (3.7), we are led by phenomenologtcal and 
dimensional arguments. In the first place since 
the spectra of сё and tiS states are very similar 
(see Fig. 2), It Is necessary to construct an S 
matrix, the singularity structure of which Is in­
dependent of μ for μ - » . It is easy to check that 
this is the case for the form (3.15). Furthermore, 
we prefer the quantltlee which compose K
u l (3.7) 
to be Invariants or dlmensionlees. 
For the case of charmomum decay under the 
assumptions as stated before, the form of the 
I 
я х т matrix ν
Λ% can be determined from the 
following diagram". 
Ul[ ffci <^m*mntìm 
Лтвтт
 \ ,íi]f,M.i 
where 
¿ = orbital angular momentum oí cc, 
5 = total 8pm of cc = 0 or 1 , 
l' = orbital angular momentum o£ uü, dB, or 
ss ss 11 
s ' = total spin oí κΰ, ä3t or ss = 1 ; 
/ , = orbital angular momentum of cut c¿» or 
es-0, 
s, = total spin oí c i , c3t or c s = 0 or 1 , 
/j = orbital angular momentum of ëu, erf, or 
cd = Qt 
Sj = total apln of Сщ cd, or e s = 0 or 1 ; 
L = orbital angular momentum oí final bosons ; 
5 = total spin of final bosons; 
J = total angular momentum, 
j ' = total angular momentum of im, dd, or 
S5 = 0 ; 
}l = total angular momentum of <й, cdt or 
C S = S | , 
Ji = total angular momentum oí cu, cd, or 
CS = S j . 
The matrix elements of VM can now be com-
puted and turn out to be the following. 
(J,L,$,ΛЛ*,,»,)ІT,..ιΛí,s,Λ>=(-l)'··''·vvvƒJƒ.cJSí[¿||l^]'', 
1 s J 
ι ι о 
L S J 
ГІ i *Ί 
i i 1 
fi Ь S. 
(4.1) 
Γ 
independent of the chámele m, d3, or ss. Here 
the С are Clebsch-Gordan coeffldenU and the 
expressions between square brackets are »-j 
symbols as defined In Ret. 11. 
At most, two confining channels are coupled to 
the boson channels, of which there are in general 
more than two. One therefore finds at most two 
nontrlvlal elgenphase shifts, the cotangent» of 
which can be found by solving a quadratic equa­
tion. 
Poles In the 5 matrix can be found by looking tor 
zeros In the expression 
det(/.-ftaaA), (4.2> 
where the phase-shift matrix Δ is defined by 
S ^ ' 4 . (4.J) 
In the limit g-0 the pole positions approach 
the harmonic-oscillator bound states or else go 
to infinity. The "physical1* poles can be traced 
by starting from the bound-state positions and 
slowly turning on the coupling constant. This 
tracing can be done by applying a linear or quad­
ratic Newton method for finding the zeros In ex-
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preeeion (4Л) It ie only here that the use erf a 
computer le strictly necessary. 
The bound states which become resonances cor­
respond to poles whose positions are moved into 
the unphyslcal energy plane in order to satisfy 
unitarity However, the bound states which are 
lying below all thresholds can only move on the 
real axis and do in fact shift to lower energies. 
These shifts can be appreciable. 
V THE DATA 
In the case of её and bS JPC = V states the 
radial wave functions фір) consist of 2 + 10 com­
ponents If we label the various channels by 
means of their quantum numbers | L, s, ( s l t Sj)), 
we have the two confined channels І0,1) and \2,1), 
the five nonstrange free channels 11,0,0,0), 
11,1» 0,1), |1,0,1,1>, 11,2,1,1), and 13,2,1,1), 
and a similar set of strange free channels 
The six different thresholds follow for the open 
cc channels from the data.4 Owing to lack of data, 
for the open bS channels we have chosen a value 
of 10 5 GeV for the lowest threshold and the same 
separation between the various thresholds as for 
с harmonium 
The parameter С In Eq. (3 β) i s determined by 
the rest masses of the two heavy quarks, i .e , 
C = 4 M . (5 1) 
The other parameters <*>, p» g1, and μ are deter­
mined from an overall fit to the charmonium data 
We obtain for the universal frequency 
с»; = 0 178 G e V . (5.2) 
This is very near to the value we already esti­
mated ш Sec. Π. The invariant β-shell radius 
Po = 0 50 (5 3) 
i s somewhat smaller than the average radius of 
the ground state of the unperturbed harmonic os­
cillator 
« P W - O . ? . 
The result for the coupling constant g in (3.7) is 
(5.4) ¿ = 209. 
The mass of a charmed quark appears to be 
т. = 2ц
е
 = 1 60 GeV, (5 5) 
about a the mass of J/$. For the Τ states the 
only parameter to be adjusted is the mass of the 
b quarte, which comes out to be equal to 
>η,=2μ, = 4.7β GeV. (5 6) 
In Table I the real parts of the computed pole 
positions are compared with the masses of the 
six estabUshed 1*" φ resonances and the three 
known Τ resonances 
If we use the same procedure for the tt states, 
we predict a similar spectrum as for the other 
qq states only shifted to much higher energies. 
VL THE LEPTON1C DECAY WIDTHS 
This section is devoted to the leptonic decay 
widths of the #(3100) and the Φ'(3Θ85), which have 
become popular In discriminating between the 
various models for charmonium n For instance, 
ordinary harmonic-oscillator models do not re­
produce these widths One can easily see this 
from the Van Roy en-Welsskopf formula for the 
electromagnetic decay width of 5 waves, which 
reads* 
Г(^-е*0=1вш(|оЯ 
Л/,1 * (6 1) 
where Ф„(0) and Af„ are the wave function at the 
origin and the mass of the nth radial excitation, 
respectively, and where α i s the electromagnetic 
fine-structure constant In (6.1) the factor I 
comes from the electric charge of a charmed 
quark, a factor 3 for its color degrees of free­
dom has also been taken into account. If we cal­
culate the decay width for the ground state of the 
harmonic oscillator using (6.1), we obtain for the 
TABLE! Predicted sad experimental nmeeeeof J*0«·!** cc and bS levels for the param­
eters (5 2)-{5 5) 1 We use the spectroacoptc notation e1**^/ where я le the Dumber of 
radial nodes [Aus one £ Is the total «? «pin (0 or 1) L to the orbital angular momentum of 
the 40 system, and J to the total angular momentum of the state ) 
Level 
Maes (GeV) »4 2»S( 3*S| 4'S. l%Dt 2tDi 
_ 
a 
PndlcM 
Eq* fltef «> 
tm (Ret 4) 
3 0« 
3 0·5 
9 50 
» M 
3(6 
з«м 
10 00 
l o o i 
404 
403 
10 3» 
10 41 
4 42 
4 414 
10 TT 
** 
380 
ЗТ72 
1014 
**· 
4 14 
4 1« 
10 4« 
··· 
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parameters (5.2)-(5.5) a value of 1.1 keV, which 
must be compared to 4.8 keV being the experi-
mental width of the J/Ψ* For the first radial 
excitation we obtain similarly a value of 1.2 keV, 
whereas the experimental width of the ψ'(3685) 
equals 2.1 keV.4 
In their theoretical investigation on the behavior 
of the wave function at the origin,K Grosse and 
Martin show that convex potentials like the har­
monic-oscillator potential yield 1^(0)1 - |$o(o)|. 
Thus convex potentials are ruled out because the 
data require ] ¿,(0) | < | Φ
α
{0) \. 
The situation is, however, noticeably different 
if we couple open charm channels to the cc chan­
nel. We find, for instance, in the 5-wave cc 
channel of the lowest bound state a quark distri­
bution ΨΪ(Γ)Ψ0(Γ) which is almost constant inside 
the б shell and which drops very fast to zero out­
side the б shell In contrast to the exponential fall-
off in the case of an ordinary harmonic-oscilla­
tor potential. This Is, of course, a reflection of 
the breaking mechanism of the string. If at some 
length the string has the possibility to break, then 
there is less chance to find a larger quark sepa­
ration. So it i s no surprise that aleo the leptonic 
decay width is different in this case. If we ne­
glect the contribution oí all other channels, we 
obtain with (6.1) 
Г<#(3100)-* Ь 3.2 keV. 
In fact, we can estimate that the contribution of 
the other channels i s of little importance owing 
to the small quark content of these channels. 
For the first radial excitation the situation is 
quite different. The breaking mechanism of the 
string has the effect that of the two regions In the 
quark distribution the region outside the node 
becomes more pronounced which in its turn causes 
^Temporary addreee unttt 13 August 1980: University of 
Rochester, Rochester, Ν. Y 14627. 
•S. Okubo. Phys. Lett. 5, 105 (ДОЗ); G. Zwelg. CERN 
Report No. TH-401, 412, 1964 (uicubUehed); J. Uzuki, 
K. Oleada, and O. Shito, Prog. Theor. Phys. 35, 1061 
0966). 
Ό . Dullemond and Б. van Beverai, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 
105. 318 (1977). 
9A distinction must be mads between the solvability of a 
SchiOdbger equation for jfivei energy Indqiendent of 
the boundary conditions and the solvability of an etgeo-
value equation for the energy. The latter problem is 
bitlmatcuy connected with the problem of finding the 
positions of poles In a scattering amplitude which also 
In our case cannot be written In the form of a closed 
βφΜβΙαη involving elementary Amctloos. 
a decrease of the wave function at the origin. 
The result i s {^(O)! < ¡Ψ0(0)| for the parameters 
(5.2)-(5,5). In the language of Grosse and Martin 
we might state that owing to the coupling to free 
channels the effective potential in the confined 
channels has become concave instead of convex 
for the bound states of с harmonium. 
The ratio of the leptonic decay widths i s not In 
agreement with experiment. The reason for this 
failure might be that for с harmonium the descrip­
tion of the string-breaking mechanism by means 
of а б shell is a bit too far from reality, since 
the breaking point may be subject to some spread­
ing. However, this certainly depends on the quark 
mass In such a way that for heavier masses the 
spreading is less . As a test we also compare the 
predicted leptonic decay widths of the Τ system 
with experiment. Our result Is 
Г(т(9.4в)-е )/Г(Т'(10.01)-г ) = 3 . 9 . 
This value is in agreement with experiment.4 
П CONCLUSION 
Even m its rather primitive form our model 
passes the test with experiment. In the near 
future we hope to present a more realistic form 
of the decay potential with several б shells. 
The above model also offers a starting point 
for the application of perturbation theory. For 
example, the influence of spin-spin and spin-orbit 
terms in the potential can be studied to any de­
sired order. 
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Abstract : 
Exact s o l u t i o n s for r e l a t i v i s t i c spinor f i e l d s i n a baglDce 
representat ion of De S i t t e r geometry are g iven . I t i s shown that 
the equal energy separat ion of rad ia l e x c i t a t i o n s i n charmonium and 
bot ton i urn can be expla ined i n a natural way. Moreover a s a t i s f a c t o r y 
proton magnetic moment i s obtained. 
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Geometrically confined quarks have become popular nowadays [ l ] . 
Several authors indicated the possibi l ity of describing hadrons as strongly 
curved universes [ 2 ] . Especially black holes and SOU,2) symmetric negatively 
curved anti-De Sitter space happen to provide them with bag-like structures 
[ 3 ] . Their calculations however were based on Klein-Gordon equations in 
curved space thus treating quarks as bosons. In th i s paper we wi l l solve 
a generalized Dirac equation. 
When one i s thinking about curved space in which quarks move, then one 
can imagine that these quarks feel the presence of two super-inposed metrics, 
one being the f lat metric associated with electromagnetic interactions, the 
other the curved metric which stems from hadronic forces [ 4 ] . Due to the 
dominant influence of the strong Interactions quarks wi l l move approximately 
along time-like geodesies prescribed by the curved metric. Electromagnetic 
interactions wil l be neglected in f irst instance. However, their presence 
forces us to іщрозе a stringent conditie» on the way we glue the two 
different geometries together, namely that the "light velocity" in the 
curved metric i f translated in terms of the f lat metric never exceeds the 
physical l ight velocity. A suitably parane tr i zed anti-De Sitter space can 
manifestly satisfy this condition. 
Let us introduce hyperbolic coordinates (χ, θ, φ, τ) for the enbedding 
of negatively curved De Sitter space (radius R) in a f lat five dimensional 
space (ξ , a - 1,...,5) : 
ξ * R sinh χ sin θ cos φ 
2 
ξ • R sinh χ sin θ sin φ 
ξ
3
 = R sinh χ cos θ , (1) 
ζ = R cosh χ sin — 
ξ = R cosh χ cos — 
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If in this paramatrizatlon τ i s interpreted as the physical time-variable 
then timelike geodesies are manifestly periodic with a universal frequency 
R . If moreover strong curvature i s independent of the quark content then 
this frequency must show «φ in a l l hadron spectra as an arerage level 
1 2 3 
spacing. However, i f ξ , ξ and ζ are interpreted as the physical space-
variables then one cannot avoid the occurence of particle velocit ies larger 
than с « 1, e.g. within one period light-like particles wil l reach infinity. 
a u This can be cured by carrying out a central projection (ξ ·* χ , 
V - 0, 1, 2, 3) defined by 
О 
τ - χ 
ζ
1
 - χ
1
 cosh χ , i - 1, 2, 3 . (2) 
The De Sitter metric is thus confined to a spherical cavity of radius R in 
x^space, which space when extended to infinity will henceforth be considered 
physical and will be endowed with a flat metric Π (· diag (1,-1,-1,-1)) aa 
far as electromagnetism is concerned. Inside the cavity the motion of a 
charged test particle is governed by the curved metric whereas at any time 
χ its position χ is measured via electromagnetic interactions. Any test-
particle carries out a harmonic oecillation with frequency R . Testparticles 
moving with a velocity ν <^  1 at the origin will therefore never move faster 
than liçfit. 
Me assume that in quantized form such a configuration describes the 
motion of a quark inside a hadron. Bad) quark thereby moves independently 
of the others. Its wavefuncticn φ(χ) satisfies a generalized Dirac equation 
in a curved space-time, which is given by 
(-І γ" D^ • m) φ(χ) - 0 , (3) 
where γ are position dependent generalized Dirac matrices) D are covariant 
derivatives and m is a mass parameter. 
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For the curved metric g * n . V \Γ one can choose with (1) and 3μν ab μ ν 
(2) the tetrad 
V° - cosh χ 
- (1 - a r 2 ) - 1 / 2 . (a - К"2, r 2 - 5 2) , 
V° - vj - 0 , i - 1,2,3 (4) 
VT - cosh χ {і^ + ox х^ cosh χ (1 + cosh χ) } 
- (1 - a r 2 ) ' " 2 {«J - oxV [l • (1 - arh^r'll - or2 j- 1 / 2) , 
i . j = 1,2,3 
Generalized Dirae matrices and covariant derivatives can be defined 
within the tetrad formalism [ s ] . With the choice for the tetrad (4) we 
find 
H\ - (1 - a r 2 ) 1 / 2 у 0 Э0 • (1 - ar2) Ϊ-Ϋ • f a î - î • 
- a d - a r 2 ) 1 / 2 { l t d - a r 2 ) l / 2 } _ 1 y-x (1 + 2 S-Î) , (S) 
where (γ ,γ) are the Diгас matrices of réf. [б], S i s the spin- and L 
the angular moDsntum operator. 
Ne are looking for one particle solutions ψ(χ) of (3) which satisfy 
the equation 
1 Э0 ф(х) - Β ψ(χ) (6) 
for positive energies В. Stationary solutions are indeed possible because 
the potential term in (5) is time independent. We write 
- -ІЕХ
0 
Ф(х) - *(x) e " · * (7) 
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The derivation of a Hermitean Hamiltonian В is straightforward 
\T] if one realizes that the Lagrangian density »C which is the origin 
of the equation of motion (3) equals 
X ' /^g 1 Ï {i γ" D - в) Ψ , (8) 
and if one takes E in (6) for the energy of the stationary one particle 
system such that 
<H> » E (9) 
From (8) follows the Hamiltonian density 
(10) # • те эо * - £ 
0 
The definition (10) leads to a Hamiltonian which i s Hermitean with respect 
to a scalar product of two solutions Ψ.(x) and φ,(χ) of the form 
(•jU), ψ2(χ)) - ƒ d3x <-det g ^ ) 1 ' 2 ^ ( x ) Y 0 « * 2 U ) 
- ƒ djX (-det д
ц
 ) 1 / 2 *j( î) ( g 0 0 ) 1 7 2 * 2 ( î ) . (11) 
In order to arrive at the usual definition of scalar product we 
define wavefunctions 
• А--*$Ц . (12, 
1 - ar 
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From ( 3 ) , (5 ) , (10) and (12) we obtain the equation 
Ηφ - [ ( 1 - a r 2 ) 1 / 2 a-p + j a<l - a r 2 ) " 1 / 2 a-ì + 
+ i a {1 + (1 - a r 2 ) 1 ' ' 2 } " 1 α · χ (1 + 2 S-L) + 
+ (1 - a r 2 ) " 1 / 2 ηβ] φ = Η+φ = Εφ , (13) 
where a • γ γ and β »• γ and where the s c a l a r product i s def ined by 
(ф^З), φ2(5)) = ƒ d3x φ*(χ) φ2(χ) (14) 
The s o l u t i o n s o f (13) can be wr i t ten down e x p l i c i t l y . F i r s t def ine 
the two conponent spin-angular functions |κ,μ> [ θ ] * which are e igen funct ions 
o f J , J and (1 + 2 S-L) with e igenva lues j (j+1) , μ = - j , . . . , +j and 
к » ±(J + у ) r e s p e c t i v e l y . Tlien the wave f unct ions can be wr i t ten i n terms 
o f hypergeometnc functions for к ^ 0 (к < 0) 
* < ,
u
> - ' ^ ^ - 1 < 1 - " 2 > ' < m R + 1 , 
' cosh — χ ± 2 i S . f s inh -j 
1 1 j F K , y , n ( r ) ' (15) 
^ ± 2 i S . f s inh j χ cosh j χ ' ·μ' 
У 
where for к > 0 
/ ( l - a r 2 ) " 1 / 2
 2F1(raR+K+n/-n;raR+ j ; 1-ar2) |κ,μ> 
K
'
V
'
D
 V i ^ r rR - 1
 2F1(mR+K+n+l,l-n;mR+ | ; l - a r 2 ) |-κ,μ> 
and for к < 0 
' inR-<+n+l 
rR-
 2 F (mR-K+n+2,-n;mR+ —;l-ar ) |κ,μ> 
-•· I т Я + Ц 
Κ
'
μ
'
η
 - і ( 1 - а г 2 ) * 1 / 2
 2F1(mR-^+n+l,-n-l;ioR+ | ; 1 - а г 2 ) \-K,VJ 
Here N are normal izat ion-constants . The energy e igenva lues are g iven by 
а «.о 
¡ 1 < < o . Ε Κ = ι ι ι Η ± κ + 2η + · < , (16) (η - 0 , 1, 2 , . . . ) . 
Apparently the spacing between the quark energy l e v e l s i s constant and 
equal t o R . A connection has thus been made between the hadron s p e c t r a 
and bag s i z e s . For i n s t a n c e , i f we assume that a l l mesons, e s p e c i a l l y those 
which contain only heavy quarks, have the same s i z e R then they should a l s o 
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have the same l e v e l s p a c i n g s for radia l e x c i t a t i o n s . I b i s I s e x a c t l y what 
i s experimentally found when the charmonium and upsi lon spectra are 
conpared [ 9 ] 
2R ·ν< 0 . 4 GeV 
what r e s u l t s i n t o 
R ^ 1 f m 
A test for the quark wavefunctlons Digit be the calculation of the 
magnetic moment of a proton, which in the case of exact SU (3) synmetry is 
equal to one quark magneton [lo]. Por the lowest possible energy eigenstate 
(3 ж у, к = 1, η - 0) we obtain for the magnetic moment of a quark with (15') 
μ = R (4 + 2BR)"1 . (17) 
I f for m « 0 R -v. 1 fm i s i n s e r t e d i n t o (17) V becooes 1.25 GeV- , which i s 
соафагаЫе t o the experimental value 1.49 GeV~ [ 9 ] . However, quarkmasses 
for which mR < 0.5 lead t o i n f i n i t e quarkdensi t ies a t the boundary. This 
i s in i t s e l f not d is turb ing because a l l measurable q u a n t i t i e s s t a y f i n i t e , 
though i t probably r e s u l t s i n t o anomalous hadrcn form f a c t o r s . 
Prom these r e s u l t s we conclude that i t i s a t t r a c t i v e t o consider a 
hadronic "bag" a s a s t rong ly curved anti-De S i t t e r micro-universe. The 
introduct ion of co lor degrees o f freedom i n t o the present model and the 
computation of the meson and baryon spectra are l e f t for a forthcoming 
pub l icat ion. 
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CANONICAL FORMALISM POR THE RELATIVISTIC 
HAKMOWIC OSCILLATOR 
by 
С Dullemond and E. van Beveren 
Institute for Theoretical Physics 
University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Abstract 
A Baoiltonian and its associated Lagrangian are presented for classical 
relativistic point particles which carry out harmonic oscillations inside a 
spherical cavity of well defined radius. It is shown that the particles follow 
geodesies in an alternative metric. The relevance of the model for the 
description of hadrons is discussed. Electromagnetism can be introduced in the 
usual way. 
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Introduction 
The spectra of channonium and beautonium show certain characteristics 
which indicate that the relativxstic harmonic osci l lator may be of importance 
for i t s description ' . In a recent article we have shown that the re lat iv ist-
1c harmonic osci l lator, via conformai and anti-De Sitter syumetry, can be seen as 
a consequence of a variant form of quant no chromodynamics. The model presented there 
gives rise to a spherical cavity whose radius R i s associated with a universal 
level spacing equal to ΔΕ =• flc R for confined quark states . The well-defined 
4) boundary i s a feature shared by bag-models like the MIT-bag model . In this 
art icle we present a Hamiltonian for a classical point particle which i s the 
particle analogue of the model discussed above. I t i s strikingly s inçle but 
nevertheless informative, ftiere i s indeed a f inite region of space in whicái particles 
can move, and there i s associated with i t a limitation on the particle velocity as 
required by re lat iv i ty . 
Besides the Hamiltonian and the Lagrangian of a single point particle (sections 
II and III) also the lifetimes of decaying particles and the angular distributions 
of the decay product s i s discussed (section IV). For this the group structure of the 
system must be studied (section V). Finally some remarks are made about interactions 
with gauge fields (section VI). 
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I I . The Hamlltonian 
The one-part ic le Bamiltonian t o be d iscussed i n t h i s a r t i c l e has the fol low­
ing form: 
Х - Г р
2
- *
2
^ ,
2
. - ^ ^
2
 (2.1) 
L ι _
 ω r
 J 
-t· •+ 
Here r i s the s e t of space-coordinates and ρ the s e t of canonica l ly conjugate 
momenta. He have put the l i g h t v e l o c i t y с equal t o 1; ρ = | p | , r = | r | , m i s an 
arbitrary p o s i t i v e number and ш i s a parameter a s s o c i a t e d with a s ingu lar s p h e r i c a l 
surface with radius R = ω . The express ion (2.1) i s def ined only for r < R. 
(2.2) 
From the Hand. Itonian equations of motion 
ЭР 
and 
4 8
^ - /-> 11 
ρ = - —^- , (2.3) 
Эг 
together with K. • 0 we arr ive a t the fol lowing e x p r e s s i o n s : 
i-fi'1 &-*2<ï.hÏ} (2.4) 
and 
( 2 2+ ι M ( r
-
p ) l >
-
 м
 2 2 % 2 j ' ( 2 · 5 , 
(l-ω r ) * 
From (2.4) i t fol lows that 
r - J C [ р - ш г — (r.p) - ω (r .p )r ] . (2.6) 
Frets (2.4) and (2.5) we obta in 
- ( r . p ) -Д. lp - - — — T J . (2.7) 
1
 ( l-ω г-2) •' 
Coobining ( 2 . 4 ) , (2.5) and (2.7) we obtain the equations of motion for a three 
dimensional i s o t r o p i c harmonic o s c i l l a t o r 
r » - ω r (2.8) 
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Note that reference to the parameter m has been lost . This parameter plays 
the role of mass in the limit r ·+ 0 as can be seen from (2.1). In that limit we 
have 
ίΚ = [p 2
 + m
2] 1 / 2 (2.9, 
In the nonrelativistic limit we obtain 
2 
^
 = n +
 fi + Ί m212 ( 2 · 1 0 ) 
This i s the three-dimensional nonrelativistic harmonic osci l lator. A potential 
occurs in i t which i s proportional to the particle mass. If (2.10) i s used for 
writing down a Schrôdinger equation we shall find a discrete energy spectrum of 
which the ground state energy depends on m and which shows a universal level 
spacing equal to flu. Independent of m. Although the level spacings of charmonium 
and beautonium are not constant, the m-independence of these spacings i s striking. 
The proportionality of the potential to m i s characteristic of so-called 
"geometric" models. 
Although (2.8) i s a characteristic of the nonrelativistic as well as the 
re la t iv i s t i c harmonic osc i l lator , there are some constraints not present in the 
nonrelativistic case. 
1. For m / 0 and r < R we find 
2 2 2 2 2 ,->•-, 2 ro 2 . , 2 2. 
ρ -ω (r.ρ) + τ-τ > ρ (1-ω r ) + 2 2 * " " ' ' , 2 2 . 2 2 1-ω r ι-ω r 1-ω r 
dt > m(l-üi2r2)"1/2 ( 2 . Ш 
For r •* R we therefore find ¿\ •* ». There i s a coup le te screening of the system 
at a distance R from the origin. 
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2. He have 
І' - j C 2 [ρ2-ω2(2-ω2Γ2> ( U ) 2 ] . (2.12) 
2 2 
s o , s ince 2-ui г > 1 we f ind 
? 2 < Ρ - « ^ - P '
 5 - < l (2.13) 
2 2 ,->·-•. 2 m 
ρ - ω (r.p) + | - j 
l-ω г 
Apparently the v e l o c i t y o f l i g h t can never be surpassed. 
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I l l , the Laqrangian 
I f both s i d e s of (2.4) are mul t ip l i ed by r we f ind an express ion for r .p : 
Яг Л 
1 -ω г" 
With (2.12) we obta in, using ( 3 . 1 ) : 
2 , . , 2 2, ,• 4 , 2 
r-P ' 2 2 *
 < 3
·
1 , 
2 
Ρ 
• ^
2 [ ΐ 2 , " ( 2 - » ; » ( p I . (3.2, 
l ( 1 -
ш
г J 
If (3.1) and (3.2) are inserted in (2.1) we can solve for χ and find an 
expression in which ρ does not occur: 
V Γ/. 4 2 w , 2 2, 2,-> -».2І-1/2 ., ,, 
./C " m (1 - r ) (1 -ω r ) - ω (r.r) (3.3) 
4 -• 
Ne also need r.p. This is obtained from (2.4) : 
r.í-^-'fp2-»2«?.?)2] - (3.4) 
The Lagrangian follows immediately: 
І. = j . ; -Л ^Л-1\р2-ы2іт.р)2 -Л2] 
•л-\ 2 2 2 1 -ω r 
4-2 2 ,->•·*.. 2 -, 1/2 
- „, ' -
r
 ω (r .r ) 1 
- - " Ί ^ Γ 2 - - ΓΊ72] ' 
ι 1 - ω Γ ( І - ш г ) J 
This is proportional to m, which means that the kinematics is independent of 
the parameter m. 
The momentum ρ becomes: 
;-»i.-X[Í+!¿^£] . ,3.6) 
3r L l-ur -1 
When r = 0 the free p a r t i c l e r e l a t i v i s t i c e x p r e s s i o n s reappear: 
Л - » ( l - r 2 ) - 1 / 2 (3.7) 
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and 
ρ =Д.? = m г < 1 - ? 2 ) " 1 / 2 (3.8) 
In Fig. 1 a plot is made of р/ш versus r/R for pure radial oscillations. 
One sees that for small energies the momentum decreases with the distance r 
to the center. For large energies the momentum increases at first« then reaches 
a maximum and drops down fast. 
For (instantaneous) tangential motion such a maximum does not occur (see 
Fig. 2). 
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IV. Ihe decay of the point particles 
Consider the local decay process 
a -» b + с , (4.1) 
where a, b and с satisfy equations (2.Θ) for the same parameter ω. In order 
to describe this process properly, the dynamics as outlined in section II 
becomes essential. We shall make the following added assunptions: 
1. To each particle is associated a value of the parameter m which Is character­
istic of that particle. Let m . m. and m be the values for m associated with a, 
b and c. 
2. The dynamics of each particle is governed by a Hamiltonian of the form 2.1. 
3. At the location and time of decay we have 
Х . Ч К
Ь
Ч І С
С
 (4.2) 
and 
P» - % + Pc ( 4 · 3 > 
Prom this one obtains after some calculation that the process (4.1) can only 
take place when 
m i m. + m (4.4) 
This justifies calling m the "mass" of the particle. 
Notice that this construction preserves confinement of all particles involved 
and prevents the occurrance of velocities larger than 1. 
Diere are other characteristics of the decay process which must be studied. 
Particle a has a particular average lifetime which must be measured by a clock 
which travels together with the particle, so a correct definition of proper 
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time τ is demanded. Nothing can be said about the angular distribution unless 
nontrivial transformations of space and time can be found which leave the 
dynamical structure invariant and whldi do not change the position and velocity 
of particle a at the time of decay. For this reason the group structure must 
be investigated. Ihie will be done in the next section. 
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V. The harmonic o s c i l l a t o r and the groups SMS,«) and 0(3,2 ) 
Let us carry out the fol lowing transformation for χ -»· Ζ : 
Zk = γ x k (γ arbi trary > 0 ) , к = 1, 2, 3 , 
Ζ
4
 = γ R s i n ^- , ( χ 4 - t ) , (5.1) 
Ζ = γ R COS 
R 
v4 
Let us next carry out a general linear transformation A for Ζ -» Ζ' : 
Z , N = A N M Z
M
 (Η, Ν - 1, ..., 5) (5.2) 
Ν U 
and transform Ζ' t o χ ' by the inverse o f ( 5 . 1 ) . S ince m u l t i p l i c a t i o n o f A by 
a p o s i t i v e number has no e f f e c t we may normalize t h e matrix by demanding 
det A - ± 1 (5.3) 
He are i n t e r e s t e d i n the subgroup o f proper transformat ions. These have det A « 1 
and form the group SL(5,R) . In order t o make the transformation one-one, care 
should be taken o f matching winding numbers. 
The transformation described above has the property that i t l e a v e s the 
harmonic o s c i l l a t o r equation (2.8) i n v a r i a n t . This can be t e s t e d by d i r e c t 
s u b s t i t u t i o n , but fo l lows innnediately from geometr ic c o n s i d e r a t i o n s : for a f ixed 
choice o f γ the p o i n t s χ form a cy l inder i n Z-space. The s o l u t i o n s o f the 
equation o f motion are obtained by i n t e r s e c t i n g t h i s cy l inder by a 2-plane through 
the p o i n t ZM • 0 . 
In order t o impose confinement wi th in a sphere o f radius R we demand that 
the sphere 
2 2 
r = R (5.4) 
transforms i n t o i t s e l f . From (5.1) i t fo l lows t h a t t h e r e l a t i o n 
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t2 - Ζ*2 - Ζ*2 -О (5.5) 
must stay invariant under the transformation (5.2). The allowed matrices A now 
form the subgroup SO(3,2) of SL(5,R). Points within the sphere are characterized 
by 
І
2
 - Z 4 - Z 5 < 0 , (5.6) 
and transform into points within the sphere, since the relation (5.6) is also 
conserved. Similarly, points outside the sphere stay outside after transformation. 
It follows that arbitrary particle motions which are confined to the sphere 
stay confined after transformation, while particles which move outside the sphere 
stay outside. 
We can now fix the undetermined parameter γ for points inside the sphere and 
separately for points outside the sphere 
R 
y =
 7^? 
R 
lilis leads to 
¿2 . 2 _ 2 _2 
for r < R 
(5.7) 
for 
Z. - Z_ » - R for r < R 4 5 
••2 2 2 2 
Ζ - Ζ. - Ζ, = R for r > R 4 5 
(5.8) 
This can be formulated in a more compact way by introducing a metric in ζ-space 
П,,, · diag (-1, -1, -1, +1, +1) , (5.9) 
so that 
ru-. Z M z" - Z„ Z N = ± R 2 (r i R) . (5.10) 
These are equations of hyperboloids in Z-space, Invariant under SO(3,2) 
transformations. 
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Hau observe that any 2-plane through the o r i g i n which s a t i s f i e s (5.6) for 
a l l o f i t s p o i n t s can be transformed i n t o the 2-plane 
Zk - 0 (5.11) 
which means that for any confined notion satisfying the equations (2.Θ) a 
transformation can be found which put the particle to rest in the origin. The 
4 
real time χ can then be identified with the proper time τ. If we next transform 
back to the original orbit assuming τ to be an invariant under this transformation, 
then proper time can be correctly defined for any confined solution of (2.8) , 
except for an arbitrary constant. 
In order to solve the problem of the angular distribution of the decay 
products we look for all 80(3,2) transformations leaving the point χ = 0 
M invariant. Since Ζ = (0, 0, 0, 0, R) also stays invariant, these transformations 
are proper Lorentz transformations. Isotropy of decay is therefore represented 
by the invariance of the tensor η = diag (-1, -1, -1, 1) under these transform-
ations. The only thing to do in order to find the decay angular distribution at 
any other point is to define a symmetric tensor g in that point such that 
it is the transform of η . This transformation can readily be carried out and 
uv 
к I 
+ -Щг-т ) ( k , l = 1, 2, 3) 
the r e s u l t 
^ 1 = 
\4 = 
9 4 4 -
i s 
-R2 
R 2 -r 2 
9 4k = 
R2 
R 2 -r 2 
0 
R -r 
(5.12) 
We need not go i n t o the d e t a i l s o f e x t r a c t i n g the angular d i s t r i b u t i o n from 
g , the p o s i t i o i and v e l o c i t y o f the p a r t i c l e a and the average l i f e t i m e . 
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It can be done. 
The tensor g as defined by (5.12) can be considered as an alternative W 
metric in r - t space. It is static and spherically symmetric. Associated with it 
is the tensor g satisfying 
(5.13) g g = δ μν ν • 
.ng (5.13) we obta in 
л*» R 2 -r 2 
9 =
- R2 
y«-S*-o 
•V44 R 2 -r 2 
« . α " ¥> 
• 
(5.14) 
Let us now cons ider the decay process i n the o r i g i n for a p a r t i c l e a not 
n e c e s s a r i l y a t r e s t . Here we have 
Л
і
 - [р^ + " ' 1 2 ] 1 / 2 « - «· Ь. с) , (5.15) 
as fol lows from (2.1) by i n s e r t i n g r » 0 . In agreement with r e l a t i v i s t i с 
p a r t i c l e dynamics for free p a r t i c l e s we may put 
and > ( S . 16) 
p
a "
 P b + P c ( r * 0 > 
I f we def ine 
P
v
= ίρ,Η ) . (5.17) 
such that this transforms as a covari ant vector under 80(3,2) transformations« 
then 
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g W V ρ ρ ( 5 . 1 Θ ) 
ΛίΠν UV 
transforms as a scalar. At the origin we have g - η and, with (5.15) 
uv 2 •• 
n P1(1 P i v - mi (i = a, b, c) (r = 0) 
so we arrive at the following relation for a l l r and t : 
*
VV PiU P iv " ш і 2 <i = a, b, с) , (5.19) 
which i s just the relation (2.1) for each of the part ic les. It follows that 
the relations (5.16) are valid everywhere. 
What we have proven i s that the assumption of energy and momentum 
conservation in the decay process (4.1) as i t i s expressed by (4.2) and (4.3) 
does not break SO(3
r
2) synmetry. Moreover, we have answered the questions about 
particle lifetimes and decay-distributions raised in the foregoing section. 
Clearly, local interactions Involving more than three particles can be handled 
likewise. 
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VI. Interactions with gauge fields 
Suppose an Abelian gauge vector field A Is given 
A - (Χ, φ) , (6.1) 
V 
and suppose the point particles moving in the harmonic oscillator field possess 
a charge e associated with the field A . Then if 
V 
^ - f p 2 - , . , 2 , ^ , 2 . ^ - ] 1 / 2 . (6.2, 
'- 1 - ω r J 
we can introduce interactions with A by minimal substitution 
V 
Д
ГІ* ΐ χ
2 2
r-
,
• ,* i n 2 m І1/2 
- (ρ - eA) - ω {г. (ρ - eA) } + j - y + e* 
<K0(r, p-et) + еф (6.3) 
From г = we obtain 
ЭР 
î 2 -Л~2(і, ρ-eh Г(р-еА)2 - ω2(2-ω2Γ2){Γ.(ρ-βΑ)}2Ί , (6.4) 
2 2 
analogous to (2.12). Since 2-ω г > 1 if г < R, we have 
,t ΐ,2 2,* ,+ -¡4,2 
5 < 1 , (6.5) 
(p-eí) - ω {r.(p-eA)} 2,·* ,->• *%,2 2 2 
1 -ω г 
and we see that no external force of this type can induce the particle to 
move with superluminous speed. Whether the introduction of the gauge fields 
breaks 80(3,2) symmetry or not depends on whether we axe allowed to transform 
A as a covariant vector under these transformations. For electromagnetic 
interactions this i s certainly not the case, since the Maxwell-equations are 
not invariant. Thus, a charged particle at rest in the center of the sphere 
does not, but an osci l lat ing charged particle does radiate. Instead of electro­
magnetic interactions we could consider a kind of Abelian "gluons" which satisfy 
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modified Maxwell's equations which are 80(3,2) invariant. Instead of using 
as kinetic term in the field-Lagrangian 
£ = - 1 η μ Ρ η ν σ F Ρ , (6.6) 
γ 4 μν ρσ 
where F = A - A , we may now use 
μν \ι»ιι u>v 
¿ = - i j r ^ F F , (6.7) 
g 4 μν ρσ 
with g given by (5.14). While gauge particles satisfying (6.6) move with 
ordinary light velocity, gauge particles satisfying (6.7) have in general a 
velocity smaller than l ight velocity. If sufficiently localized, they satisfy 
(2.8). Since in the center they behave like massless particles we may put m 
equal to zero and define 
Λ , - [
Ρ
2
-ω
2 (?.5) 2 ] 1 / 2 (6.8) 
4. From (3.3) we obtain a condition which r must satisfy. 
1 - І 2 - — 4 - 2 <ΐ·ί>2 (6.9) 
1 - ω r 
When r.r = 0 there are two poss ib i l i t ies 
*2 
r < R , then r = 1 , ) 
(6.10) 
i2 then r arbitrary 
Apparently, the "gluon" carries out a harmonic oscillation which touches the 
sphere r = R. It has light velocity at closest approach to the center. Since 
a point on the sphere is part of its orbit it cannot be transformed to rest. 
Another consequence of SO(3,2) invariance of the "gluon" field is that 
charged particles when oscillating do not radiate. 
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Abstract 
An 50(4,2) conformally synroetrlc model Is presented for strong interactions 
at low energies. In order to obtain a rea l i s t ic description of interacting 
gluons and quarks two Higgs fields are introduced which break the 80(4,2) 
symnetry spontaneously into SO(3,2)- and S0(3) β S0(2)-synmetry respectively. 
We obtain an alternative f lat metric, invariant under rotations and translations 
which leave a preferred timelike geodesic invariant. In terms of this metric 
quarks and gluons carry out harmonic osci l lat ions with universal frequency 
ν * (2iiR) within a spherical cavity of radius R. This leads to a hadron 
spectrum with universal level spacing hv, which i s in agreement with our 
earl ier observations. 
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Introduction 
Today the comnonly accepted model for a bare hadron Is a conposi te system 
of quarks and gluons. Moreover It Is generally assumed that the Interactions 
between the quarks and the gluons are described correctly by Quantum Chromo 
Dynamics (QCD). Tb e QCt> Lagrangian Is supposed to give a good description of 
deep Inelastic scattering phenomena. Here the Interaction takes place during a 
very short time Interval and with very high momentum transfer, so that one can 
use the asymptotic freedom property of QCD In justifying perturbation theory 
calculations. In this realm the binding between the quarks can be neglected In 
first instance. 
The description of quarks Inside a hadron is mudi more conpUeated. The 
interactions responsible for the quark binding (and confinement) are likely to 
be dominated by small and moderate mooentum transfer processes and clearly 
perturbation theory is not applicable. 
The derivation of the forces between quarks for all momentum transfers or 
all distances in the framework of QCD is a formidable program and far from 
cogpleted at present. Although it seems safe to conclude that for constituent 
quarks at large distances the potential Is linear, the form at intermediate and 
small distances is not established theoretically. In this situation it is opportune 
for phenomenologlcal reasons to reformulate the theory in su* a way that confine-
2) 
ment is built in a priori by applying boundary conditions and/or choosing a 
3 4) phenomenologlcal confining potential ' . 
Another notable suggestion has been to describe the gluon sector, which is 
generally believed to be responsible for quark confinement, in terms of a color 
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dielectrlcum. One assumes that due to i t s non-abelian character the QCD gauge 
f ield creates as a nonperturbative effect at low energies a very special chrorao-
dielectricum which has the property that i t i s only nonzero in a small domain 
of space around quarks, representing the h adren. The chromodielectricum function 
e(r) i s nonzero inside this domain, tends to zero at the bomdaries and i s zero 
outside. To describe the dielectrlcum one usually introduces a scalar field, say 
Φ(χ) ' . If ζ(φ) denotes the renormalization factor in front of the kinetic 
term of the gluon sector in the QCD Lagrangian, then e(r) i s proportional to 
5 7 8) 
г(ф(г)) ' ' , leading to the condition that the scalar f ield should also vanish 
at the boundaries of the system. 
the coupling of this scalar f ield to quarks and glucns i s a delicate matter 
for which several proposals can be made. The most usual one i s a Yukawa coupling. 
In this paper hoMever, we wi l l discuss and investigate what we wi l l ca l l a 
geometrical coupling. Our motivation for this i s partly phenomenological and 
partly theoretical. As to the latter in a nonperturbative approach of QCD, Nielsen 
9) 
and Patkós make i t plausible that gauge invariance together with the intro-
duction of an effective f ie ld for the description of the chromodielectricum 
gives rise to an interaction term of the form 
Φ Φ γ" Э^  ψ 
in the Lagrangian. Hie resulting Dirac equation contains φ(χ) acting as a tetrad 
field, similar to the one we have introduced some years ago . There we 
assumed SO(3,2) symmetry for a baglike hadron model. The reason i s that this 
symmetry i s stpported by nature because i t s associated spectrum i s flavor mass 
Independent as are the physical spectra, and i s also equidistant. We have 
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demonstrated that an e q u i d i s t a n t baie spectrum i n a natural way can lead t o the 
phys ica l spectra once the in f luence of hadronic decay has been taken i n t o 
account 
I f we r e s t r i c t ourse lves t o the gluon s e c t o r we know that the Lagrangian i s 
naively conformai invar iant . I t i s however, well-known that conformai syanetry i s 
12) 
severe ly broken i n nature and i n f i e l d theory as w e l l . In the work o f Fubini 
i t i s shown that breaking t o an SO(3,2) symmetric s o l u t i o n i s p o s s i b l e , i f one 
s t a r t s from a conformai invar iant Lagrangian for a s c a l a r f i e l d σ. ISiis i s not 
a t variance with f i e l d theory as i t has been shown that indeed s o ( 3 , 2 ) i s the 
maximum allowed symmetry, whidi can survive rad iat ive correct ions 
In t h i s i n v e s t i g a t i o n we assune that the Lagrangian o f the s c a l a r f i e l d σ 
which i s t o be a s s o c i a t e d with the chromodielectricum, has the naive symmetry 
of the gluon s e c t o r . Further on we assume that the 50(3,2) Symmetrie s o l u t i en 
for σ i s re levant for the descr ipt ion o f hadrons. In conformai coordinates the 
Fubini s o l u t i o n has s i n g u l a r i t i e s i n space and t ime. For the d e s c r i p t i o n of 
confinement we use the centra l project ion coordinates for whidi the 
s i n g u l a r i t i e s become s p a c e l i k e and s t a t i c , de f in ing a c l o s e d l o c a l i z e d domain 
i n space. The s p a t i a l dependence of the SO(3,2) invar iant s c a l a r f i e l d a, motivates 
us t o make the Ansatz that σ(χ) i s proportional t o 1/φ(χ). The study o f a leads 
t o a geometrical p ic ture of quark confinement. 
Because we assume that broken conformai synmetry i s a valuable framework 
t o understand the hadronic s p e c t r a , we w i l l d i s c u s s i t i n rather d e t a i l i n t h i s 
paper. In our choice we are l e f t with anti-Oe S i t t e r synmetry which does not 
contain Poincaré synmetry. Note however, tha t i n t h i s i n v e s t i g a t i o n the broken 
0 (4 ,2 ) group describes part of the in terna l s tructure o f a hadron, rather than 
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the whole world. Our σ solution (called vacuum In the following) which represents 
the gluon sector of a localized system like a hadron, by I tse l f does not need 
to preserve Poincaré sy ame try. 
The study of conformai invariance of wave equations dates back to Cunningham 
14) and Bateman who in 1909 showed that the free field Maxwell equations are 
invariant under the 15 parameter group C. of conformai transformations in 
space-time. Since in 1918 Weyl discovered that these equations retain their 
familiar form when the Lorentz metric i s replaced by a conformally f lat metric, 
many authors have studied the consequences of conformai transformations in one 
form or another . There i s a surprising nvmber of Lagrangians which are 
invariant under conformai transformations and which are interesting fren a 
physical point of view. That the laws of nature might beccne conformally 
invariant in the limit of very high energies has inspired many people. The 
purpose of the present article i s rather to construct a model of quark-gluon 
interactions which i s based on conformai symmetry! but which i s supposed to 
describe low-energy phenomena instead. 
I t i s obvious that the world in which we live i s not invariant under C.. 
This would inply the nonexistence of clocks and measuring rods and therefore the 
absence of a discrete spectrum of particle rest masses. Gauge fields can be 
defined and conserved charges can be introduced, but one immediately runs into 
trouble doing so, because of the appearance of divergences. For example, 
e lectrical ly charged massless particles cannot ex i s t . The alternative would be 
a continuous spectrum of particle rest masses. The impossibility of maintaining 
C. invariance when charges are present has been discussed by Wilson ' . Thus, 
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if conformai symmetry plays any role, It must be severely broken. There are two 
principally different ways of breaking CQ synmetry. One is by introducing 
symmetry breaking terms in the Lagrangian. This has the advantage of retaining 
explicitly those symmetries which are present in nature (Poincaré synmetry), but 
there is an unlimited freedom of choice. Moreover, if the unbroken symmetry leads 
to a renormalizable field theory, renormalizability is not necessarily retained 
after introducing synmetry breaking terms. The second way is that of spontaneous 
symmetry breaking in which the original Lagrangian is not changed, but the vacuum 
state is made to transform nontrivially under the synmetry operation. There is 
much less freedom to do so, and whether it happens or not depends largely on the 
form of the original Lagrangian. 
In this article spontaneous symmetry breaking is used to break C. synmetry. 
The largest subgroup that can be retained is a stability subgroup isonoxphous 
with SO(3,2) . No difficulties arise when charges are introduced and the 
resulting effectif field theory may well be renormalizable. 
A vacuus, invariant under SO(3,2) transformations leaving one world point 
invariant is not very physical. If a vacuum could be constructed which is 
invariant under time translations and space rotations with respect to a preferred 
timelike geodesic, then it can be interpreted as describing a fixed isotropic 
source, which could serve as a sub-stratim for the construction of mesons, 
baryons or glue balls. In order to achieve that, also SO(3,2) must be spontaneous-
ly broken to yield a subgroup of the form SO(3) « SO(2). For that purpose two 
Higgs fields are introduced. By a judicious choice of the original effective C0 
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invariant Lagrangian i t turns out that a symmetric 2 rank tensorfield t 
can be defined which has the following properties: 
1. I t i s a simple analytic expression in terms of the two Higgs f ields; 
2. I ts vacuum expectation value i s therefore invariant under those conformai 
transformations which leave the vacuum invariant, i . e . the group S0(3) β 80(2); 
3. Interpreted as an alternative metric i t i s f lat, i . e . i t s associated 
Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor vanishes identical ly. Moreover i t s 
signature i s that of ordinary Minkowski space-time! 
4. If i t s measure i s integrated over a l l space-time, the result I s f in i te . Ulis 
wi l l ultimately lead to a form of confinement. 
Other properties, one of which deals with the question of causality, wi l l 
be discussed later in this art ic le . Since the original Minkowski metric η 
as a tensor i s not invariant under C. i t i s stripped of i t s significance. The 
alternative f lat metric t should take over i t s role. Consequently the 
generator of the above mentioned group S0(2) i s the natural choice for the 
energy operator, while the three generators of 30(3) are then to be interpreted 
as angular momentum operators. 
In view of the above considerations we may vision the alternative metric 
as the natural metric of the world we live in. From a more practical s ide, we 
may define electrodynamics in the usual way, but η replaced by the new metric 
t . Thus, a coupling of the electromagnetic field with the Higgs bosons i s 
introduced. 
The consequences of point 4 are very interesting. An observer whose natural 
metric i s t and who uses the alternative electrodynamics as a probe would find 
that the original flat space with metric n i s concentrated within a f inite 
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domain of space time, arranged like a cylinder of finite length around the 
preferred timelike geodesic. The length of this cylinder corresponds to just 
one period of a re lati vis ti с harmonic oscillator of anti-De Sitter symmetry. 
Since the "gluon" fields occurring in the effective Lagrangian are not directly 
coupled to the Higgs fields, and the "quarks" will be coupled to the one 
preserving 50(3,2) symmetry in the weak field limit, these fields cannot have 
"knowledge" of the existence of the metric t and are therefore forced to move 
yv 
within the confinement of the cylinder and its extentions along the preferred 
geodesic. In the limit of no mutual interactions the gluons and quarks carry out 
perfect harmonic oscillations within this cylinder. On the other hand, since 
photons are coupled to both Higgs fields, they have "knowledge" of the metric 
t and are able to penetrate the wall of the cylinder. Thus the observer can 
see what happens inside. 
In short, the whole operation amounts to describing a space with metric 
η and a simple conformally invariant quark-gluon Lagrangian in terms of a 
static, spherically synmetric "object", localized somewhere in physical space 
and having a well defined radius R as long as the fields are weak. Noninteracting 
particles which do not "feel" the metric t oscillate within the sphere with 
a universal frequency ν · (2itR) . In quantized form this leads to particle 
spectra with universal level distance. In this article no attempt at quantization 
is made however. Also, in a final theory the real vacuum state should be Poincaré 
invariant. No attempt is made to suggest a possible form of such a theory. 
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The organization of the article is as follows 
Section 2 contains a review of properties of field-Lagrangians under an active 
conformai change of metric, not necessarily corresponding to a conformai coordinate 
transformation. The properties of the conformai coordinate transformations 
themselves are reviewed m section 3 They are necessary in order to generate 
nonzero rest masses but require scalar field densities, "Higgs scalars". Two 
varieties of these fields are discussed in section 4. As is shown in that section, 
the ratio of these fields can be used for the construction of tensor fields. 
The phenomenon of spontaneous synmetry breaking stands central in our 
discussion. Section 5 gives a detailed account of the consequences of a particular 
form of spontaneous symmetry breaking. It turns out that a particularly simple 
field can be interpreted as a potentially flat metric, nevertheless transforming 
as a symmetric second order tensor under conformai transformations. In this 
section the group SO(3,2) plays a large role. 
Section б shows how the contents and conclusions of section 5 are connected 
with the relativistic harmonic oscillator and its spectrum. Finally, in section 
7 a summary is given of the full conformai Lagrangian. 
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2. Weyl conformai symnetry 
η , signature ΐ -f) . In this space we may write down a Lagrangian in terms of 
certain fields. In general, the form of such a Lagrangian, if interpreted as a 
scalar density of weight 1, is not invariant under general coordinate trans­
formations: for that it should be written in explicitly covariant form and 
requires knowledge of the explicit form of the metric tensor. However, there 
are Lagrangians which retain their form when the metric n is replaced by 
2 
α (χ) η with σ an arbitrary real scalar function. The new metric is con formally 
flat, but not necessarily flat. 
For a covariant vector field A which is invariant under the active change 
μ 
2 
of metric η •* α (χ)η it is clear that 
F = A - A (2. ii 
μν ν,μ μ,ν 
2 
i s a l s o invar iant vinder t h i s change. Let h be proport ional t o σ (χ) r i , and 
Ml ν h the inverse of h , then it is easily seen that μν ·* 
- i- ГЛТЛР F - - Ì .O? î W r F , (2.2) 
4 μν ρσ 4 μν ρσ 
where h = det h . The right hand side of (2.2) is the formal expression for a 
scalar density of weight 1 and could serve as Lagrangian in a space with metric 
h . The left hand side is the familiar expression for the Lagrangian with n 
as metric. Apparently the expression 
can serve as Lagrangian for any metric conformally equivalent with л , provided 
the latter is used for raising and lowering indices. 
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The f i e l d A may have i n t e r n a l degrees of freedom as i t has i n a non-abelian 
gauge theory. Let А, В, с as i n d i c e s enumerate the degrees of freedom and l e t 
f ^ be the s e t of antisymmetric s tructure c o n s t a n t s o f the gauge group, then 
β = Β - Β + γ ΐ Β Β , (2.4) 
μυ ν,и ν,ν μ ν 
where γ is a scalar coupling constant, is invariant under the above replacement 
and 
£.-l<* G*^ (2.5) 
4 μυ 
can again serve as Lagrangian for any metr ic conformally e q u i v a l e n t with η 
Next we consider a four component spinor f i e l d ψ. In order t o d i s c u s s i t s 
behavior under the above displacement we introduce a "Vierbe in"- f ie ld V such 
18) 
that 
v" V? n - n
 w
 , v" - ν'Ίχ) (2.6) 
a b μν ab a a 
We def ine 
TM - V^ γ* , (2.7) 
where у are the usual Dirac γ-matrices s a t i s f y i n g 
{γ*. γ" ) - г п * . (2.8) 
We l e t ψ s a t i s f y t h e Dirac equation 
«Υ
11
» - т)ф - 0 (2.9) 
ТЫз i s «he Dirac equation for a s p e c i a l choice o f t h e Vierbein f i e l d , namely 
v
a "
 6
a
 < 2
·
1 0 ) 
We must rewrite (2.9) i n a form s u i t a b l e for any c h o i c e of Vierbein f i e l d : 
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( ί γ μ 0 - m)i|> = О , (2.11) 
where D i s the covariant d e r i v a t i v e . The form (2.11) i s s u i t a b l e for any choice 
19) 
of metric. For D one has the following express ion 
D - Э + Γ , 
Μ μ μ 
where 
1 ab 
Γ (χ) - £ Δ . σ μ 2 μ,ab 
with i (2.12) 
ab 1 r a bi 1 
о - 4 fr ' V J J 
and 
Δ . (χ) - Г (x)V^(x)V°(x) - V (x)V°(x) 
y f a b ναμ a b ΟΛ,ν b 
2 Suppose now that the metric η i s replaced by ο η · Then i n order t o construct 
a new Vierbein f i e l d one j u s t makes the replacement 
i " - ν ^ σ - 1 ν μ - σ - 1 β" (2.13) 
a a a a 
If new ψ is replaced by σ ψ one finds that (2.9) transforms into 
(Ιγ"» - жі)ф - 0 . (2.14) 
This is the form of the Dirac equation if the Vieibein field of the new metric 
is specially chosen, the corresponding Lagrangian is 
X, - - j i h^* - mo$* , (2.15) 
where ψ · ψ v. and Э » Э - a 
T T
 '4 μ μ μ μ u μ 
Freo (2.15) it is clear that only the first term is insensitive to a conformai 
change of metric, the second term is not. Only a massless spinor field can there­
fore be invariant. Note that minimal substitution in the first term of (2.15) does 
not change its invariant character. 
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3. Conformai transformations In Minkowski-space 
Let us consider active transformations of the following form ' : 
1) Poincaré transformations (10 parameter group) 
ж·" - Л
 +
 a" , (3.1) 
with Л a proper Lorentz transformation. 
2) Special conformai transformations (4 parameter group) 
χ·
μ
 χ" и 
^ - j ^ ^ + b" . (3.2) 
χ' χ 
3) Dilatations (1 parameter group) 
x
,V
 - D x" (3.3) 
and arbitrary combinations of these. This group of transformations called the 
14) 
conformai group C. , is isomorphic with the group of rotations in 4+2 dimensions: 
80(4,2). Reflections and inversions, although important, will be left out of the 
discussion. 
It is customary to discuss the properties of scalar, spinor or tensor fields 
20) 
under dilatations and to assign a "dimension'* to these fields . We prefer to 
consider the fields as field densities with a particular weight which then turns 
out to be - χ times the field dimension. In Appendix A it is shown that if φ 
transforms as a real scalar field density of weight -ν , then 
<¿ - j 3 μφ3 μφ (3.4) 
transforms as a scalar density of weight 1. The transformation does generate 
extra terms, but these do not contribute to the equations of motion and can be 
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left out. 
If φ transforms as a complex scalar field density of weight — , then 
JL = Э •»"φ , (3.5) 
where Φ Is the complex conjugate of φ, transforms as a scalar density of weight 
1. T o « C given by (3.4) or (3.5) may be added any nonderivative term of weight 
1. 
u Now, let V be the natural Vierbein f ield associated with the metric π . 
If an active conformai transformation С i s carried out on V and the metric η » 
2 then the metric transforms into the tensor f ield σ (χ)η where σ(χ) i s uniquely 
determined by C. However, IT does not transform into σ (ХІ Ц. I t does transform 
ο"
1(χ)Λ^(χ)νί' , (3.6) 
a b 
where Λ (χ) i s an x-dependent proper Lorentz-transformation associated with C. 
Hi us 
t h \ * (3.7) 
transforms into 
í$¡\* (3.Θ) 
'vu 
with γ defined by (2.7) and D by (2.12). Here each component of ψ i s considered 
to be a scalar density f ield of weight jr . Expression (3.8) returns to expression 
(3.7) when the Vierbein f ield i s rotated back to i t s form (2.13) and a trans­
formation in spinor space corresponding to Λ (χ) i s applied to φ. Since the 
3 3 + 3 
З- оІіте element d χ i s a scalar density of weicfrt - — we find that ψ φα χ i s 
a scalar, in conplete agreement with i t s physical interpretation as a probability. 
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4. Real and complex Hlqqs fields 
So far we have been able to construct a Lagranglan which Is Invariant under 
conformai transformations, provided we considered the splnor f ie lds as massless. 
Let us now discuss the mass term In (2.15) 
- ιοσψψ (4.1) 
The reason for its noninvariance under conformai transformations is the fact that 
σ has been considered as an externally given function of space and time. Invariance 
under conformai transformations can be restored if a itself is considered to be 
a field which is treated dynamically. Since (4.1) must be a density of weight 1 
and ψφ is a density of weight 3/4, we must require α to be a real scalar density 
of weight 1/4. As we have seen in section 3, this is just the requirement for 
finding a conformally invariant Lagranglan. Ihe general form of such a Lagranglan 
is 
Í - Ì > -". 4 Э σ3μσ - go (4.2) 
with g being a real scalar. Thus, adding (4.2) to our Lagranglan means that also 
a term like (4.1) can be introduced without d i s r a t i n g conformai symmetry. However, 
i t now appears as a term describing the interaction between a fermion and a boson. 
I t disappears when 0 = 0 . 
With the help of о one can construct a f ie ld which transforms as a symmetric 
second rank tensor under conformai transformations: 
\ v - k σ 4 ν ' ( 4 · 3 > 
where к i s an arbitrary scalar. This i s not the only possibi l i ty. Since 
ξ » о"
3
Э j p o (4.4) 
Ρ 
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is a scalar field under conformai transformations, any tensor can be multiplied 
with an arbitrary function of Ç to give a new tensor. Moreover, one can use 
expressions like ζ ζ 
The scalar Ç is not very interesting if (4.2) were the only Lagrangian 
involving σ. Then the field equations for σ become 
Э 3μσ + 4go3 - 0 , (4.5) 
μ 
and ζ would be equal to - 4g. Anyway, although the tensor (4.3) plays a role 
21) 
as generator of an alternative metric , the field σ leaves us too little 
freedom for constructing new tensor fields. 
Possibilities for new tensors are much enlarged if a second scalar density 
field λ, with weight 1/4, is introduced. One knows beforehand that for λ a Lagran­
gian can be constructed which is invariant under conformai transformations, and 
X - Ì (4.6) 
is the scalar field we are looking for. For later applications we consider λ as 
a complex field which introduces the extra possibility of obtaining a conserved 
current. The field σ can be used for supplying λ with a "mass" by defining the 
Lagrangian for the λ-field as follows: 
Л = Э «"λ - α
2
σ
2
Χλ , (4.7) 
2 
where α is a constant scalar. 
Since the field χ as given by (4.6) is a complex scalar, we rather use 
ζ - XX - Ц . (4.8) 
σ 
which is a real scalar. 
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Clearly 
V - A ( m,wC.v + »««"Ч ' (' 
where A and В are arbitrary functions of ς. Is a tensor under conformai 
transformations. 
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5. Spontaneous symmetry breaking 
A vacuum which leads t o a zero vacuum expectat ion value for a i n addi t ion 
t o zero values for the other f i e l d s i s undoubtedly invar iant under conformai 
transformations but un in teres t ing from our po int o f view. We s h a l l consider 
the case of nonzero vacuum expectat ion values for σ as w e l l as for λ. From 
¿ , - i Э аЭио - g o 4 + Э « " λ - α 2 σ 2 *λ (5.1) 
Α
^ 2 μ э μ 
we obtain the equat ions o f motion 
1) » 9Μσ + 4 g o 3 + 2α2*λσ - 0 , (5.2) 
2) Э ìv\ + ο2σ2λ - 0 . (5.3) 
Ttie vacuum e x p e c t a t i o n va lues σ
η
 and λ o f a and X must s a t i s f y these equat ions . 
In teres t ing i s the fo l lowing s p e c i a l c a s e : 
|o0l » Ι\>1 . (s·-·) 
which we shall exploit in the remainder of this article. 
2 
If (5.4) is valid, the reaction term 2α *Χσ in (5.2) can be emitted. Then 
(5.2) can be solved independently from (5.3). The solution of (5.2) can be inserted 
into equation (5.3) which can then be solved. 
Thus, a. is a real solution of the equation 
» 3va + 4go3 - 0 (5.5) 
The allowed s i g n o f g fo l lows from the condit ion of s t a b i l i t y . Let a be c l o s e 
t o V 
a = σ- + Δσ , Δσ small . (5.6) 
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Then Δσ s a t i s f i e s the wave equation 
9 3μΔσ + l2go*ào - 0 (5.7) 
which leads t o s t a b l e Δσ only when g i s p o s i t i v e . We raust therefore demand 
p o s i t i v e g. 
A c r u c i a l observat ion i s now, that nonzero s o l u t i o n s of equation (5.5) 
cannot be c o n s t a n t . Thus, Poincaré symmetry i s l o s t . We may ask ourse lves 
which i s the h i g h e s t symnetry l e f t for σ - . 
Let the o r i g i n be a preferred event and t r y t o construct σ . such t h a t i t 
i s a function o f χ = χ χ on ly . The s o l u t i o n o f p a r t i c u l a r i n t e r e s t i s 
σ<>1χ2) * * ^ Т - A iS-8) 
' χ +4R 
Here R is an arbitrary positive number. Any positive value of R is suitable 
for the definition of the vacuum state. To choose a particular preferred event 
and a particular value of R is to choose one particular state among an infinity 
of equivalent states which transform into each other by translations and 
dilatations. The choice of sign in (5.8) is not unimportant as will become 
clear later. 
The expression (5.8) is invariant under conformai transformations of the 
group SO(3,2). In order to see this we add a fifth dimension to our space and 
define 
XM » (χ", χ5) M - l,...,5i μ - 1,...,4 . (5.9) 
The metric i n t h i s S-dimensional space i n g iven by η : 
Π,-. » diag ( - 1 , - I , - 1 , 1, 1) (5.10) 
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Points in the original Minkowski space are represented by the 4-plane 
x
5
 = 2R . (5.11) 
M Let us carry out an inversion with respect to the new origin χ - 0 and a 
hypersphere of radius 2R: 
M 4R 2x M 4R 2x W ,. ... 
y
 »"^IJ · ( ' 
x x χ +4R 
Піе 4-plane then transforms into a hypersphere of radius R: 
(yM-aM) (y
M
-a
M) = R 2 , a" - 0, a 5 = R (5.13) 
From (5.12) we find 
3vA 4R2 χ Α χ Β 
£t—--32— («A _ 2 - ) , (5.14) 
3x χ,,χ χ,,χ 
so that the Jacobian of the transformation becomes 
^ '^V - < -Ц?)5- ( - π ) 5 (5·15) 
Эх x„x χ +4R 
Because of the conformai character of the transformation, when χ i s restricted 
д 
to the 4-plane (5.11) and y to the hypersphere (5.13) the Jacobian i s just the 
4/5 power of (5.15): 
J - ( ,4R , ) 4 (5.16) 
H 
Next, rotations are carried out around the point a in y-space. The Jacobian 
of these transformations is 1. Finally, the inversion (5.12) is again carried 
out, bringing all points on the hypersphere (5.13) back on the plane (5.11). 
In this way a point χ transforms into x' such that 
J(x-x') = det ^ 2^-' ( X\+4R, ) 4 . (5.17) 
Эх x +4R 
Thus we see from the form of expression (5.8) that if σ. transforms as a scalar 
density of weight 1/4, it is invariant under the transformation scetched above. 
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2 
Apparently, σ0(χ ) possesses a higher symmetry than just Lorentz-symmetry 
around the point χ = 0. (For a thorough discussion on this point see Fubini .) 
The transformations described above are isomorphic with the rotations in 
y-space around the point a . These transformations leave the hypersphere (5.13) 
invariant. Since the metric ri is invariant under rotations, the metric h,., 
UN HN 
obtained by transforming n„,, with the transformation (5.12) i s i n v a r i a n t under 
the above described transformations which leave the p lane (5.11) i n v a r i a n t . 
We have with (5.14) and ( 5 . 8 ) : 
3y* 3 ¿ , 4R2 , 2 , „ 2 2 ,c , „ . 
Ν ^ - Μ Τ Ν " « -
 (
^ — 2 > " h e - ^ v w · ( 5 Л 8 ) 
Эх Эх χ +4R 
I t s r e s t r i c t i o n t o the o r i g i n a l Minkowski space, represented by (5.11) i s 
h = 2gR20^n (5.19) 
μν ^ 0 μν 
Hie transformation (5.12) establishes as "stereograph!с projection" a one-one 
correspondence between the points χ and points on the hypersphere (5.13). Ttie 
latter is a maximally symmetric space with radius R, called the anti-De Sitter 
space. The rotations are elements of the group SO(3.2). Apparently σ is 
invariant under transformations of this group as subgroup of the full conformai 
SO(4,2). 
Note that the metric h is conformally flat, but not flat. With h as μν J μν 
metric, massless gauge bosons and massless fermions retain their form of the 
Lagrangian as we have seen in section 2. The corresponding fields can equally 
well be considered as propagating in flat space with metric η as in maximally 
symmetric space with metric h . 
Let us next consider the term -ωσψψ. we write σ - σ + Δσ, so this term 
becomes 
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-ΒΠ.ψψ - πΛσψψ (5.20) 
The second term represents the interaction of the spinor field with a redefined 
scalar field density. He leave this term out of our discussion. 
The first term shows that the vacuum expectation value of the σ field has 
provided the spinor field with a "mass". Contrary to normal, this mass turns out 
to be dependent on χ . However, it is invariant under SO(3,2) transformations. 
Thus, from the standpoint of the anti-De Sitter space, the spinor field has a 
constant mass and free fermions will move along the timelike geodesies in this 
space. The situation is coaplicated by the fact that a term raí* also appears 
in the equations of motion of the σ field: 
Э 3μσ + Ago3 + 2α2*λσ + mf• - 0 (5.21) 
This equation is not invariant under the replacement σ ·* -о, so the choice of 
sign in (5.8) is significant. Presently we shall assume that •* is sufficiently 
small cogpared to a as to make the additional term negligible. Interactions of 
the spinor field with the gauge boson field can also equally well be described 
in terms of the metric η as in terms of the metric h . Since the vacuum is 
invariant under SO(3,2) transformations (not considering the field λ), the 
metric h , although not flat, seems to be the most natural. Thus, the anti-
De Sitter space as represented by the hypersphere (5.13), embedded in a S-dimen-
sional flat space with metric ri , seems to be the most natural arena for 
Ml 
"quarks" and "gluons" in the context of this art ic le . Many properties can now be 
obtained from just geometric considerations. Obviously, geodesies of the metric 
h are significant objects. All geodesies are obtained by intersecting the hyper­
sphere by flat 2-planes through i t s center. This can be done in three essential ly 
different ways and one obtains spacelike, l ightl ike and timelike geodesies. 
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Ал example of a timelike geodesic is the trajectory 
(5.22) 
He may compute the length of this trajectory between t » t, and t = t- > t . 
as measured with the metric h : 
uw 
tj tj .2 t, t 
t = ƒ ^"7 dt = ƒ -£—r· dt = 2R (artan -r- - artan -rr- ) 
t/ 4 4 tj t 2
+
4R 2 2 R 2 R 
The total length is 
+" 
*» " / "^44 d t = 2 π Η (5.23) 
Since all timelike geodesies can be transformed into each other by an SO(3,2) 
transformation we find that all timelike geodesies have the same finite length 
when measured from t = - » t o t = +">. This means that the space χ , when 
supplied with the metric h , is not maximally extended, unless the point at 
t • + ~ is identified with the point at t - - ». The latter identification would 
make timelike geodesies to be closed. 
In order to prevent the closure of timelike geodesies we must consider a 
covering group of SO(3,2) instead of SO(3,2) itself. The invariant hypersphere 
which is some form of Hyperboloid should be replaced by a kind of "scroll". Since 
the closed timelike geodesies cannot continuously be deformed into a single point, 
there exists a winding number with which one can distinguish the infinity of sheets 
of the scroll. Thus one sees that through the introduction of the metric h the 
original space χ repeats itself infinitly many times. 
Suppose two timelike geodesies intersect at a certain proper time τ = τ., 
taken to be equal for both geodesies. Then they intersect also when τ = т + 2τιηΗ 
where η is an integer. It looks as if the geodesies represent some form of 
harmonic oscillation. We come back to this point in section 6. 
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In order t o d i s c u s s the ro ta t ions b e t t e r we d i s p l a c e the o r i g i n of the 
5-dimensional space t o the point a as defined i n ( 5 . 1 3 ) . We introduce 
Я Н Н .
c
 _ .. 
ζ = у - a (5.24) 
and obtain for the invariant hyperboloid the equation 
И 2 
ζ ζ" = R'' (5.25) 
M 
Rotations are now generated by the fol lowing operators : 
3z 3z 
n i e s e genera l i zed angular momentuffl operators s a t i s f y the fo l lowing connutaticn 
r e l a t i o n s : 
CMAB'M(J " - * ^ " B D - "АІЛК: + "»"ac " "вЛчР · ( 5 · 2 7 ) 
The operator for the total angular momentum is defined by 
M 2 - j Mj^ H№ . <5.28) 
2 
In order to rewrite the equation (5.5) in terms of the operator M we make 
12) 
use of the following relation 
. ( ¿gL )2 3 э" - ( 2*ÍS¿ Г 1 (M2+2) ( ¿%£ ) . (5.29) 
4R μ 4R 4R 
Applying both sides to a and making use of (5.5) we obtain 
3
 . (5.30) 
(5.31) 
( M 2 + 2 , ( X 2 ^ R 2 ) 
With 
x
2
+ 4R
2 
" • 4R 0 
we obtain 
(M2+2)ii - 4git3 
σ » 4g Γ x
2+4R2 
_
 4 R )<J 
(5.32) 
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The solution я. which is invariant under rotations satisfies 
M 2n 0 - 0 
so we have 
2 _ 1 
π0 2g 
We choose π 0 « 
4R 
» 
or π 0 - 0 
^ 7 . Then with (5.3C 
/ ? 2R 
ϋ0
 " x W "0 ' « 
which is just equation (5.8) . 
Hie reason for introducing the angular momentum operators K^. becomes 
clearer when we discuss the X-field. Let us ccnsider the equation (5.3). With 
the substitution (5.6) we obtain for small Δσ: 
Э 3μλ + α2σ2λ + 2ο2σ0Δσλ - 0 (5.33) 
For the vacuun expectation value λ0 we put Δσ » 0 and substitute the value 
(5.8) for σ0: 
V\ + — τ Η τ Λ Ο - 0 · < 5 · 3 4 ) 
μ
 g ( χ + 4 R ) 
Again we make use of (5.29): 
2 2 2 2 2 
(M2
+
2) ( ¿ ψ - ) λ0 - fj ( 2 ^ - ) λ0 . (5.35) 
Thus, i f we def ine 
Ρ - ^ - J R 5 - λ . (5.36) 
we obtain 
( M 2 + 2 ) po • f? "0 ( 5 · 3 7 ) 
2 
From (5.37) we see that unless α « 4g the equation cannot have a constant 
2 
nonvanishlng solution. Thus, for α ι* 4g, p. is not invariant under 80(3,2) 
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transformations; The vacuum state not only breaks full conformai symmetry, but 
also SO(3,2) synmetry. However, for those processes not involving λ in the limit 
of small λ the vacuno is still 80(3,2) symnetria We observe here a succession of 
spontaneous synmetry violations. 
Again we ask for a p 0 which under the given circumstances has the highest 
sy mme try possible. A very concise condition for p. can be written down which 
limits the possible choices to only two. For that we define "creation" and 
"annihilation" operators: 
"k " <\4 + i Mk5 )/'' 5 , ' \ - ( Μ * 4 - " ^ 5 > / / Γ · ( 5 · 3 8 ' 
Oc - 1, 2, 3) 
With (S.27) we o b t a i n the commutation r e l a t i o n s 
Г
 μ
Ιΐ - "45θΜ - l M ki · ( 5 · 3 9 ) 
Furthermore, w i th 
2
- К *
м , а
 < 5 · 4 ο > L = 
being the total angular momentum operator, we can rewrite the expression (5.28) 
for M2: 
M 2 - L 2
 +
 M 2 5 - ( у ^ + y^) . (5.41) 
or, with (5.39): 
M2 = L·2 + M 4 5 ( M 4 5 - 3) - 2 M^wk . (5.42) 
The c o n d i t i o n we now impose on p . i s 
U k 0 0 = 0 , к = 1, 2, 3 . (5.43) 
As i s shown i n Appendix B, the most general s o l u t i o n o f (5.43) i n terms o f the 
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M 
coordinates ζ satisfying (5.25) reads 
p 0 - f ( ζ 4 + i z 5 ) , (5.44) 
where f Is an arbitrary function. Clearly 
L2 p0 - 0 , (5.45) 
so the general solution i s spherically symmetric. From (5.42) we also have 
M2 P0 - M45 (M45 - 3) p 0 (5.46) 
Combined with (5.37) this gives 
[M45 ( M 4 5 - 3 > + 2 - § ϊ ] θ θ = 0 · ^ 4 7 ' 
Thus we see that p0 i s in general a linear combination of two eigenstates of 
the operator M., with well defined eigenvalues. For P 0P 0 to be invariant under 
M., transformations, only one of the two eigenstates should be used. 
Let m., be one of the eigenvalues of M _ and l e t ρ be such that 
M45 "О - Ш45 p0 ( 5 · 4 8 , 
4 5 
Then, if f' is the derivative of f with respect to ζ + iz we find 
-(z4 + iz5) f' - m 4 5 f , (5.49) 
from which we obtain 
p 0 - f0 · (z
4
 + iz5)""1« , (5.50) 
where f. is an arbitrary constant. According to (5.47) the sum of the two 
eigenvalues is equal to 3, and both are real, so one always finds a real eigen­
value for which expression (5.50) approaches zero for large ζ . There even may 
be two converging solutions. 
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With (5.8), (5.36) and (5.50) we find 
λ0 = / ^ σ ^ ρ - /2? ^ ( j f z ^ i z 5 ) " " 4 5 , (5.51) 
*0\0-2gflolu42+zS2)-a45 . (5.52) 
and finally, with (4.Θ) 
^Ск^л « . 2 r.2 —щ... 
ç 0 - ^ - 2 g f 2 , z 4 + z 5 ) 4 5 (5.53) 
σ
ο 
A specially Interesting case i s 
m4S~ 2 
which would be one of the eigenvalues of (5.47) i f 
(5.54) 
a
2
 - | g (5.55) 
Then we obtain, with (5.53): 
2 2 
ζ 0 - 2gf
2 (z 4 +z 5 ) " 1 / 2 (5.56) 
, .2„ |x +4R I , . _.,, 
"
 2 g f 0 R / i 2 2 2' ' ( 5 · 5 7 , 
/(X-4R )+16Rt 
4 
where t » χ . 
The expression (5.57) enables us to construct a tensor f ield of the form 
(4.9) provided we stay clear of the singularity 
x
2
 + 4R2 - 0 (5.58) 
The following tensor i s of special importance: 
'OW - «[ίο,Λ.ν + Ч Ф р ] ' ( 5 · 5 9 , 
with 6 an arbitrary constant. I t turns out that t 0 considered as an alternative 
metric, i s f lat and has the normal Minkowski signature. Flatness can be tested 
by direct computation of the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor. It follows 
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a l s o from an i n t e r e s t i n g geometric construct ion (see s e c t i e » 6 ) . 
Note that the curve χ - 0 i s a t i n e l i k e g e o d e s i c i n a l l of the three m e t r i c s . 
We s h a l l c a l l t h i s the preferred g e o d e s i c . 
The importance of the metr ic (5.59) i s , that apart from f l a t n e s s i t s a t i s f i e s 
the fo l lowing p r o p e r t i e s : 
1) L 2 t
n
 = 0 
0 μ υ
 ?-(5.60) 
2> " 4 5 ^ « - 0 }• 
Seen from the standpoint of an observer who uses t
n
 a s h i s natural metr ic , the 
SO(3,2)- invar iant metr ic h as given by (5.19) i s i n v a r i a n t under r o t a t i o n s and μν 
t r a n s l a t i o n s which leave the preferred geodes ic i n v a r i a n t . 
Me s h a l l f i x the constant factor 6 such t h a t t . becomes equal t o η 
when χ μ - 0 . 
Next we show that n e i t h e r the space χ , nor t h e space ζ with z^z = R , 
even when maximally extended, covers the maximal e x t e n t i o n o f the space with 
metric t
n
 . I t turns out t h a t the metric h as seen from the standpoint o f the 
Ομν yv 
above mentioned observer, i s def ined only w i th in a s t a t i c s p h e r i c a l volume o f 
radius R. 
Indeed, for t » 0 , we may in tegrate the s p a c e l i k e measure o f the metr ic over 
- » • • • 2 2 
a l l space χ with χ < 4R : 
f y . „ „ 1 . 3 ι ( 4 R 2 ) 3 ( 4 R 2 - x 2 ) .3 4π „3 , e c , > 
+2tAJ '-det W d X " *2t.J .„2+2,4 a X " T R ' ( 5 · 6 1 , 
χ <4R χ <4R (4R +x ) 
which i s j u s t the volume of the sphere. The i n t e g r a t i o n over the region 
-•2 2 
χ > 4R gives the same result. Both regions represent the same sphere, but a 
time xR or odd multiples of it apart. 
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Ihere exists a natural coordinate system u with respect to which the 
metric t„ becomes the Minkowski metric. In terms of ζ defined by (S.24) the 
Ogv 
V 10) 
coordinates u are 
к = 1, 2, 3 
(ζ > 0) (5.62) 
Here 
u » R artan 
- 5 + ' 
Ζ 
η = 0, ±1, ±2, ... is 
Since 
Î2 R2Z2 
" z42+z52 
R2;2 
" R2+;2 
(2η+1)πΚ (z5 < 0) 
ι a winding number. 
< R 2 . (5.63) 
we see that a l l of z-space with ζ ζ R*' i s projected inside a sphere of radius R 
in u-spice. Coordinates u for which u > R cannot be represented by х-, y- or 
z-space, but have nevertheless physical significance. 
The inverse of (5.62) i s 
Ru 
Ж? 
R2 
Ж? 
R2 
s i n T 
u 
R 
(5.64) 
From this we find for the metric h in terms of the coordinate system u : 
μν 
3z az 
VV
 " Эи
У
 3uV " ^ 
*2 2 
or, explicitly, for u < R : 
(5.65) 
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h. . - R 2 (6 
^ R 2 - ; 2 (Ä 
^ 4 • h4k " 0 
h = R 2 
h 4 4
 κ
2
-ΐ
2 
k l 
к t 
u u 
R - U 
< (5.66) 
Let us consider again the gauge boson and spinor f ie lds. Since they 
exclusively feel the metric h they can only be at those places, where th is 
metric i s defined, inside the sphere of radius R. They resenfcle confined gluons 
and quarks. For electromagnetic interactions the situation i s different. They 
V 
is just the transformation of t. . In order to achieve that we introduce a 
Ομν 
Lagrangian which expresses the interaction of the electromagnetic f ield with the 
t : 
UP 
i W t « «p , (5.67) 
μσ σ 
then we obtain: 
I - . i ^ F i W ^ r F , t - d e t t , (5.68) 
•»-e.m. 4 μν ρσ μν 
where F i s the e.m. f ie ld. Expression (5.68) i s invariant under SO(4,2) 
conformai transformations. I t s main contribution comes from the vacuum expectation 
values : 
4 0 0 0 μν po 
The arbitrary factor 6 appearing in (5.59) can be absorbed into F . 
At this stage two remarks must be made. Although t . in the form of η 
-»•2 2 
can be analytically continued into the region u > R , fluctuations of t . should 
also be ccntinuable. Secondly, the electromagnetic interactions serve only as an 
example how use can be made of the alternative f lat metric in a dynamical way. 
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6. The relatlvlstic harmonic oscillator 
The transformations (5.62) and (5.64) have a simple geometric Interpretation 
In ζ space. The points ζ which satisfy equation (5.25): 
z Mz
M
 - R2 (6.1) 
form a hyperbolold with radius R and the origin as center. As we have seen In 
section 5, closed timelike geodesies cannot be continuously deformed into a point, 
so we can open up these geodesies by introducing a winding nunfeer. We have 
transformed the Hyperboloid Into a kind of "scroll". 
Let us next consider the following cylinder: 
4 2 5 2 2 
ζ + ζ - R (6.2) 
The i n t r i n s i c curvature o f t h i s cy l inder i s zero, i . e . i t represents a f l a t 
space. Also, i t s metric has the Minkowski s i g n a t u r e . There e x i s t however, c l o s e d 
t imel ike t r a j e c t o r i e s . Since they cannot continuously transform i n t o a p o i n t , 
a l s o here a winding number can be defined which opens up a l l t imel ike t r a j e c t o r i e s . 
The cyl inder transforms i n t o a " s c r o l l " . I t i s a f l a t space r o l l e d up. 
Now, a one-one correspondence between p o i n t s on the hyperboloid and p o i n t s 
on the cyl inder can be e s t a b l i s h e d which matches both winding nuibers. This I s 
achieved by centra l pro jec t ion . Indeed, i f the metric h on the hyperboloid 
i s projected onto the cy l inder one obtains the express ions (5.65) with the 
fol lowing i d e n t i f i c a t i o n : 
u* = z
k
 , к - 1, 2 , 3, ) 
7*1 
. 4 f 2nnR ( ζ 5 > 0) ' ( 6 · 3 ) 
u « R artan e · ι 
(2n+l)«R (ζ < 0) 
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One property of central projection needs further attention. First note 
that a l l geodesies on the Hyperboloid (6.1) can be obtained by intersecting 
the hyperboloid with a set of three 3-dimensional f lat planes through the origin. 
Central projection leaves these planes invariant. As a result, geodesies en the 
hyperboloid (6.1), when centrally projected on the cylinder, become intersections 
of the f lat planes with the cylinder. Time like geodesies of h transform into 
trajectories which represent exact three dimensional harmonic osci l lat ions with 
period 2TR and confined to a sphere of radius R. Яіе impossibility to escape the 
sphere i s now imnediately connected with the impossibility to have a velocity 
larger than l ight velocity in u space. Because of this no causality problems do 
arize. 
Note that a l l particles whose Lagrangian i s SO(3,2) invariant move along 
l ight- or timelike geodesies on the hyperboloid and must therefore harmonically 
osci l late in u" space with a frequency ν » (2iiR) ~ , which i s Independent of their 
mass. Піе forces acting on these particles, and therefore also the potentials 
causing these forces, are proportional to the mass. 
4 
The operator M _ generates translations in u direction which not only leave 
(6.1) but also (6.2) invariant. Thus, — M , i s an excellent candidate for the 
energy-operator. I t has the following spectrum: 
E - ± (Eg + nhv) , η - 0, 1, 2, . . . (6.4) 
In a forthcoming paper it will be shown that in order for eigenstates of M.. 
to be nonnalizable, E. should be larger than hvs, where s is the intrinsic 
spin of the field considered. Otherwise E. can be continuously varied, but 
depends on the "rest mass" of the field as it is defined by Higgs dependent 
mass terms in the Lagrangian. 
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The charraonium and beautonium spectra show a characteristic which is in 
agreement with (6.4), namely the fact that the average level distance is 
practically the same for both spectra. The spectra themselves are not equidistant. 
The latter might be due to perturbations of different kinds, so that the unper-
turbed spectra might indeed be equidistant. For a discussion of this, see 
ref. 11. 
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7. Conclusions 
If a l l terms of the total conformally Invariant Lagrangian are collected 
we have 
í,-l· Γ μ ν (A = Ι , . , . , θ ) , (7.1) 
У -ж μ ν 
with 
,-Α „
Α
 ο
Α
 ^ «ABC ο Β oC ,-, , , 
G " Β - Β + γ ι Β Β (7.2) 
μν ν,μ μ,ν μ ν 
as the "gluon" Lagrangian; 
Χ » - • τ - 1 φ γ ι Ι Ϊ * φ - ω σ ψ ψ , (7.3) 
q ¿ μ 
ν μ μ 
as the Lagrangian for a massive, but colorless and chargeless "quark"> 
X - ^ 3 σ 3μ σ - g σ 4 (g > 0) (7.4) 
o ¿ μ 
as the Lagrangian for a real scalar (density) f ield; 
«C. = Э * э" λ - ~ g ο2 *λ (7.5) 
λ μ 2 
as the Lagrangian for a massive complex scalar (density) field; 
X . - i ¿TS» ^νσ _ 
e. m. 4 μν ρσ μν 
t : 
μρ 
t - 6 ζ ζ + 2g σ 2 ζ 2 η , (7.7) 
μν ί:,μ .ν * s 'μν| 
ζ - —г , i arbitrary constant , (7.8) 
σ 
and 
Ρ - A - A , (7.9) 
μν ν,μ μ,ν 
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as the Lagrangian for the e lectromagnet ic f i e l d . 
Quarks can be given co lor and charge by making the appropriate minimal 
s u b s t i t u t i o n i n the Lagrangian a f t e r supplying ψ and Ψ with the co lor index. 
ΊΤιβ vacuum езфе^а1Ц.оп va lues σ . and λ. o f σ and λ are supposed t o be 
nonzero. Because of t h i s , they break conformai symmetry but do t h a t i n a minimal 
way. I f | σ 0 | >> | λ 0 | , 80(3,2 ) synmetry for σ- can be saved; λ. breaks a l s o t h i s 
symmetry. I t i s shown that when \Q and σ . are s u b s t i t u t e d i n express ion ( 7 . 8 ) , 
t h i s being s u b s t i t u t e d i n ( 7 . 7 ) , the r e s u l t a n t metric i s f l a t . 
Seen from the po int o f view of an observer who uses t h i s metr ic as h i s natural 
metric, i n the weak f i e l d l i m i t gluons and quarks seem t o be confined t o a sphere 
of radius R, but photons are free t o move i n and out o f the sphere. P o i n t l i k e 
p a r t i c l e s which have no "knowledge" of λ carry out harmonic o s c i l l a t i o n s within 
the sphere, with universal frequency ν = (2πΚ) , provided they are c o l o r l e s s 
and charge l e a s , and the react ion force on the σ - f i e l d can be neg lec ted (2nd term 
of ( 7 . 3 ) ) . The r e s u l t s are supported by the e q u a l i t y of the average l e v e l 
d i s tances of charmonium and beautonium 
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Appendix A 
In this Appendix we prove that if φ transforms as a real scalar field 
density of weight 1/4 under conformai transformations, then 
^ " 2 V3"* (A'1) 
transforms as a scalar density of weight 1, save for terms which do not 
contribute to the field equations. 
He need only consider transformations of the form (3.2) and (3.3) . Let us 
first consider dilatations. 
From (3.3) we have for the Jaccbian of a dilatation: 
J = det ^ — = D 4 . (A.2) 
3xp 
I f φ i s a s c a l a r d e n s i t y o f weight 1/4 we have 
φ·(χ) = J 1 / 4 Φ(χ·) - D φίχ") (A.3) 
Then 
n·"*» ••(х>Э ф,<х) - D V ^ •(χ·)3
ν
φ(χ·) 
_2 yv Эх ' р 3χ* σ , , . , , . , , . , .. 
"
D n
 - ¡ Γ - 7 * è * l x ) Э і ф ( х ' 
- D2T\VV10 « P ) ( D «") Э'ф(х')Э^ф(х·) 
- D V V 3^φ(χ·)3^φ(χ') (Α.4) 
UV 
Apparently the express ion η Э ф'(х)Э φ ' ( χ ) transforms a s a s c a l a r dens i ty 
of weight 1 under d i l a t a t i o n s . 
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The transformation (3.2) will be used in infinitesimal form: 
+ b" , bv infinitesimal (A.5) 
x*' x' 
2 
Thus we neglect terms of order b . We obtain, by squaring (A. 5) : 
- \ ' \ (1 + 2x bp) (A.6) 
χ·
μ
 = (1 - 2χ Ь^х" + х 2Ь М , (Α.7) 
Ρ 
and the derivative: 
(1 - 2x b")«'· + 2(x b' - b χ") (Α.Θ) 
Эх'
 P V, 
For the determinant we find 
ax det ^ - - (1 - 8x b P) det [β11 + 2(x b" - Ь хУ)] 
3 χν ρ
 u
 ν ν ν '•> 
Since the second term between brackets does not contribute to the diagonal 
elements, its contribution to the determinant is of second degree in b and can be 
neglected. We find 
det ^ - - 1 - 8x b P - ( ^r- ) 4 . (A.9) 
Эх
 P
 x
2 
This is the Jacoblan J. 
Now consider 
φ·(χ) = J ^ í x ' ) - (1 - 2x bP)*(x·) . (A.10) 
Ρ 
This gives 
3 t'Cx) - -2b φίχ') + Ql - 4x b p ) i V + 2(x bV - Ь х^Зэ'ФСх') · (A.ll) 
Finally we have 
п^Э *·(χ)3 *·(χ) - (1 - вхЬ^п^Э' + иЧЭ'еи' ) - 4ημν*< χ ,>3'φ(χ·) 
μ V ρ μ ν μ ν 
(Α.12) 
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Interpreted as part of a Lagrangian, the second tern of the right hand side 
does not contribute to the field equations. What remains Is the transformation 
law for a scalar density of weight 1. 
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Appendix В 
Solut ions of the equation μ, P
n
 = 0 . 
In order t o find the general s o l u t i o n of the equation 
Vo • 0 
with 
(B. l ) 
\ - 7? (\4 + 1 "ks' 
3z iz 
we introduce new var iab les 
!< , Э ^ . 3 . ^ . 4 . 5 . Э 
ζ ( — j + i — г ) + (ζ + i z ) —— 
3z -
(В.2) 
w = -^ (z + i z ) 
and 
" " Ti- l z 4 " i z 5 ) 
Then 
• (B.3) 
¡7 ****** 
and 
8
 - ^ ( è - - 5 - ) 
3z 5 7?
 (
 3w 3w 
- (B.4) 
1 , к Э
 А
 Э . 
9w 3z 
and the equation (B.l ) can be wr i t ten i n the form 
Ту (z — + w — £ · ) P 0(w, w, ζ ) » 0 
3w 3z 
We shall use as ansatz the following expression 
(B.5) 
(B.6) 
f(w, w) g(z ) (B.7) 
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Then 
U g + w t - i ) - 0 
3w 3z 
If we divide by -751 wfg we obtain 
¿ . i «
 + Ì J a . . o , 
and it follows that 
1 3f 
3w 
and 
1 ig к ñ к * - с, г 
The general solution of these equations is 
cww 
f « f g M e 
^ - i o Î2 2 C l Z 
g - g0 · 
Thus we find 
c . (WW 
"0 * fo ( w ) 4 e 
•H2> 
f0(«) g 0 e 
2 C 1 R 
(B.8) 
tB.9) 
(B.10) 
J 
• (B.in 
(B.12) 
where use is made of г ζ - -ζ + (ζ4 +ζ5 ) • R . We can now choose g
n
 sud» that 
1
 =2 
2 cr 
g
n
 e ¿ - 1 . (В.13) 
Then 
4 5 
f - f0(w) - f0 ( 2-«£_ , •7?" (B.14) 
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Samenvatting 
Aangezien In de huidige formulering van de theor ie voor s t e r k e 
I n t e r a c t i e s (QCD) h ad r one η n i e t met behulp van stor ingsrekening beschre­
ven kunnen worden, dienen nieuwe ("non-pertuitoative") methoden ontwikkeld 
t e worden. In ons werk bouwen we daarbij voort op wat e r i n he t l a a t s t e 
decennium i s ontwikkeld: he t bee ld dat een hadron pp n i e t - t r i v i a l e wi jze 
i s opgebouwd u i t quarks en gluonen. Zien we even af van de mogeli jkheid 
dat een hadron s t e d e kan verva l len, dan s t e l l e n we ons voor dat z e l f -
interagerende gluonen en quark-antiquark paren op een of andere wijze 
een g e l o c a l i s e e r d medium (bag) vormen, waarin de v a l e n t i e quarks, 
"aangekleed" t o t c o n s t i t u e n t queries, ziA kunnen bewegen onder inv loed 
van de wisselwerking met d i t medium, maar waaraan z i j n i e t kunnen 
ontsnappen (permanente ops lu i t ing o f "confinement"). In ons werk l a t e n 
wij z ien dat een geometrisdi model een gesch ikte beschr i jv ingswi j ze i e 
voor quark confinement i n een hadron. De eigenschappen waaraan d i t 
geometrisch model moet voldoen, le iden we mede af u i t fenomenologische 
hadronmodellen. Biertoe i s he t op de e e r s t e p l a a t s noodzakeli jk dat 
fenomenologische hadronmodellen een zo groot mogelijk aantal versd i i jn-
s e l e n verklaren binnen vertrouwde beschri jv ingswi jzen. Bet kader van de 
n i e t - r e l a t i v i s t i s c h e Schrödlnger verge l i jk ing l i j k t daarvoor u i t e r s t 
gesch ikt . Enerzijds kunnen daarbinnen standaard technieken worden aan-
gewend, anderzijds i s de u i tbre id ing naar een nieuw toepass ingsgebied 
mogelijk. 
Binnen d i t kader kan op grond van de experimentele gegevens voor 
sterk interagerende d e e l t j e s worden aangetoond, dat he t a l dan n i e t 
e x p l i c i e t meenemen van sterk verval van wezenl i jke inv loed i s op de 
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resul tate l i van een hadronmodel. Tevens i s daardoor de noodzaak aan te 
geven om onderscheid t e maken tussen fy s i s che en k a l e (naakte of "bare**) 
hadronen. 
Onder een fys i sch hadron verstaan we een "elementair" d e e l t j e 
z o a l s dat i n h e t laboratorium kan worden geproduceerd en zoa l s d a t , naar 
wi j thans aannemen door QCD, u i tgebre id met QED en zwakke wisselwerkingen« 
kan worden beschreven. De aannamen dat QED en zwakke wisselwerkingen op 
de b e s c h r i j v i n g van s t erke v e r s c h i j n s e l e n nauwelijks inv loed hebben, i s 
i n he t algemeen r e d e l i j k gebleken. We kunnen daarom voor ons doel v o l -
staan met aan t e nemen dat fys i sche hadronen door QCD worden beschreven. 
Wat we onder "bare" hadronen moeten vers taan , i s n i e t helemaal 
d u i d e l i j k . Een mogelijke omschrijving van een "bare" hadron i s datgene 
wat o v e r b l i j f t van een fys i sch hadron indien s terk verval wordt 
verboden. In dat geval i s e r per fec te quark-ops lu i t ing . Oœ d i t t e 
beschr i jven met behulp van QCD moeten we QCD zodanig formuleren dat de 
c r e a t i e van meerdere k l e u r s i n g l e t s u i t één k l e u r s i n g l e t onmogelijk i s . 
Dat i s n i e t helemaal h e t z e l f d e a l s QCD beperken t o t de g luonsec tor . 
Wel wordt algemeen aangenomen dat ten gevolge van h e t n i e t - a b e l s e 
karakter van de i j k g r o e p , hoofdzakel i jk gluonen verantwoordelijk z i j n 
voor quarkconfinement. 
HadronmodeHen die zich er toe beperken hadronen a l s s t a b i e l e d e e l -
t j e s op de v a t t e n , beschr i jven "bare" hadronen. Fys i sche hadronen 
worden beschreven door modellen waarin ook s terk verva l wordt meegenomen. 
Spectra en eigenschappen van beide "soorten" hadronen kunnen d r a s t i s c h 
v e r s c h i l l e n . Het i s daarom n i e t eenvoudig coi vanuit QCD naar de b e s c h r i j -
ving van een hadron te komen, omdat dat meestal v i a de b e s c h r i j v i n g van 
"bare" hadronen gaat , waarvan we de prec ieze eigenschappen n i e t kennen. 
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Het i s evenwel mogelijk z i Λ een bee ld t e vormen van de eigenschappen 
van "bare" hadronen u i t de eigenschappen van fys i sche hadronen. Een 
eigenschap d i e belde soorten wel zu l len delen i s de l i n e a r l t e i t van 
Regge " tra jector ies '* . De bekende consequentie i n t e m e n van p o t e n t i a a l -
model l e η i s de l i n e a i r e p o t e n t i a a l tussen zware quarks op grote afstanden. 
Verder kunnen we vermoeden dat h e t "bare" hadronspectrum n e t a l s h e t 
fys i sche spectrum, flavormassa-onafhanke 11 jke n iveau-opspl i ts ingen z a l 
kennen en dat h e t z e l f s b e t e r e q u i d i s t a n t z a l z i j n . Deze eigenschappen 
geven ons aanle id ing om een geometrisch quarkmodel t e bestuderen. In een 
n i e t - r e l a t i v i s t i s c h e benadering hiervan bewegen de quarks a l s onder 
inv loed van onafhankeli jke quazkmassa-afhankelijke harmonische o s c i l l a -
toren met een un iverse le frequent ie. Na a f s p l i t s i n g van de zwaartepunts­
beweging b l i j f t voor mesonen een eenvoudig tweedeeltjesmodel over . 
Aangevuld met s t e d e verval b l i j ken een aanta l eigenschappen van l i c h t e 
en zware mesonen t e kunnen worden beschrewn. 
Sterk verval wordt door ons i n een fenoisnolog isch model beschreven 
met behulp van een overgangspotentiaal i n een gekoppelde-kanalen 
Sdirudinger v e r g e l i j k i n g . Een o f meerdere kanalen beschri jven de toestand 
waarbij een hadren a l s een systeem van permanent opges loten c o n s t i t u e n t 
quarks (en/of antiquarks) kan worden voorgeste ld (bare hadron). Andere 
kanalen representeren de s terke vervalproducten van h e t hadren. Door 
u i t z e t t e n van de overgangspotent iaal d i e b e s c h r i j f t hoe h e t hadronlsche 
systeem van de ene toes tand i n de andere toestand kan springen, gaan we 
over van fys i sche hadronen, waarbij beide toestanden naast e lkaar kinnen 
optreden, naar "bare" hadronen. 
De c o n c l u s i e van ons fenomenologisdi model i s dat een in terne a n t i -
De S i t t e r geometrie voor "bare" hadronen aannemelijk i s . In "non-
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perturbati ve" QCD kan de SO(3,2) synmetrie worden afgeleid uit de 
aanname dat de naïeve conforme s y m é t r i e van de gluonsector van de QCD 
Lagrangiaan door de stral ingscorrecties spontaan wordt gebroken. Hiertoe 
z i jn Higgsvelden geïntroduceerd in een e f fect ieve conforme invariante 
Lagrangiaan. In een benadering kan h ieru i t het geometrisch model worden 
afgele id. 
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STELLINGEN 
I 
De bewering van Salam en Strathdee dat SO(3,2) kan dienen a l s interne 
symmetrie voor hadronen, i s interessant . Er i s evenwel geen noodzaak 
hiervoor tensor-ijkvelden in t e voeren. 
A. Salam en J. Strathdee, Phys.Rev. D18, 4S96 (1978) 
II 
De fermionterm u i t de Lagrangiaan voor een e f f e c t i e f kleurdiëlectricvm 
zoals voorgesteld door Nielsen en Patkós, kan ook geometrisch geïnterpreteerd 
worden. 
H.B. Nielsen en A. Patkós, Nucl.Phys. B19S, 137 (1982) 
l i l 
De ef fect ieve twee-deelt jes potentialen voor de upsilon en ps i fami l ies , 
zoa ls afgeleid net behulp van de "inverse scattering" nethode, bevat n i e t 
noodzakelijk een Coulomb-term. Hieraan mogen geen conclusies over "asymptotic 
freedom" worden verbonden. 
W. Buohmiiller en S.-H.H. Туе, AIP Conférence Proceedings 
no. 74, 370, Tallahassee (1981) 
IV 
De l i ch te scala ire mesonen kunnen beschreven worden als gewone qq-systemen, 
z i j het gemengd met meson-meson conponenten, binnen het geünitarizeerde 
quaxkmodel. 
N.A. Tömqvist, Phya.Rev.Lett. 49, 624 (1982); 
Helsinki preprint HU-TFT 83-31 (1983) 
V 
De massaverschuivingen die Jacobs, H i l l e r en Olsson vinden a l s z i j voor de 
channonium en beautonium systemen het e f f e c t van sterk verval in rekening 
brengen, z i jn veel te k l e in . 
S. Jacobe, K.J. Miller, en Μ.β. Olsson, Phys.Rev.Lett. 
SO, 1181 (1983) 
VI 
Veelal wordt b i j het berekenen van vertakkingsverhoudingen geen rekening 
gehouden met de normalizatie van de toestand die ontstaat a l s in een 
i soscalar sca la i r meson een P-paar wordt gevormd. 
VII 
Bij het berekenen van herkoppelingscoêfficiênten kunnen fase- inconsis tent ies 
aanleiding geven t o t foutieve resultaten. 
R.L·. Jaffe, Phys.Rev. DIS, 267, 281 (1977) 
D. Strottman, Phys.Rev. D20, 748 (1979) 
Vil i 
De hoeveelheid verplichte leerstof voor natuurkunde in het voortgezet 
onderwijs, geeft aan de dooent veel t e weinig ruimte om in het lesmateriaal 
eigen inzichten te verwerken. 
IX 
Het ministerie van volksgezondheid en milieuhygiëne dient de omvang van 
de schadelijkheid beter te overwegen b i j het plaatsen van waarschuwingen 
op consunptie-artikelen. Zo zou een duidelijk leesbare mededeling 
"bedreigt de gezondheid" eerder op motorvoertuigen dan op pakjes s igaretten 
verwacht mogen worden. 
X 
Het i s te vrezen dat ze l f s indien voor benoemingen in de theoretische 
natuurkunde het advies van de Emancipatieraad wordt gevolgd om b i j 
aanstellingen vrouwen voorrang te verlenen boven mannen ook a l s z i j 
geringere capaciteiten hebben, we daar binnenkort toch n ie t een ruime 
uitbreiding van het aantal vrouwelijke hoogleraren tegemoet kunnen z ien . 
15 septenber 1983 E. van Be veren 



